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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem

Increasingly consideration is being given to affective

behavior in conceptualizing the teaching-learning process. Recog-

nition is growing that emphasis is needed on affective reactions

as well as subject matter in improving instruction.1 Despite this

recognition, present attempts to individualize instruction through

programed or computer-assisted instruction; give only peripheral

attention to the affective domain.2 Limited consideration of

affect exists, even though research from programed instruction

shows that individualized content-oriented instruction alone does

not provide individuals with sufficient motivation for mastery of

many subject areas.3 Indeed, research indicates that motivation

increases, and learning outcomes improve, when the social-emotional

1George G. Stern, "Measuring Noncognitive Variables in
Research on Teaching," in Handbook of Research on Teaching, ed. by
N. L. Gage (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1963T5759S-447.

2Robert M. Gagne, "The Analysis of Instructional Objectives
for the Design of Instruction" (pp. 21-65), and James G. Holland,
"Research on Programing Variables" (pp. 66-117), in Teaching Machines
and Programed Learning II, ed. by Robert Glaser (nip.: Department of
Audiovisual Instruction, National Education Association of.the United
States, 1965).

3James Hartley, "Social Factors in Programmed Instruction:
A Review," Programmed Learning, III, No. 1 (1966), 3-16.



dimension is considered in the teaching-Learning process.1 Because

of the importance of the social-cmotiona. dimension in small group

instruction, findings regarding affect h-ve stimulated research on

small instructional groups 2 The present study combined emphasis

on affective components in small group le'rning with the conven-

tionally individualized technique of computer-assisted instruction.

The computer.was introduced into the soci .-emotional dimension of

the small problem-solving group. An exper:ment was conducted to

determine whether the computer could supply inter-member affective

feedback within the small, adult, learning group so as to enhance

instructional processes and learning outcorres.

Background to the Etudv

Past research findings are encourzging for the further study

of the affective feedback on groups. The iterature indicates that

affective feedback given to groups tends t) improve group functioning.

Affective feedback, with certain qualifications, leads to improved

affective relationships within small groups, to improved small group

problem-solving processes, and to improved:: learning outcomes/

ljohn Withall and W. W. Lewis, " ocial Interaction in the
Classroom," in Handbook of Research on Techine-, ed. by N. L. Gage
(Chicago:. Rand McNally & Co., 1963), pp. ZIT3-714.

2"Group Processes," in Encyclopedia of Educational Research,
ed. by Robert J. Ebel (4th ed., London: Collier-Macmillan, Ltd.,

1969), PP. 551-59.

3Dorothy Stock, "A Survey of Research on T-Groups," in
T-Group TheoryA_Laboratory Method, ed, byl Leland A. Bradford,
Jack R. Gibb,-and-Kenneth-T. Bennel--(New York 'John Wiley and Sons,

Inc., 1964), PP. 395-441.



In spite of encouraging results from studies of affective

feedback to groups, an extensive search of the research literature

uncovered no studies of feedback to small'groups through the use of

the computer. Studies of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) focus

on content mastery through one-to-one communication between computer

and student. In fact, CAI stresses individualization of learning by

tailoring instruction to the unique response history of the pupil,1

This orientation neglects the interpersonal dimension in learning

and fails to consider affective responses of students as components

in the learning process.

Uhile CAI has apparently not been attempted with small

groups, programed instruction (PI), the basic methodology under-

lying CAI has been applied successfully in several group learning

experiments. Group applications of PI have included feedback con-

siderations.
2

If programed instruction including feedback has been

shown to have certain benefits in group learning, it follows that

'programed instruction as part of:Omputer-assisted instruction

would be a logical direction for group research. Beneficial effects

of affective feedback to groups bring further encouragement for a

study of computer-assisted affective feedback to small problem-

solving groups.

1Patrick Suppes,'"The Uses of Computers in Education,"
Scientific American, September, 1966, pp. 207 -08.

2James Hartley, "Some Factors AffectingStudent Performance
in Programmed Learning," Programmed Learning and Educational Technol-
2a, 17, 3i-(1968>, 206-,18.---. 7

10.



The Theoretical Framework

The theory which is being tested in the present research is

the feedback loop. The feedback loop involves examination of the

effects of returning information to an ongoing system concerning that

system's functioning. There are two central questions in this study

related to the feedback loop in groups: What are the educational out-

comes of supplying affective feedback to small problem-solving groups ?;

and, How do these outcomes vary under conditions of computer-assisted

and experimenter-assisted feedback?

Feedback is conceptualized in a work-emotionality framework.

Three integrated types of constructs are specified through use of this

framework: communication variables group behavior variables, and

individual behavior variables. While work-emotionality theory is not

itself being tested, the theory does provide a useful operational

framework for examining the feedback loop in relation to small

'problem-solving groups.

The three types of constructs are operationalized through a

paradigm of communication developed by Boyd. Through use of Boyd

model, feedback is defined and supplied to small problem-solving

group members. Individual and group educational outcomes are analyzed

according to thirteen hypotheses.

The Experiment

Ninety-siX students in a course in the School of Education

were used as subjects for a study of computer-assisted affective

feedback-to-akal p-obrek-sOlv-inFgr-Oups:- the-firai class

meeting of the semester, the subjects, were randomly assigned into

11



twelve groups of eight students. Groups of eight metweekly throughout

the semester and worked on tasks dealing with the course subject matter.

Small group instruments were administered during each small group meet-

ing. These instruments were also employed during experimental sessiohs,

thus making it possible to make extensive comparisons between pre-

experimental, experimental intervention, and post-experimental meetings.

During the semester, each group of eight was scheduled for an

evening three-hour experimental session. A Q-sort was administered

during the eighth week of class in preparation for this session. Dur-

ing the experimental sessions, eight-man groups were divided randomly

into a four-man experimental and a four-man control grow). Paired

groups of four were matched, in that each set had an identical history

and phase development.

The matched sets were divided into two arrangements. In one

arrangement, one group of a matched set received computer-assisted

feedback, while the other group received no feedback. In the other

arrangement, one group received hand-calculated feedback, and the

other group received no feedback. Thus two types of experimental

.groups and two types of control groups were used in the research.

One experimental group received affective feedback from computer type-

writers.. A second experimental group received identical feedback cm-

piled by hand by an experimenter. One control group entered affective

reactions into computer typewriters but received no feedback. A second

control group wrote affective reactions on typed sheets by hand but

received no feedback. Comparisons between machine-administered feed-

back, hand-calculated feedback, and the two control conditions were

made for eleven hypotheses. Three hypotheses. compared feedback and

no, feedback subjects.



The experimental session began with the administration of a

semantic differential test. Immediately following the test, matched

sets of four subjects received an incomplete case study, Each subject

rank-ordered the given solutions, after which members interacted and

determined a group rank-order solution. At the end of thirty minutes,

all groups were stopped, and both the individual and group solutions

were collected by the experimenter.

Members of all groups then responded on four instruments

which analyzed their immediately preceding group interaction. In all

four types of experimental and control groups, each subject then

expressed affective reactions to every other subjects Affective

ratings were either entered into computer typewriters or written

by hand onto pre-printed sheets.

In one type of four-man experimental group, the computer

tabulated the data and let everyone know by means of the typewriters

how everyone else felt about his behavior. In the other type of

experimental group, identical feedback information was supplied by

an experimenter who analyzed and hand-tabulated ratings. Control

groups performed the same rating procedures as experimental groups

-- either on computer typewriters or by hand -- but received no

feedbacks

Both types of experimental groups then discussed the feed-

back for ten minutes. Their directions were to use feedback

information to improve group interaction on a second case study.

After filling out all the instruments, control groups moved directly

to the second case study.



All groups of four, experimental and control, worked on a

second similar case study for another thirty-minute period. Subjects

. arrived at individual, and then group.rank-order solutions. At the

completion of the problem session, all group members again responded

on four instruments analyzing their problem-solving session. All

subjects once again expressed affective reactions to all other sub-

jects, either through computer typewriters or on pre-printed sheets.

No feedback was supplied to any group. A second semantic differential

_test completed the evening's activities.

Groups of eight continued to meet throughout the remainder

of the semester. During these meetings groups continued to fill out

small group instruments used during experimental intervention.

Outcomes from Hypotheses

Eight test instruments were used in analyzing feedback effects.

Effects were investigated for four groupings of four-man groups:

computer. assisted feedback groups, hand-calculated feedback groups,

and their two corresponding no-feedback control conditions. Differ-

ences were expected between the feedback and no feedback conditions

only.

Hypotheses proposed fourteen outcomes from supplying affec-

tive feedback to groups:

Feedback given to all members of small problem - solving groups of adults
concerning group members' affective reactions to behavior during group
problem-solving sessions will result:in:

improved groUp decision - making procedures in similar future

group problem solving

14



. increased openness in expression of feelings by group members in
similar future group problem solving

improved feelings of cohesiveness for group members in.similar
future group problem solving

. perceptions by group members of more solutions to problems for
similar future group problem-solving tasks

less difficulty for group members with similar future problem -
solving tasks

0 'increased cooperation among group members in reaching problem
solutions in similar future group problem solving

. increased interest by group members in similar future problem-
solving tasks

. . improved group creativity when working on similar future problem-
solving tasks

an improved group product when working on similar future problem-
solving tasks

improved utilization of group resources by group members when
working on similar future problemsolving tasks

an increase in satisfaction among group members with the behavior
of others in similar future group problem solving

6 6 a change in the amount of activity by group members in direc-
tions indicated by feedback reports of all group members

. positive change in the dimensions of the meaning of "small group
experience" for group members

6 a shift in basic assumption culture toward pairing in similar
future group problem solving

15



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF'THE LITERATURE

Theoretical ApproachesLIS2najltalx

Introduction

Communication, group, and individual variables were used in

studying the effects of affective feedback on classroom groups.

Several theorists have conceptualized these variables and have

contributed to the current research.

Theoretical Influences

Field .Theory
,

1
Kurt Lewin, as one of the founders of field theory, developed

a theoretical system outlining individual variables and extending these

variables into conceptions of group level functioning.

Lewin used geometrial topology in describing the psychological

world, or life space of individuals. Life space consisted of a series

of multi-dimensional regions which were attractive -- had positive

valence -- or were unattractive -- had negative valence -- for the

individual. Lewin pictured states of .tension or psychological need

in which individuals moved or locomoted within life space to satisfy

'Kurt Lewin, Field Theory in Social Science (New York:

Harper & Brothers, 1951 :



these needs. Movement tended toward goals and areas of positive

valence, and away from areas, of negative valence.

Lewin adapted his individual variables directly to small

group functioning. Groups were composed of members with a common

or shared life space. Groups had purposes and goals and tended to

move or locomote toward areas of positive valence and away from areas

of negative valence in achieving goals.

Lewin's theoretical contributions of an emphasis on the

perceptual-psychological field, an integration of individual and

group levels in small group theorizing, and a stress on valence were

influential in this research.

Cognitive Consistency Theo

In 194 Heider,i inflUenced by Lewin's conception of conflict,

presented the basis for balance theory. The work of both Heider and

Lewin evolved into what is currently known as cognitive consistency

theory.

Three major paradigms of cognitive consistency theory have

been developed:
2 the congruity model, represented by Osgood and

Tannenbaum, the balance model, recently updated by Abelson and

Rosenberg, and dissonance theory, as described in.the work of

Festinger.

'Fritz Heider, "Social Perception and Phenomenal Causality,"
gatalolical Review, LI (1944), 358-74.

2Roger Brown, Social Psychology (New York: Free Press, 1965),
pp. 549-609.

10
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These three paradigms make the common assumption that human

beings abhor incongruity-imbalance-dissonance or what can generally be

called inconsistency. Psychological disequilLbrium brought about by

inconsistency initiates change. Change is in the direction of psycho-

logical equilibrium, restoration, or consistency.

Cognitive consistency theorists provide theoretical and

experimental evidence for the analysis of inconsistent experience.

The work of these men has been taken into account in that in this

experiment affective feedback provides each group member with aware-

ness of the incongruity he arouses in the experience of others.

Theory of Groups

Among the most comprehensive and'exhaustive analyses of

smallgroup functioning is George Homans' theory of groups.' His

conceptual framework integrates individual and group level variables

and attempts to isolate affective components of behavior.

Romans feels three elements describe individual human behavior.

Activities refer to the things people do to or with non-human objects

or with other people when their reaction or reciprocal behavior is

ignored, such as driving a car or cutting someone's hair. Sentiments

are feelings, attitudes and beliefs which constitute the inner state

of a person such as happiness, conservatism, or other subjective per-

ceptions. Interaction is behavior directed toward another person when

'George C. Homans' theory was originally developed in his
beak The Human Group (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1950), and later
amplified in his work Social BehaviOnIts Elementary Forms (New

York: Fi.ee Press. of Glencoe, 1962).



his reaction or reciprocal behavior is taken into account, such as

going somewhere with someone or teaching.. Homans postulates that

interaction, sentiment, and activity are dynamically interrelated so

that a change in one leads to a change in the others.

He further identifies a social system as the state of

relations among interaction, activity, and sentiment among a

collection of two or more persons identifiable as a unity, or group.

A social system has two components. The external component describes

the relations among interaction, activity, and sentiment developing

in the group from forces in the environment. The internal component

describes relations among activity, interaction, and sentiment

evolving spontaneously as a product of the unique qualities of the

group members.

Homans' comprehensive theory has integrated individual

characteristics and group functioning and has included, with his

concept of sentiment, an analysis of affective behavior. This study

assumes such an integration of individual and group behavior, and

places emphasis on affective variables.

FIRO Theor

William Schutz' theory of interpersonal functioning' deals

in depth with emotional interaction patterns and their effect on

group behavior. Individual emotional needs are integrated into a

theory of group activity.

1William C. Schutz, FIRO: A Three Dimensional Theory of
Interpersonal Behavior (New York: Holt Rinehart, 1958).

12



In his research, Schutz factor analyzed scores on seventy items

descriptive of individual behavior in groups. Three factors emerged

which he named inclusion, control, and affection. Schutz described

these factors as individual interpersonal needs. He postulated that

every individual has the three interpersonal needs: inclusion, control,

and affection. Individual uniqueness among these needs develops from

early individual experience in interpersonal relations.

Inclusion refers to satisfactory relations with people in

regard to interaction and association. Control refers to satisfactory

relations with regard to power and status. And affection refers to

satisfactory relations with regard to love. Schutz feels that these

three individual interpersonal needs constitute a set of areas

sufficient for prediction and explanation of interpersonal phenomena.

Schutz developed an instrument to measure people's orientation

toward interpersonal activity. FIRO-B measures the behavior of a

person toward others and the behaviors a person expects from others

toward himself in the areas of inclusion, control, and affection.

FIRO-B scores became a basis for prediction.

From analysis of individual interpersonal needs, Schutz

developed conceptions of compatibility among group members. His

experiments showed his predictions to be valid. Compatible groups

were more productive, more cohesive, and showed increased desire for

personal contact among group members than control groups.

Schutz broadened his theory through identification of group

level concepts. He conceptualized roles, norms, sanctions, situational

factors, and group phase development.

13
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FIRO theory provides an Integrated approach to affective

behavior. Schutz has successfully described affect in terms of the

individual and has extended this analysis to group level variables.

Such a perspective on affect is assumed in this research.

Interaction Process Analysis'

The starting point of Robert Bales" research1 derives from

two major interrelated concepts: interaction and situation. Inter-

action refers to human activity addressed to persons and things, and

situation refers to the self, other individuals, and physical objects

toward which human activity is addressed. Bales feels the observation

of social interaction and its situation is 11 common starting ground

for the social sciences. Bales research has focused on interaction

within small problem - solving groups.

In small groups, Bales sees interaction as being distributed

over time and among individuals. Individual acts differ in the

degree to which they emphasize cognitive (symbolic: manipulation),

affective (emotional and evaluative content), and conative (decisions

about objects and attempts at withdrawal, adaption, change, or con-

trol of the objects) aspects.

From considerations of these problems of.cognitive, affective,

and conative orientation, Bales has developed a,category system for

analyzing group interaction. His system consists of twelve categories

-- six of which deal with social-emotional behaviors, and six which

1Rdbert F. Bales, Interction Process Analysis (Cambridge,
Nass.: Addison - Wesley Press, Inc.., 1950).

21



deal with task behaviors. Bales divides group interaction into units.

A unit is the smallest segment of verbal or nonverbal behavior which

can be classified by the category system. He then classifies acts'

within his exhaustive categories.

Bales major contribution to this study has been his paradigm

for a category system which classifies units of small group inter-

action along social-emotional and task dimensions. Problems with

Bales' classification arise, however, because his system codes a

behavior as social-emotional or task, depending on which component

predominates. The present research emphasizes both aspects for a

unit of activity.

Implications

The feedback loop involves the effects of returning infor-

mation to an ongoing system concerning that system's functioning.

In this research, a small group theoretical framework was needed

through which small group functioning could be integrated with

conceptions of the feedback loop.

A series of theoretical developments, as outlined from the

literature, have contributed toward the thinking in this study, From

these developments, a small group theoretical framcwork was sought

which could examine individual and group outcomes in light of affective

information returned to a group concerning that group's functioning.

While not itself tested, such a small group theoretical framework would

permit an operational organization of past research findings and the

variables in this study. This organization could help to clarify

research on the feedback loop with small groups.

15
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The Chosen Theoretical Framework

Work-emotionality theory was chosen as a framework for

examining the integration of small group variables with the feed-

back loop. Work-emotionality theory, while not being tested

itself, did provide a useful operational framework for examiing

group functioning in relation to the feedback loop.

The origins of work-emotionality theory are found in the

pioneering work of W. R. Bion.1 Bion, an English psychiatrist,

developed the original concepts while working with therapy groups

at the Tavistock Clinic in England. He observed that patients

interacted during therapy in accordance with specific patterns of

behavior toward one another, as well as toward the therapist. The

group was seen as dealing with two major factors of group life

-- cognition and emotion. Behavior leading toward a cognitive

task, or goal, was designated as work. Work2 was defined as

. the consciously determined, deliberative, reality-bound,

goal seeking aspects ." of behavior.3 The handling of

problems of emotion was termed emotionality.

1W. R. Bion, Experiences in Groups (New York: Basic Books,
Inc., 1961).

2Technical terms are underlined when first defined and at
other points where definitions are crucial for, full technical under-
standing.

3Dorothy Stock and Herbert A. Thelen, Emotional Dynamics
and Group Culture (New York: New York University Press for National
Training Laboratories, 1958), p. 13.

16
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Emotionality was defined as behavior which is ". . non-purposive,

'instinctual', and not under conscious control."1 The predominant

emotional state in the group was a combination of affective need and

orientation toward the goal of work. Such a predominant emotional

state within the group was referred to as the basic assumption

culture of the group.

Bion identified three cultures: dependency, pairing, and

fight-flight. To Bion, cultures differed in emotionality orientation

only. He did not distinguish between levels of work. In a work-

dependency culture, a group was looking for direction and support

from a source outside itself. For example, support could be expected

from an authoritarian teacher, or a group leader. In a work-pairing

culture, the group was functioning so that its strength arose through

close relationships among the membership. In a fight-flight culture,

the group was either attacking an object of concern, or withdrawing

from it. For example, members could attack a leader verbally, or

withdraw from his direction by lapsing into silence.

Herbert A. Thelen
2
incorporated Bion's basic concepts into

his research at the University of Chicago Human Dynamics Laboratory

'Ibid.

2The primary sources of Thelen's contribution to work-
emotionality theory are: "Emotionality and Work in Groups," in
The State of the Social! Sciences, ed. by Leonard D. White (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1959); "Work Emotionality Theory of
the Group as an Organism," in Psychology: A Study of a Science,
ed. by Sigmund Koch (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1959), and, Stock
and Thelon, Emotional Dynamics and_Group Culture.

17
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and integrated Bion's ideas into an educational context. Thelen's

major contribution has been to further refine Bion's theory.

Thelen and his associates divided Bion's unitary conception

of work into four distinct levels:

1 - level work is personally need-oriented and unrelated
to the group work

2 - level work is maintaining or routine in character.
It may involve attempting to define a task, searching
for methodology, clarifying already established plans,
and the like

3 - level work is group-focused work that introduces some
new ingredient; active problem solving

4 - level work is highly creative, insightful, and inte-
grative. It often interprets what has been going on
in the group and bringsitogether in a meaningful way
a series of experiences

They also identified five types of emotionality. They

separated fight from flight and added counter. - dependency. Only four

of these emotionalities -- fight, flight, pairing, and dependency --

were treated in any detail in their work. Counter-pairing, refined by

Boyd and his colleagues at the University of Wisconsin, did not appear

in the work of Thelen.2 There have thus been identified six types of

emotionality:

Fight - expressions of hostility and aggression
Flight - expressions of avoidance of the problem or

withdrawal from participation
Pairing - expressions of warmth, intimacy, and

supportiveness
Dependency - expressions of reliance on some person or

thing external to the membership

1
Stock and Thelen, p. 193. More detailed descriptions of work

levels are found in Appendix A.

2Eugene R. Watson, "The Dynamics of Expectations and Adaption
to Adult Learning Group Cultures" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Wisconsin, 1963), p. 28.
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Counter-dependency - expressions of concern over threat to
personal autonomy resulting from reliance upon one of
a group of individuals for direction, upon subject
matter, or upon a rigid methodology

Counter-pairing - expressions which indicate there is a
desire for formality, detachment, or simply a rejection
of any pairing or friendliness with others

The Thelen team developed operational methods for analyzing

work and emotionality behaviors in terms of individuals and groups.

They also conducted extensive research into work-emotionality

behavior in small problem-solving classroom groups.

In addition, Thelen further refined Bion's conception of group

culture. He stressed "group-as-a-whole validity,"2 in which the group

itself could be described as having characteristics distinct from

analysis of individual group members. The predominant work-emotionality_

behavior found in a group at a point in time was called, by Thelen, the

basic assumption culture of the group. The basic assumption culture

represenLed a social system which provided orderliness and stability

within the group. The major work-emotionality modality (group basic

assumption culture) which the group assumed provided a constancy of

expectation, so that individuals could predict the consequences of

their behavior. The group culture shifted over time as different work-

emotionality behaviors became the major concern of the group.

The relationship between the individual and the group culture

is described by Theleri when he says:

lIbid. More detailed descriptions of emotionalities are found
in Appendix A.

2Stock and Theleh, p. 9.
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The characteristLcs of the group then -- the group factors --
emerge from the patterning of the interactions in which each
person engages; at the same time, this emergent group effects
the interactions in which each person engages. Thus, the
persons construct the group at the same time the group
exercises control over the behaviors out of which it is
constructed. The group is a system of part-whole relation-
ships. The parts are the tendencies inhering in the
individuals; and the whole is the social system they create
through the expression and exercise of these tendencies.1

Boyd's position2 is that there exists a polarity continuum for

the emotionalities fight, Pairing, and dependency. The polarity of

fight is flight. Watson stressed counter-dependency as the polarity

of dependency, and counter-pairing as the polarity of pairing.

Boyd3 further stressed the idea that work and emotionality

behaviors are inseparable. Reality bound goal seeking behavior and

instinctual non-purposive behavior are in constant dynamic interaction

during group activity. All group activity has components of both.

Thus work-emotionality theory allowed all group behavior to be defined

by a matrix of twenty-four behavior types. Group interaction can

always be conceptualized as a combination of one of the four levels

of work and one of the six types of emotionality. One of these com-

binations will predominate in group functioning. Group culture can

thus be any one of twenty-four distinct work and emotionality behavior

tyres

lIbid.

2Robert D. Boyd, "An Interaction Model Applied to Supervision"
(paper presented at the meeting of the Association for SUpervision and
Curriculum Development, Denver, Colorado, April 23, 1966), p. 28.

3ibia;;-i.
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Slater." suggests a developmental view of basic assumption

cultures within groups. To Slater, the work-emotionality basic

assumption cultures are mechanisms which all serve the same purpose.

Cultures are attempts to maintain a balance between individual and

group identity. As there is increasing consciousness of, and involve-

ment in, the situation by members, different basic assumption cultures

tend:to predominate within the group. Increasing awareness of

individual identity, group identity, and group separateness by

members leads to evolution of the group from fight-flight, through

dependency, and into pairing cultures.

Thelen describes complications of the Slater viewpoint when

he says:

In general, we do not expect the particular sequence of
work-emotionality cultures to be constant from group to
group, but to depend on such factors as the particular
valency characteristics of the members, the leader's
personal needs and leadership approach, and task demands
to which the group is subject.2

Slater's viewpoint of cultural development is assumed and

tested in this research with Thelen's reservations in mind.

Individual behavior is conceptualized in work-emotionality

theory through the idea of valency. Bion first identified valencies

as describing the relationships between the individual and the group

culture. For Bion valency was ". . a capactiy for instantaneous

and involuntary combination of one individual with another for sharing

1966).
'Philip E. Slater, Microcosm (New York: 'John Wiley and Sons,

2Stock and Thelen, p. 190.
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and acting on a basic assumption. "1 Valency was a property of the

individual's personality which accounted for his participation in

group life. To Dion it had two aspects. "Expressive behavior" referred

to " . the kind of emotional disposition the individual was most

likely to express behaviorally in the group" and "combining with

others" dealt with the " . capacity of individuals to support or

co-operate with others in developing, maintaining, or moving away

from the various work-emotionality cultures."2

Thelen3 discussed valency as an individual personality

characteristic which explained the group relevant aspects of

personality. Valency is defined as the pattern of internal pre-

dispositions to act in groups, which form a coherent system within

personality, and determine how a person will respond and contribute

in small group interaction.

In his research Thelen dissected valency and found that:

valency -- as an organized set of emotional
predispositions residing in the individual -- can
profitably be differentiated into three related
but distinguishable elements: area of concern,
culture preference, and affective approach.

By area of concern Thelen means " an affect laden problem, that,

on some internal, possibly unconscious level is felt to be significant

'Mon, p. 153.

2Stock and Thelen, p. 15.

3Ibid., pp. 19-64, 225-28.

p. 23.
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by the individual and mobilizes his psychic energies."1 Certain basic

concerns of personality provide a general level of motivation for the .

individual in a variety of group situations. Culture preference

referred to the group behavior patterns, or basic assumption cultures

which were preferred by the, individual. Individuals have definite

preferences for behaviors they want to see in groups. Affective

approach described the " . . ways in which the individual responds

expressively to the various group cultures, that is: the ways in

which he behaves and does not be1ave."2 People react to various

group behavior patterns in a systemic fashion. The dynamic pattern

of these three aspects of valency determines how a person will

behave in groups.

Thus work-emotionality behaviors, basic assumption cultures,

and valency are the basic components of work-emotionality theory.

Two of the three areas of individual valency -- culture preference

and affective apprcach -- are particularly relevant to this research.

Model of Classroom Communication

In addition to basic theory, a model was needed which related

feedback in a work-emotionality framework to educational outcomes in

the classroom. Boyd's three channel model of communication3 allows

1Ibid.

p.

3The original explanation of the communication model is found
in Boyd, "An Interaction Model Applied to Supervision." It is more
recently developed in Boyd, "Interaction: A Three Channel Model,"

University of Wisconsin, 1969. (Mimeographed.)
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application of feedback, in work-emotionality terms, to measures of

classroom activity. It was through Boyd's model that theoretical

considerations were connected with observed classroom behavior.

Boyd's model applied to classroom small group activity provided

research data for testing.

Boyd has identified three distinct channels of communication

which occur simultaneously in the classroom. The three channels are

motivations delivery style, and information.

Traditionally the channel of information is considered the

forcal element for learning. Information is "what is being talked

about" in the classroom. 2xamples would include discussion of

assigned curriculum content such as history or geography, or

discussion of personal feelings such as: "I am excited by this

idea," or "Today's class is boring." Another example would be

discussion of the processes for learning such as: "Shall we have

a group discussion?" or "How shall we be tested on this material?"

Information is the subject matter of class discussion.

A second channel of classroom communication is on the

motivational channel. Communication of motivation refers to the

expression of the basic concerns of personality. Boyd describes

the communication of basic concerns when he says:

As one listens to (and watches) a person talking to you,
you begin to perceive certain concerns he is expressing.
The concerns may appear in the surface flow of his con-
versation or discussion. They may appear just as
frequently in less open vision, coming to the surface
with this word or that gesture. Your acquaintance may
be telling you about his work-a-day experiences and
running through his accounts are consistent threads of
perceived mistrust of his fellow workers. Such concerns
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openly displayed or masked behind words and gestures are
perceived as the motivational content of the utterance.'

Boyd2 conceives of basic concerns in terms of the developmental

psychology of Eric Erikson. Directly or indirectly people give

expression to their underlying stage of development.

The third channel of classroom communication is the delivery

style channel. Delivery style refers to the manner in which content

is communicated. Content may be delivered in a variety of ways

depending on voice inflection, choice of vocabulary, body posture, and

bodily movement. Combinations of these factors present to the observer

an emotionality and a concern for work which can be experimentally

analyzed. Measures of work and emotionality behaviors of a group

member become measures of his individual delivery style. Style is

typified by the statement: "It is not so much what he says that

irritates me, but the way .in which he says it:9

Affect in this research is found in work-emotionality analysis

in the delivery style channel of communication. Hypotheses explore the

effects of work-emotionality feedback from this channel on outcomes in

the information and delivery channels of communication in small group

interaction.

Affect

Affective behavior in this research develops in the delivery

style channel of communication in Boyd's communication model. In the

. 1Boyd,.!!.0. Interaction_Moda Applied to,Supervision," p.. 5.-

2lbid., pp. 5-10.

3Ibid., p. 10.
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&livery channel, measures of "How something is saki.' are expressed by

a work and an emotionality orientation.

Expressive behavior in the delivery channel of communication

emerges from two components of personality as identified in Thelen's

conception of valency. Delivery channel behaviors in Boyd's model are

expressed from the culture preference and affective approach portions

of valency within individual personality.

Thelen's conception of the area of concern portion of valency

expresses itself in Boyd's motivation channel of communication. For

'Thelen, area of concern is a significant affect laden problem on an

internal and often unconscious level. Thelon. went no further in

refining this concept. The-basic affect laden problem conceived by

Thelen has been expressed by Boyd as an Eriksonian ego stage. It

seems quite reasonable to assume that the area of concern portion of

valency is in fact an expression of ego stage, development. The ego

stage development aspect of personality, as outline by Boyd, gains

expression through the motivation channel of communication. Thus

area of concern as defined by ego stage development is expressed in

the motivation channel of,communication.1

The ego stage or area of concern aspect of valency contains

aspects of affective response. This research, however, did not deal

with ego stage related affect. Such affect, though part of the area

1Robert D. Boyd and David Darling, "A Study in Interaction
Patterns in Instructional Teams Through the Utilization of an Inter-
action Model by Which to Identify and Determine the Interpersonal
Relations and Decision-making Processes" (unpublished proposal for
research and related activities, submitted to the U. S. Commissioner
of Education, 1966).
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of concern portion of valency, is primarily intra-personal. Affect was

strictly defined for research purposes within the primarily inter -

*personal portions of valency -- culture preference and affective

approach. It is these two portions of individual valency that find

expression in the delivery channel of communication. Affect is inves-

tigated by analyzing affective approach and culture preference

behaviors as expressed in this delivery channel of communication.

It must be recognized, however, that motivation, delivery

style, and content components of communication occur rmultaneously.

Similarly, all three components of valency dynamically interact in

forming expressive behavior at any one moment. Nevertheless, analysis

of affect was possible only after segregation of delivery style,

affective approach, and culture preference variables within communi-

cation and valency concepts. Such a segregation failed to take into

account the simultaneou- interaction of all these which will influence

student response. Minimal degrees of error from this segregation are

expected.

In this research, then, affect was defined as the incongruency

between each subject's culture preference behaviors and the observed

affective approach behaviors of each of the other subjects in the group.

Individuals quantified incongruency with each other subject on three

integrated nominal rating scales. Feedback occurred as all small

group members receivee incongruency reactions to their behavior from

all other group members. Affective incongruency reactions of each

small group meMber to every other member became subject matter for
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group discussion. Hypotheses propose delivery style and information

channel effects as a result of discussion of feedback.

Summary

The goal of this research was to investigate what happened

in the information ancl delivery channels of communication after

small problem-solving groups received affective delivery channel

feedback in the information channel of communications.

Work-emotionality theory combined with Boyd's paradigm of

communication provided a framework for handling hypotheses investi-

gating these questions. The work-emotionality framework allowed

organization of individual, communication, and group variables in

relation to the feedback loop. While feedback was stated in work-

emotionality terms, this study did not investigate the work-

emotionality theory directly. The work-emotionality framework

was used only as a useful means for integrating and investigating

the effects of feedback within sffiall groups.
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Feedback to Groups

Definition of Feedback

Research on feedback to groups is scattered throughout a

number of fields of study. Common to these fields is the assumption

that knowledge of results of individual or gr "up behavior constitutes

feedback. This study, in exploring group interaction, is concerned

with looking at feedback within the context of the small instruc-

tional group. Thus, feedback will refer to information given to

small instructional group members concerning individual or group

cognitive or affective behavior.

Feedback in T-groups

A major source of group feedback studies is found in sensi-

tivity training research. The lack of formal content structure to

T-group interaction and the emphasis on individual feeling have

resulted in a series of research efforts investigating the effects

of feedback on group and individual behavior.

One focus of experimentation has been the effect of feed-

back on group behavior. Gibb and associates,' in working with ad

hoc groups, found that feeling-oriented positive feedback given to

T-group members improved group task efficiency and reduced defen-

siveness among group members more than other types of task and

affective feedback given to similar groups, Replicating his own

_1J._11.-Gibb, "Defense Level.and,Influenee Potential in
Groups," Research Reprint Series, No. 3 (washington, D. C.: National
Training Laboratories, 1960).
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study with both ad hoc and established groups, Gibbl found that

feeling oriented positive feedback improved group problem solving

efficiency and reduced defensiveness more'with ad hoc than with

established groups. The author concluded that this effect was due

to established T-groups having already attained a high level of

good communication and task efficiency prior to the experimental

sessions.

Findings of Miles2 qualify Gibb's conclusions. In studying

feedback to T-groups, Miles found that when the content of feedback

dealt with warm interpersonal relationships, behavior was more respon-

sive to change than when feedback dealt with task definition and

accomplishment. However, Miles found that,strong, immediate, specific,

negative feedback was more effective than positive or neutral, immedi-

ate specific feedback.

Though strong negative feedback is superior in producing

immediate specific behavioral change, it does not deny that feeling

oriented positive feedback given to groups improves group functioning

over longer periods of time. Feeling-oriented positive feedback seems

to improve group problem solving efficiency, reduce defensiveness, and

bring about desirable behavioral change significantly more than other

types of affective and task-oriented feedback.

'Ibid.

2M. B. Miles, "Factors Influencing Response to Feedback in
Human Relations Training" (New York: Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute of
School Experimentation, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1958),
cited by Stock, "A Survey of Research on T-Groups," p. 433
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Other researchers have focused on feedback in T-- groups and its

effects on individual behavior. Gibb
1

and his associates compared a

wide range of task and affective feedback'conditons with no-feedback

control groups. Groups which received feedback differed from those

which received no feedback. Members of feedback groups felt more

favorable toward the group, displayed a higher level of aspiration

for their group, and felt more free to express negative feelings than

control group members.

Lubin and Zuckerman2 extended Gibbs findings in discovering

that in T-groups which had open sharing of feeling -- affective

feedback -- fewer negative reactions developed among group members

than in T-groups without open sharing of feeling. Negative affective

reactions among T-group members were also found to be low when

discussion was relevant to issues within the group, when there was

conflict within the groUp, and when individuals, were active in

dealing with tasks at hand.

In a recent study Myers, Myers, and Goldberg3 confirmed the

work of Gibb, Lubin, and Zuckerman using sociometric rating instru-

ments. The researchers found that written affective feedback made

T-group members more sensitive to interpersonal phenomena within the

1Gibb.

2B. Lubin and M. Zuckerman, "Affective and Perceptual
Cognitive Patterns in Sensitivity Training Groups," Psychological
Reports, XXI (1967), 365-76.

3Gail E. Myers, et al., "Effects of Feedback en Inter-
personal Sensitivity-in Laboratory-Training-Groups," Journal. of
Applied Behavioral Science, V, No. 2 (1969), 178-85.
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group than control group members who received no feedback. They con-
(

eluded that insight into the reactions of others to one's personal

behavior significantly increases sensitivity to interpersonal

phenomena.

Similar research by Lippitt1 provided feedback to T-group

members concerning the ways each person was perceived by his fellow

members and the ways in which they would like him to change in terms

of frequency of participation, the degree to which he welcomed or

resisted the ideas of others, and the extent to which he sought

attention or avoided recognition. Persons receiving feedback

changed in the direction their group wanted them to change. Persons

receiving no feedback showed significantly less change in behavior.

In summary, task and affective feedback given to group

members leads to more favorable attitudes toward the group, higher

levels of aspiratiOn for the group, and greater openness in the

expression of negative feelings. Affective feedback also increases

interpersonal sensitivity within the group, and in so doing leads to

fewer negative affective reactions among group members. Group member

affective reactions given to all subjects were also found to change

behavior in the direction described by the feedback.

A third focus in the T-group literature involves comparisons

of T-groups with other types of training. While these studies do not

examine feedback as such, they are indicators of feedback results.

'Gordon Lippitt, "Effects of Information about Group Desire
for Change on Members of a Group" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
American University, 1959), Dissertation Abstracts, Vol. XX, 10 (1960),
p. 4200, cited by Stock, "A Survey of Research on T-Groups," p. 429.
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Feedback is a major component of T-group functioning and while results

from comparative T-group studies cannot be attributed to feedback .

directly, outcomes are indicators of feedback effects.

Tolela1 compared T-group training and teacher-directed,

discussion training. Ten T-groups which had free expression of

interpersonal affective and task reactions, and ten discussion

groups met for training sessions. All groups then worked on

problem solving tasks. On three measures of task effectiveness,

T-groups were significantly better than discussion groups. Tolela

concluded that T-group training transfers to task-oriented situations

and contributes to effective problem solving.

Wood and Goldberg2 confirmed and extended Tolela's findings.

They compared the effects of T-group, traditional critic-teacher,

and instrumented (no leader) training on small group effectiveness.

Measures were taken of group productivity, group sentiment, and group

interaction. The instrumented groups in which interpersonal affective

and task reactions were under least direction, and control, rated

highest on group sentiment, group productivity, and group interaction.

T-group members felt their groups learned more than the traditional

critic-teacher groups. Traditional critic-teacher group members felt

-their groups had less conflict than members of other types of groups.

1Michele Tolela, "Effects of T-Group Training and Cognitive
Learning on Small Group Effectiveness" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University of. Denver, 1967), Dissertation Abstractsr Vol. XXVIII, 12-A
(1968), Pt 5175.

2R. V. Wood and A. A. Goldberg, "Effects of Three Styles of
Training Upon Small Group Effectiveness: Traditional, T-Group, and
Instrumented Training Styles," The Speech Teacher, XVII, Summer, 1968,
238-45.
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Orsburn1 divided eighty-four sophomores in the bottom third

of their high school class, as measured by a classroom behavior scale,

into six groups of fourteen. Two groups received sensitivity training

with high degrees of task and affective feedback concerning individual

behavior. Two groups received lecture sessions on appropriate behavior,

and two groups received no treatment. T-group sessions were found to

be more effective than lecture sessions or no treatment in improving

classroom activity. T-group sessions were also more effective than

lecture sessions or no treatment in improving congruence between per-

ceptions of the real-self and the ideal-self.

Thus the three foci of T-group research provide evidence for

the direction in which task and affective feedback change group and

individual behavior. Feedback to groups improves group problem-

solving efficiency and reduces defensiveness in group interaction.

Feedback improves group members' attitudes toward the group and

increases interpersonal sensitivity. And indications are that allow-

ance for feedback in group activity leads to superior problem solving

when compared to methods which restrict interpersonal interaction.

Results are not, however, without qualification. While

positive feeling-oriented feedback is generally superior for producing

effective behavioral change, strong negative feedback appears to be

most suffessful in causing immediate, specific,.behavioral change.

In addition, feedback tends to vary in effectiveness with other

1Jack I% Orsburn, "Sensitivity Training Versus Group Lectures
With High School Problem Students" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Kent State University, 1966), Dissertation Abstracts, Vol. XXVIII, 2-A
(1967), pp. 503-04.
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conditions in the group. Both minimal leader intervention and the

presence of conflict within the group make group members more

receptive to change through feedbacks

Feedback In Small Problem Solving Groups

Several studies have explored the effects of task and

affective feedback in small problem-solving groups. Scheidel and

Crowell
1
analyzed the amount of affective and cognitive feedback

occurring in small instructional groups. They analyzed one meeting

for each of five ad hoc problem-solving groups of from four to seven

college students. They found that thirtyfive percent of the group

discussion was devoted to feedback. Feedback was primarily task

related. The researchers concluded that feedback in small problem-

solvihg discussion groups was primarily motivated by concern for

task rather than concern for social-emotional behaviors.

Jenkins2 analyzed the effects of affective and cognitive

feedback given by a non-participant observer in a small problem-

solving discussion group. At the end of a discussion session the

observer reported to tha group how well they had stayed on the topic,

the point reached in the discussion, the rate of progress by members,

observations on atmosphere, and improvements over past sessions. The

group used this feedback as data for discovering and correcting

difficulties during self-evaluation prior to a second discussion

1T. M. Scheidel and L. Crowell, "Feedback in Small Group
Communication," Quarterly Journal of Speech, LII (October, 1966),
273-78.

2D. H. Jenkins, "Feedback and Group Self-evaluation,"
Journal of Social Issues, II (1948), 50-60.
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session, Jenkins concluded that the observer and his feedback were

a valuable tool in improving group self-evaluation and performance.

Shaw and BlumI found that small.task-oriented groups are more

effective (show better task performance) when group members,are aware

of valid individual member satisfaction. This effect is greater the

more difficult the task the group is expected to perform. A further

investigation by Shaw and Caron2 showed that valid communication of

group member dissatisfaction leads to improved group effectiveness

(better task performance). Again this effect is greater the more

difficult the group task.

Shelley3 studied task result feedback to successful and

unsuccessful small problem-solving groups. Members of successful

groups showed a more positive outlook toward future group problem

solution. Success group members also tended to see greater group

unity, reported receiving more help from the group, and felt

greater preference for working with the same group in the future.

In studying a series of small problem-solving groups, Frye4

rMorvin] E. Shaw and J. Blum, "Group Performance as a
Function of Task Difficulty and the Group's Awareness of Member
Satisfaction," Journal of Applied Psychology, XLIX (June, 1965),
151-54.

2Marvin E. Shaw and Paul Caron, "Group Effectiveness as a
Function of the Group's Knowledge of Member Dissatisfaction,"
Psychometric Science, II, No. 19 (1965), 299-300.

3H. P. Shelley, "The Role of Success and Failure in Deter-
mining Attitude Toward the Group as a Means to Member Goals,"
Conference Research Project Report (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University
of Michigan, 1950).

Boland Frye, "The Effect of Orientation and Feedback of
Success and Effectiveness on the Attractiveness and Esteem of the
Group," Journal of Social Psychology, LXX, No. 2 (1966), 205-11.
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related feedback on group task effectiveness and individual influence

to group and individual outcomes. After each of nine ranking problems,

each of forty-eight groups received feedback on group task effective-

ness and individual member influence within the group. Through

supplying group task effectiveness feedback, Frye found that individ-

uals were attracted to groups and esteemed other members of groups

which successfully solved task problems. Frye also found that

individual self-esteem was directly related to feedback on member

influence within the group. The degree to which a member influenced

group decisions determined his esteem for self within the group,

regardless of whether that influence led to group success or failure

with the task.

These studies show that in small problem-solving groups both

task and affective feedback improve group productivity and improve

members' attitu&es toward the group and toward future participation

in the group,

Again, feedback effectiveness seems to vary with conditions

within the group. Task difficulty appears to affect feedback effec-

tiveness. As difficulty increasesethe effectiveness of affective

feedback in improving task-related behavior appears to increase.

In addition, feedback indicating member influence within the group

affects member self-esteem irrespective of other types of feedback

supplied. Increased influence increases self-esteem.

Feedback to Groups through Video Tape

A recent development in the area of feedback to p-roups has

been the use of video tapes. By providing an objective picture of
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group interaction, video tapes give feedback to subjects over the

full range of their behavior -- both task and.affective.

In group and family psychotherapy, several studies1 have

taped therapy meetings. The tapes have been played back to groups

as feedback and as a source of data for further sessions. Results

have shown that feedback helps group members to see themselves more

objectively, makes problems clearer to subjects, and makes people

aware of the multiple channels of communication which exist in human

interaction. Video tape was found to focus the attention of patients

and give them an objective picture of themselves with no biased feed-

back from others. These studies reveal improved short-term behavioral

change as a result of taped feedback data. However, analysis of long-

termchange in relation to feedback is needed.

1Recent studies of taped group and family psychotherapy ses-
sions include: Ian Alger and Peter Hogan, "The Use of Videotape
Recordings in Conjoint Marital Therapy," American Journal of
Psychiatry, CXXIII, No. 11 (1967), 1425-1430; A. A. Alkire, "Use of
Videotaped Playback in the Fields of Education and Mental Health,"
AV Communication Review, XVII (Summer, 1969), 187-95; Burton Danet,
"Self-confrontation in Psychotherapy, Reviewed," Journal of Psychother-
apy, XXII, No. 2 (1968), 245-57; J. J. Goldstein, et al., "A Method
for Studying Social Influence and Coping Pat.erns Idithin Families of
Disturbed Preadolescents," The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease,
CXLVII (1968), 233-51; Morton Perlmutter, "Family Diagnosis and
Therapy Using Videotape Feedback in Group Psychotherapy," American
Journal of Orthopsychiata, XXXVII, No. 5 (1967), 900-05; and,
Arthur Rogers, "Videotape Feedback in Group Psychotherapy," Psycho-
therapy, V, No. 1 (1968), 37-39.
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Stoller
1
and Bradford2 have explored the use of video tapes

in sensitivity training groups, As with psychotherapy outcomes they

found video tape feedback helpful in its ability to provide immediate

recovery and review of a large amount of objective data concerning

interaction. Tapes allowed subjects to see themselves as others see

them and to confront themselves for the first time, instead of con-

fronting information filtered through other individuals. Subjects

were able to compare anticipated and actual response and see the

discrepancy between their inner state and what they communicated to

others. Immediate behavioral change in the direction of greater

congruency between expected and actual behavior occurred in group

interaction, often before such change was incorporated into the

self-concept.

Although only partially investigated to date, video tape is

effective in supplying task and affective feedback to therapy groups

and T-groups. Tape studies help group members to see themselves

more objectively. Such objectivity makes problems more readily

available and more clear to subjects. In addition, video tape

feedback brings short-term changes in behavior,

'Frederick H. Stoller, "The Use of Focused Feedback Via Video-
tape in Small Groups," ERIC: Clearinghouse on Adult Educationt_Human
RelationsTraining: and Research No. 1, National Education Association
Research Report (Syracuse, hew York: National Training Laboratories,
n, d.), p. 12.

2David Bradford, Research studies in progress. University of
Wisconsin, 1969.
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Feedback to Groups: Long-Term Effects

There are, in the small group literature, studies which show

long-term changes in behavior after research involving feedback. The

most relevant review of such studies has been done by Watson' who

sum:arized the literature on long-term changes in behavior after

T-group sessions. Watson reviewed works which looked at behavioral

changes in T-group subjects for from one week to a year after train-

ing. His review of approximately fifty studies showed significant

long-term change in behavior after sensitivity training in seven

areas:

1. Increased awareness of self in interaction.
2. Increased accuracy of perception of the feelings and

overt behavior of others.
3. Increased openness in interpersonal relationships.
4. Increased acceptance of differences in othero.

5. Decrease in extreme interpersonal need orientations,
in the areas of control, inclusion, and affection.

6. Increased understanding of group behavior, and skill
as an effective, flexible group leader, or inter-
dependent group member.

7. Increased self-confidence in interaction.2

Studies such as Watson's present a serious problem of infer-

ences For while feedback is certainly a major component of sensi-

tivity training, the changes which Watson reports cannot be accorded

to feedback directly. Though indicative of long-term feedback effects;

the :studies he reviews do not relate feedback outcomes as such to long-

term change; outcomes cannot be causally linked to feedback. Specific

lEugene R. Watson, "Interpersonal Changes Through Immediate
Feedback Approaches," Adult Education, XIX, go. 4 (Summer, 1969),.
251-67.

2
Ibid., p. 263.

ir
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/feedback variables are too contaminated by other variables to report

direct results. Inferences about feedback could not be justified

from the specific data gathered.

Controlled studies are needed. Feedback as a variable to be

studied needs to be administered to experimental groups and not to

control groups. Specific dependent measures for both groups must

then be examined over time to determine longitudinal feedback

effects.

Summary

Affective and task-oriented feedback supplied,: to group

members improve both individual and group functioning, Groups

receiving feedback show improved problem-solving efficiency,

Improved productivity, and a reduction in defensiveness within the

group. Feedback wilt produce behavioral change in group members.

Change will be in the direction indicated by the feedback, in

directions considered desirable by others, and in directions making

external behavior increasingly congruent with internal states.

Feedback will increase group member interpersonal sensitivity and

cooperation, and will tend to bring about more favorable attitudes

toward the group and toward future group functioning.

These effects of feedback must be qualified by conditions

within the group. Minimal leader intervention and conflict within

a group will tend to improve the effectiveness of feedback in

producing behavioral change. Feedback on member influence within

the group will, additionally, affect member self-esteem irrespective
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of other types of feedback supplied. Task difficulty also tends to

influence effectiveness of affective feedback. It appears that as

task difficulty increases, the effectiveness of affective feedback

in improving task-related behavior tends to increase. And while

short-term behavioral change in individuals and group3 as a result

of feedback has been established, long-term change needs controlled

exploration. Related research, however, seems to indicate that

feedback to groups produces long-term behavioral change. Type of

feedback must also be considered in evaluating feedback effects in

groups. While positive feeling-oriented feedback is generally

desirable for producing effective behavioral change, strong negative

feedback appears to be most successful in causing immediate, specific,

behavioral change.

Implications

Studies of feedback to groups appear in a wide range of sub-

ject areas. The types of feedback and the measures of dependent

outcomes also show wide variation. Variation appears to exist

because most group feedback research is not studying feedback

directly. Feedback is usually an ingredient in a different question.

These limitations prevent studies of feedback from moving in a

singular coherent direction. As a result, implications for new

research involve inferences rather distant from specific measures

of data.

Additionally, studies in the subject areas reviewed, all

approach feedback from a slightly different perspective. Definitions
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of feedback vary widely with the specific aim of different research.

Affective and task components of feedback are combined in a variety

of ways, depending on the hypothesized outcomes of specific experi-

ments.

Common .1..o all definitions of feedback, however, is the

information loop. Feedback is always viewed as the return of

information to a system concerning that system's functioning. The

system may be an individual or a group, and the information may be

in a variety of forms. However, all feedback concerns data supplied

to a system concerning that system's activity.

Other problems for this research relate to questions not

investigated in the literature. Studies indicating the long-term

effects of feedback to groups were not found directly. Does feed-

back to groups change-group behavior over time? Related research

points to a positive answer, but controlled experiments measuring

specific feedback effects are needed. Long-term effects are

particularly important to an educational study of group affective

feedback, for it is generally assumed that education produces long-

term change. Measures of change over time are made in the current

study.

Another only marginally explored question is the inter-

relationship between task and affective feedback. It appears that

specific feedback measures and dependent outcomes as found in the

literature are many times vague as to the exact combinations of

affective and task content. While some inferences relating affective

feedback to task and affective outcomes are possible, these inferences
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are often questionable. Sufficient segregation has not been made of

affective and task feedback, and corresponding affective and task

outcomes, to allow clear conclusions on their interrelationships.

This study uses a model which attempts to clearly differentiate

affective feedback, and corresponding affective and task-related

outcomes:

In spite of these limitations within the literature, feedback

and feedback outcomes in this research are close enough to measures

in the literature to allow for meaningful implications. In this

research outcomes in the information channel of communication are in

close agreement with task-related behavior in the literature. Effects

---in the delivery channel of communication agree with affective behavior

in the literature, and affective feedback in this research is similar

to reported affective feedback.

Of thirteen hypotheses explored, past studies speak directly

to six. The literature indicates that affective feedback to small

problem-solving groups should bring the following task or information

channel outcomes: improved group problem-solving efficiency; improved

group productivity, increased cooperation among group members and

increased interest in task by group members. Affective feedback should

also produce the following affective or delivery channel outcomes:

increased opennevs as to feelings by group members and increased

cohesiveness within the group. The oher seven hypotheses are not

Supported by past research evidence.
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Instructional Uses of the Computer.

Definition of Computer-Assisted Instruction

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) includes all applications

of computers to the teaching-learning process which help to achieve

educational objectives. CAI involves three elements: the student,

the computer, and software allowing interaction between the two.

Descriptions of computer-assisted instruction generally assume direct

"on line" interaction between the student and the machine. Inter.t.

action may be through a simple typewriter, or through a complex

student terminal, including a cathode ray picture tube, a typewriter,

a slide screen, earphones, and a touch sensitive light pen. While

indirect communication between student and computer, such as sub-

mission of a card deck to solve statistical problems, is CAI in the

broadest sense, it is assumed here that computer-assisted instruction

includes, only "on line" interaction between student and machine by

means of computer software which helps to achieve educational goals.

The literature on CAI varies in its focus. Some articles

stress computer hardware configurations describing variations in the

types of student terminals and types of computers that control these

terminals
.1

Others emphasize types of software or computer programs

lInternational Business Machines Corp., Federal Systems
Division, Report for the U. S. Continental Army Command, Fort Monroe,
Virginia, February, 1968, A Feasibility Study of Computer Assisted
Instruction (Gaithersburg, Maryland: International Business Machines
Corp., Federal Systems Division, 1968).

t
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which have been written for instruction. 1 The focus of this review

is in neither of these directions. The emphasis is rather on the

transactional phase of student-computer interaction. Focus is

placed on the instructional strategies which have been developed

for CAI. Instructional strategies refer to the rules governing

the interaction between the student and the computer.

Instructional Strategies of Computer Assisted Instruction

Nine instructional strategies have been identified in the

literature on CAI. Suppes2 describes the simplest strategy as the

drill and practice system. Such systems are supplements to a

regular curriculum taught by a teacher. Time is set aside each day

for students to practice individually at terminals in direct commun-

ication with the machine. Supped describes his drill system for

mathematics as having several tracks or programs of varying diffi-

culty. At the end of each day's drill, a student's progress is

evaluated and the level or track is adjusted up or down for the

next day's session. Atkinson stresses that drill and practice

systems for each specific day:

. . present a fixed, linear sequence of problems.
Student errors may be corrected in a variety of ways,
but no real-time decisions are made by the computer

.1Karl L. Zinn, "Computer Technology for Teaching and Research
on Instruction," Review of Educational Research, XXXVII, No. 5
(December, 1967), 618-32.

2Suppes, pp. 214-17.

3Ibid,
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for modifying the flow of instructional material
according to the student's response history.1

A wide variety of drill and practice systems are now in use.2

Drill and practice systems allow two possible types of response

from the pupil. Programs will include either multiple choice responses

or Uniquely constructed responses in which the student selects from a

large set of possibilities an answer already uniquely determined by the

exercise. Drill and practice programs are controlled by the author

rather than controlled by the student, and they are fixed in linear

presentation of material.

The second pattern of student-computer transaction described

by Suppes3 is the tutorial approael. In the tutorial method the goal

is to take over from the classroom teacher the main responsibility for

instruction. These programs have more of an instructional component

than drill and practice systems. Emphasis is placed on learning new

or additional material not presented in the classroom, and tutorial

programs include a variety of information displays in addition to

testing and drill exercises. Complex tutorial systems involve a

series of student terminals for individualized instruction.

1Richard Q. Atkinson, "Computerized Instruction and.the
Learning Process," American PsychologiSt, XXI1I,.No. 4 (April, 1968),
225.

2Zinn, p. 619.

3Suppes, pp. 217-19.
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In addition tutorial programs:

have the capacity to modify the sequence of
instructional material on the basis of a single
response,or some subset of the student's response
history.'

Thus real time decisions are made by the computer, which change the

student's path through the curriculum being taught.

Hickey2 distinguishes between two types of tutorial programs.

He speaks of intrinsic logic programing, in which each future stimulus

presentation is determined by the student's immediately preceding

response. And he outlines adaptive logic programing, in which the

choice of each future stimulus is determined by a series of previous

responses or by other prior behavior. Thus a complex response history

or a priori data such as results of achievement, personality, or

aptitude tests can determine future stimulus sequences.

Possible responses by the students in the tutorial mode are

again either multiple choice or uniquely constructed responses deter-

mined by the exercise. Although paths through the material being

taught are determined by student response, any path in itself is

controlled by the author as opposed to being controlled by the

student. Tutorial programs vary curriculum content based on'student

response and student response history.

1Richard C. Atkinson, "The Computer as a Tutor," Psychology
Today, I, No. 8 (January, 1968), -38.

2Albert E. Hickey, ed., Computer-assisted Instruction:
A Survey' of the Literature, Technical Report, No. 8 by ENTELEK, Inc.
for the Office of Naval Research, October,' 1968 (Newburyport, Mass.:
Office of Naval Research, 1968), 71-74.
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The third and deepest level of student-computer interaction

described by Suppes
1
is the dialogue system. A dialogue approach

assumes responses constructed by the student which are not unique

to the program. The selection and sequencing of messages between

the computer and the student is thus student controlled. Atkinson

describes a dialogue system as one in which:

. the student is free to construct natural-language
responses, to ask questionsin an unrestricted mode, and
in general to exercise alrmst complete control over the
sequence of learning events.2

In speaking of the dialogue system Suppes says:

It is not enough to provide information that will give
an answer; what is needed is an ability of the computer
program to recognize precisely what question has been
asked. This is no less than asking the computer program
to understand the meaning of a sentence.3

While programs allowing student control of the learning

process and almost free response by the pupil are being explored at

several universities, the ideal of student-computer natural language

interaction has not yet been achieved, Hickey 4 describes two

instructional strategies which approximate Suppes' ideal of natural

language student-computer interaction: socratic logic and learner

controlled logic,

'Suppes, pp. 219-20.

2Atkinson, "Computerized Instruction and the Learning Process,"
p. 226.

3Suppes, p. 219.

41lickey, pp. 74-75.
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Socratic logic programing allows the student to assert an

answer or solution or to ask for additional data at any point in the

student-computer interaction. A typical socratic logic program wil]

present a problem to a student and a set of basic data.. The student

can either enter an immediate solution, request more information, or

requst either the performance of certain tests or the results of the

application of certain principles. Student request and computer re-

sponse continue until the pupil discovers the appropriate solution

and enters it into the machine.'

Response limitations are placed on the pupil,wcrking with

such a program. Only a limited number of pre-specified questions

can be asked. In addition, the format for these questions is

generally specified.

In learner - '.!trolled logics the student makes decisions

with regard to bo: -.I content and structure of the curriculum.

In these programs, the student has available to him a series of, maps

or paths through the curriculum. As the pupil moves along any one

path, he can choose to change to a more difficult or simpler path

based on his own assessment of his progress. In addition, he can

elect additional drill and practice or remedial work on any specific

point of confusion. Again, only a pre-specified set of questions can

be asked,and the format for these Questions is pre-set by the program.

Two additional instructional strategies are found in the

literature: simulation and gaming. In simulation programs, there is

an attempt to "duplicate in the learning situation the format and
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sequence of stimulus events in the real world."' The most well

known attempts at simulation in education involve the development

of Ersatz Laboratories. The Ersatz Laboratory is a substitute.

laboratory similar in use to the traditional laboratory, but with

computer equipment. Laboratory activities are performed on the

machine.

In a typical program, a real world environment is assumed

by the machine. The computer itself or a program description may

tell the student the basic circumstances, such as the personality

profile of a patient seeking an initial psychiatric interview, the

current status of the national economy, or the requirements for the

construction of a building. The student then enters parameters for

variables existing in the situation. The machine operates on those

parameters and shows the student that the results of his actions

would be in the real world.

Student-machine interaction is again pre-determined by the

program. Alternative variables have been pre-selected and the

format for response is given to the pupil. Students axe free,

however, to enter any reasonable parameter into the program.

Gaining programs are "a form of simulation involving situations

of competition or conflict."2 In a typical gaming program a compet-

itive situation such as the status of two companies in an..industry

or the condition of the international market place are described

1Ibid., pp. 75-77.

2
Ibid., PP. 77-7(1.
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by the program or by a program guide. Competitors in the situation,

such as competing industries or competing countries, are given a

common set of variables on which to operate. Individuals or teams

determine values to enter for their group and put these values into

the machine. The program operates on the parameters from both sides

and shows the results of both teams' decisions in the real world.

New decisions are formulated by all teams based on simulated

outcomes*

As in the more general simulation situation, student-machine

interaction is again pre-determined by the program. The program fixes

the variables on which teams will operate, and the response format is

specified by the machine.

Implications

Inspection of the nine instructional strategies found in CAI

lewis to a series of assumptions which are common to all the instruc-

tional strategies developed to date. The first assumption is that

learning should be individualized rather than group oriented. Gaming

with group decisions is a possible exception. As Suppes emphasizes:

The single most powerful argument for computer-assisted
instruction is an old one in education. It concerns the
advantages, partly demonstrated and partly conjectured,
of individualized instruction . . The computer makes
the individualization of instruction easier because it
can be programmed to follow each student's history of
learning successes and failures and to use his past
performance as a basis for selecting the new problems
and new concepts to which he should be exposed.'

1Suppes, pp. 207-08.
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The second assumption is that learning should be primarily

content oriented. Current instructional strategies underemphasize,

student affective response and the entire social dimension in

learning. Little consideration has been given to how students

react to the machine and how this reaction differs from reactions

in a class or group learning environment.

A third assumption is that subject areas can be adapted to

programing techniques. Programing assumes that a pre-planned

structure can be established for the subject matter being studied.'

While this is true for the fundamentals of many subjects, it may

not be true for certain areas and for advanced stages of other

areas.

A fourth assumption which researchers are currently trying

to overcome is the assumption in CAI of convergent thinking. The

majority of CAI programs assume a linear relationship between the

program stimulus and the subject's response. The goal of the pro-

gram is to shape the student response until it matches a singular

pre-determined outcome assumed within the program. Student response

is to converge on the correct answer. In contrast to this method,

much educational effort is aimed at divergent thinking. With

divergent thinking, the goal of learning is to start with a problem

and find a wide number of possible solutions.

This study introduces a new direction to computer assisted

instruction. The computer is experimentally introduced into the

small problem-solving group and educational outcomes are investi-

- gated. This direction makes new assumptions. Emphasis is placed
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on group interaction effects on learning instead of individual

results. Affect is stressed instead of subject matter content,

and convergent outcomes are not pre-defined within the program.

Computer Feedback and Programed Instruction

Feedback Studies and Computer-Assisted Instruction

thorough search of the literature shows feedback studies in

CAI to be divisible into two major groups, One area of research

deals with the type or kind offeedback which will maximize individ-

ual learning speed and content achievement. A second area examines

timing. What schedule of reinforcement or what timing of feedback

will maximize individual learning speed and promote greatest content

achievement?

Types or kinds of feedback which have been examined include:

knowedge of results, knowledge of correct response, response contin-

gent feedback, verbal definition versus numerical example feedback,

feedback of expert opinion, use of hintsp feedback of rules, prompt-

ing, confirmation, and no feedback. Timing studies have looked at

immediate feedback, delayed feedback, length of post-feedback ,

interval, no feedback, high levels of reinforcement, low levels of

reinforcement, length of post-reinforcement interval, and no reinforce-

ment.

The assumptions of individUalized instruction, content

orientation, and pre-structured information behind current instruc-

tional strategies should lead to feedback studies relating to these

assumptions. Emphasis in the computer feedback literature on the
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type of feedback and the timing of feedback for maximum individual

learning speed and content achievement support this conclusion.

Research on the effects of affective feedback on group learning was

not found.

Group Applications of Programed Instruction

A thorough search of the literature produced no evidence of

computer research with instructional small groups. However, a set

of studies relevant to this research has investigated small group

use of programed-instruction material. Programed instruction (PI)

is the basic method underlying the majority of computer-assisted

instruction programs in use today. Though not dealing with feed-

back directly, these studies have feedback implicit in their

design. Since programed instruction is basic to CAI, successful

applications of PI to groups -- including feedback variables --

encourage a similar direction for CAI studies.

Programed instruction is defined by Lumsdaine as:

a vehicle which generates an essentially reproducible
sequence of instructional events and accepts responsibility
for efficiently accomplishing a.specified change from a
given range of initial competendes or behavioral tendencies.

--To a specified terminal range of competencies or behavioral
tendencies.

Programed instruction is generally considered an individualized

technique through which students can learn at their own pace and

deal with material at a level commensurate with their ability. Such

1A. A. Lumsdaine, "Educational Technology, Programmed Learning,
and Instructional Science," Theories of Learning and Instruction,

Sixty-third Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part I (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964), p. 385.
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instruction was popularized in teaching machines and currently

has been adapted to the computer.

Crist
1 found three problems with traditional programed

instruction methods. Knowlecge of results was found ineffective

as a reinforcer in maintaining student attention and effort,

students had difficulty applying information learned through PI,

and PI provided no social dimension for learning.

Rartley2 cited a series of studies showing other problems

with individualized instruction. techniques. As programed instruc-

tion was used over extended periods of time, negative attitudes

developed toward the methodology, and students showed increasing

boredom with the instructional process. In addition, students

using individualized PI showed an inability to pace themselves

properly over the material. Students proceeded either too fast,

thus increasing error rates, cr they tended to go through the

material too slowly.

10 overcome these problems, there have been a series of

research efforts directed at applying programed instructional

techniques to groups. Five studies, as cited by Hartley,3 and

1R. L. Crist, "Role of Peer Influence and Aspects of Group
Use of Programmed Materials," AV Communication Review, XV (1967),
423-34.

.

2Hartley, "Social Factors in Programmed Instruction: A
Review."

Hart:Lein_ Some Factors Affecting Student Performance in
Programmed Learning;"-- pp. 206-09.
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two others' reported no significant difference in final content

achievement between individuals using programed texts and students

working in pairs with those same texts. Of the seven studies,

five reported no significant differences in time needed for program

completion between individuals and pairs. One study found

individuals taking longer to finish the work, and one found pairs

needing more time.

Hartley2 cites six studies, and there are an additional

fives3 which compare individual programed instructional techniques

with PI applied to groups of from four to thirty. Of these eleven

studiess seven reported no significant differences in final content

achievement between group and individual conditions. Two studies

reported superior retention in group and two reported superior

1Research studies of paired applications of programed
instruction include: J&mes] Hartley and A. Cook, "Programmed
Learning in Pairs: The Results of Miniature Experiments,"
Programmed Learning and Educational Technology, IV, No. 3 (July,

1967)T168 :78; and, Grant Noble, "A Study of Differences Between
Paired and Individual Learning from a Branching Program,"
Programmed Learning and Educational Technology, IV, No. 2 (April,
1967 , 108-12.

2Hartley, "Some Factors Affecting Student Performance in
Programmed Learning," pp. 209-11.

3Research studies of group applications of programed
instruction include: Crist, "Role of Peer Influence and Aspects
of Group Use of Programed Materials," pp. 423-34; Robert Crist,
"Group Use of Programmed Instruction as a Means of Generating
Homogeneous Study Groups," AV Communication Review, XVII, No. 2
(Summer, 1969), 201-09; C. H. Frye, "Group Versus Individual Pacing
in Programmed Instruction," AV Communication Review, XI (July, 1963),
124-30; G. C. Kress, "Study of the Effects of Administering
Programmed Instruction to Interacting Groups," Journal of Educational
Psychology, LX (August, 1969), 333-38; and, D. L. Moore, "Group
Teaching by Programmed Instruction," Programmed Learning and Educa-
tional Technology, IV, No. 1 (February,5.9677757:17B7-------------
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retention by individuals. In all eleven studies, the groups took

longer to complete the work than individuals.

Even though groups took longer to complete the task, grouping

had beneficial results. Grouping added a socialdimension to learning

and in so doing tended to increase student motivation, attention, and

interest in the subject matter when compared with individualized PI.

Carpenter, 1 in reporting a series of studies dealing with

programed instruction under conditions of individual pacing and group

interaction at the college level, reported no unfavorable results with

the group approach. Carpenter concluded that programed material can

be pre-paced and presented to students in groups without significantly

reducing the learning which occurs in self-paced and individual study.

Carpenter further found that the medium through which the programed

material was presented had no differential effect on learning outcomes

between individual and group paced instruction. Students learned

equally well individually and in groups when using programmed texts,

teaching machines, or television.

These results point to the conclusion that while group

learning with PI material takes longer than individual pacing, group

methods offer certain advantages. Increased motivation, attention,

and interest, and high retention levels are encouraging to the group

approach. These encouraging results developed in spite of the fact

that research studies used programs written for individuals instead

'C. R. Carpenter and L. P. Greenhill, eds., Comparative
Research on Method and Media for Presenting programmed. CourseS in
Mathematics and English Grammar (University Park: Pennsylvania
State University,15.377-------
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of for group administration. Students in researched groups:were a

combined set of people learning primarily individually rather than

a true interacting group. Interaction between members was present

but was not a major component of the program.

Two areas have been explored in an attempt to reduce the

increased completion time needed by groups without reducing learning

achievement. One area is pacing. Hartley' reports several studies

of group external pacing methods by which groups proceed at a rate

determined by an external criterion instead of at the rate of the

slowest subject (individual pacing). Hartley concludes that

external pacing, provided care is taken to ascertain the

optimal pacing rate, does not affect learning achievement

It appears that as much as twenty per cent reduction in time may

be successfully achieved in some cases by external rather than

2individual pacing-. . uHartley mentions that changes in student

attitudes as a result of external pacing have not been thoroughly

studied,

Grouping has also been used in an attempt to reduce com-

pletion time in group PI. Students have been grouped (primarily

paired) in a variety of ways. Methods include: grouping by similar

ability or preknowledge, grouping by dissimilar ability or pre-

knowledge, and grouping randomly. None of these combinations has

'Hartley, "Some Factors Affecting Student Performance in
Programmed Learning," pp. 211-16.

2Hartley, "Social Factors in Programmed Instruction: A.

Review," p. 11.
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consistently produced either successful achievement grouping cr

improvement in group learning time. IZ recent research, Crist1 has

developed a new method of achievement trouping which successfully

combines subjects on ability but still1shows increased completion

time for groups when compared with individuals.

Successful results with group 1ppaications of PI have pro-

duced programs written especially for :mall groups. Group programs

use PI methodology and stress group interaction as intrinsic to the

program itself.2 Complimentary to such programs have been the con-

struction of group facilities to apply Krotip programed-instruction

materials. Holling3 has developed the Feedback Classroom, Moore4

the Group Teaching Machine, and Welker' the Automatic Classroom.

Such improved programs and facilities w .11 hopefully reduce the

increased learning time needed by group. when using PI.

Summary

Feedback studies in computer-assisted instruction do not

seem to have dealt with the effects of jitffective feedback on group

1Crist, "Group Use of Programmed Instruction as a Means of
Generating Homogeneous Study Groups," pp. 201-09.

2flartley, "Social Factors in Programmed Instruction: A
Review," p. 11.

3K. Rolling, "The Feedback Classroom," Programmed Learning,
I, No. 1 (May, 1964), 17-20.

4
EP. L. Moore; "Group Teaching by Programmed Instruction,"

PP. 37-46.

5Paul A, Welker, "The Teaching Research Automated Classroom
.(TRAC): A Facility for Innovative Change," Programmed Learning and
Educational Technology; IV (1967),. 316 -23.
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learning. The goals of computer-assisted feedback research have

been to maximize individual learning speed and content achievement.

Two types of, studies have been conducted in reaching these goals.

One type has been concerned with the kind of feedback that will

maximize learning speed and achievement. A second type has explored

timing. Studies have looked at the schedule of feedback that will

bring maximum learning speed and achievement.

The methodology underlying the majority of computer-assisted

instruction programs is programed instruction. While computer-

assisted instruction has apparently not been used with groups,

programed instruction methods, including implicit feedback variables,

have seen several successful group applicatIons. Profitable appli-

cation of PI to groups should lead to similar studies with CAI.

In these applications, individual programed-instruction

materials have been applied to groups. Achievement with group

applications is equivalent to achievement with individual use.

However, groups using PI take longer to complete the material than

do individuals. There are advantages to group use of programed

instruction in that group members show increased levels of moti-

vation, attention, and interest when compared with individual PI.

Research on group applications of PI has'almost exclusively

given individualized programs to groups. In such a setting, a

combination of people is learning primarily as individuals, and

learning effects of a true interacting group are largely absent.

Programs are now being written for interacting groups, and

facilities are being built which stress group learning with
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programed-instruction materials. While research has not, as yet,

significantly improved group learning time, it is hoped that

improved facilities and improved programs may help in this

direction.

Implications

The small group literature clearly indicates that inter-

action within the small learning group affects both affective and

subject matter content outcomes as traditionally conceived in

education. However, a survey of the literature has uncovered no

studies in which computer-assisted instruction has been attempted

with small groups. CAI has emphasized individualization of

instruction and content orientation in which pupils individually

converge toward pre-determined correct answers. Programing has

stressed subject areas adaptable to this approach.

While CAI has not been attempted with small groups,

programed instruction, the basic methodology underlying CAI has

been applied successfully in several group learning experiments.

If programmed instruction has been beneficially used in group

learning, it follows that programmed instruction as part of computer-

assisted instruction would be a logical direction for group'study.

This research applies CAI to small group instruction and

tests for beneficial educational catcomes. Specifically, the

computer is used to supply inter-member affective feedback within

the small problem-solving group. Hypotheses question whether such

feedback will improve affective relaUonships within the group and

improve the group handling.of subject natter content.
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This represents a new direction for computer-assisted

instruction. Emphasis is placed on group rather than individ-

ualized instruction, there is an affective rather than a content

orientation, and a pre-determined convergence toward correct

solutions is not embedded within the computer program itself.

In this study, group functioning is conceptualized

through a work-emotionality framework. In analyzing the feedback

loop, a model of small group communication applies the group work-

emotionality framework to measurable educational outcomes.

The model stresses a three channel analysis of communi-

cation in which affective and information aspects of communication

are segregated. In the experiment, affective data is translated

into the information channel of communication as feedback.

Hypotheses analyse the effects of this affective feedback on

affective relationships within the group and on the group's

handling of subject matter.

Research studies in the small group literature indicate

several outcomes which should emerge. It is expected that affective

feedback given_to small problem-solving groups should result in at

least four subject matter or information channel outcomes: improved

group productivity; improved problem-solving efficiency; increased

cooperation among group members; and, increased interest in task by

group members. Additionally, there should be at least two affective

or delivery channel outcomes: increased openness as to feelings by

group members and increased cohesiveness with the group. Other

research hypotheses have not been explored in the research literature.
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CHAPTER III

THE DESIGN AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

Hypotheses

In analyseG of computer-assisted instruction, one element

which is an essential part of the system has remained, in a sense,

external to it. This element is the student. The student is sub-

ject to a variety of environmental conditions, individual attitudes,

and social pressures that are not accounted for in the hardware,

the software, or the instructional strategies of the system. A

review of the literature shows that social factors influence

instructional processes and learning outcomes. The affective and

other internal and external factors that influence the student in

CAI add to, or detract from, the effectiveness of any CAI system.

The individualized and content oriented nature of current CAI has

not dealt with the full range of influences, both internal and

external, that affect the student. If a wider range of these

elements can be experimented on, analyzed, and fully taken into

account, then more effective teaching and learning should result.

Affective reactions are a major factor influencing learning

outcomes. This research begins consideration of affective influences

by launching a new direction for computer-assisted instruction. The

computer is introduced into the social relations of ongoing groups.
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Analysis is made to determine if the computer, by supplying inter-

member affective feedback within small adult learning groups, can

enhance group instructional processes and learning outcomes.

During experimentation, natural small experimental groups

of college students worked on problem-solving case studies in a

laboratory setting. Group member affective reactions during problem-

solving sessions were defined as incongruency in the delivery style

channel of communication between each subject's culture preference

work-emotionality behaviors and the affective approach work-

emotionality behaviors of others. Subjects quantified their

incongruency on a three dimensional ordinal scale. Each subject

then received the quantified reactions of all other subjects to his

work-emotionality behaviors. Quantified reactions became feedback

data in the information channel of communication. Groups discussed

the feedback with emphasis on improving group problem solving. A

second problem-solving session followed.

The hypotheses to be investigated are:

I . . Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality
behaviors in the delivery channel of communication,
quantified and given to all other group members as
feedback data in the information channel of commun-
ication, will result in increased congruency between
each group member's affective approach work-
emotionality behaviors and the culture preference
work-emotionality behaviors of other group members
during future group problem solving as measured by:

A . . a greater increase in perceived satisfaction
with expressed work-emotionality behaviors
among experimental group members than among
control group members
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Perceived satisfaction is measured by a group
member seven-point ordinal rating scale. An
increase is measured by a positive change in
group member self-report scale scores.

B . . a greater change in work-emotionality behavior
activity perceived by experimental group members
in directions indicated by group member feedback
reports than by control group members

Amount of perceived activity is measured by a
group member self-report six-point ordinal
rating scale. Desired directions for activity
are indicated by a group member self-report
three-point ordinal scale.

Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality behaviors in the .

delivery channel of communication, quantified and given to all other
group members as feedback data in the information channel of commun-
ication, will result in analysis of problem-solving subject matter in
the information channel of communication during future group problem
solving which is characterized by:

II . greater improvement in decision-making procedures leading
to a group product perceived by the experimental group
than by a control group

III

Decision-making procedures are defined and measured by
the Decision-Making Procedures Check List. Improvement
in perceived decision making is measured by a positive
change in group member scores on the self-report nine-
point ordinal scale.

. greater improvement in creativity) of group product by
the experimental group than by a control group

Creativity is defined and measured by calculation of a
group Creativity Index. Improvement in creativity is
defined by a positive change in the group Index.

.Iv . . greater improvement in accuracy of group product by the
experimental group than by a control group

Accuracy is defined and measured by calculation of a
group Productivity index. Improvement in accuracy is
defined by a positive change in the group Index.

)Technical terms are underlined when first defined and at
other/points where definitions are crucial for full technical under-
standing.
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V . . greater improvement in the utilization of Eroup resources
for problem solution by the experimental group than by a
control group

VI

Utilization of group resources is defined and measured
by calculation of a group Utilization of Resources Index.
Improvement in utilization of group resources is defined
by a positive change in the group Index.

a greater increase'in the number of perceived solutions
to problems by experimental group members than by
control group members

Number of perceived solutions is measured by a five-
point ordinal scale on the Shaw Task Dimension Scale.
An increase is measured by a positive change in group
member scores on the self-report scale.

VII . a greater decrease in perceived difficulty with the
subject matter of problem solving by experimental group
members than by control group members

Perceived difficulty is measured by a five-point ordinal_
scale on the Shaw Task Dimension Scale. A decrease is
measured by a negative change in group member scale
scores on the self-report scale.

VIII a greater increase in perceived cooperation in problem-
solving among experimental group members than among
control group members

Perceived cooperation is measured by a five-point ordinal
scale on the Shaw Task Dimension Scale. An increase is
measured by a positive change in group member scale
scores on the self-report scale.

Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality behaviors in
the delivery channel of communication, quantified and given to all
other group members as feedback data in the information channel of
communication, will result in delivery channel activity during future
group problem solving which is characterized by:

IX a greater increase in interest in the subject matter of
problem solving perceived by experimental group members
than by control group members

Perceived interest is measured by a five-point ordinal
scale on the Shaw Task Dimension Scale. An increase is
measured by a positive change in group member scale
scores on the self-report scale.

t

I
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X 0 . a shift in the experimental group toward a pairing
basic assumption culture not found in a control group

Basic assumption culture is measured by analysis of
audio tape recordings of problem-solving sessions by
two trained judges. A shift toward pairing is movement
from fight-flight, through dependency, and into a pair-
ing culture.

XI a greater increase in feelings of cohesiveness perceived
among experimental group members than among control
group members.

XII

XIII.

Perceived cohesiveness is defined and measured by the
questions on the Member Questionnaire. An increase is
measured by a positive change in group member total
scores on the self-report instrument.

. a greater increase in the open expression of feelings
toward the problem-solving task perceived among
experimental group members than among control group
members.

Perceived open expression of feelings is defined and
measured by the Leveling Scale. An increase is
measured by a positive change in group member scores
on the self-report nine-point ordinal scale.

. Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality
behaviors in the delivery channel of communication,
quantified and given to all other group memoers as
feedback data in the information channel of communi-
cation, will result in: a greater positive change in
the dimensions of meaning of small group experience
for experimental group members than for control group
members

Meaning of small group experience is measured by group
member factor scores from a self-report Semantic
Differential instrument used to evaluate the. subject
"my small group experience". Positive change is
measured by an increase in factor scores for group
members.

Definition of Terms

The theoretical terms are specified in Chapter II. This

section contains definitions of only those terms central to the exper-

imental aspects of the investigation. The four-man problem-solving
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!soups used in the study were considered in accordance with Bales'

definition:

. a group is any number of persons engaged in
interaction with one another in a single face-to-face
meeting or series'of meetings, in which each member
receives some impression or perception of each of the
members distinct enough so that he can give some re-
action to each of the others as an individual person
(even if it was only to recall that the other person
was present).'

Feedback supplied to these groups refers to information given to

small instructional group members concerning individual and group

cognitive and affective behavior. This study deals only with

affective feedback.

To understand the concept affective feedback, it is necessary

to initially understand the term valency. Valency is an individual

personality characteristic which explains the group relevant aspects

of personality. Valency is defined as the pattern of internal pre-

dispositions to act in groups which form a coherent system within

personality and determine how a person will respond and contribute

in small group interaction.

Valency can be "differentiated into three related but dis-

tinguishable elements: area of concern, culture preference, and

affective approach."2 By area of concern is meant "an affect laden

problem, that, on some internal, possibly unconscious level is felt

to be significant by the individual and mobilizes his psychic

1
Bales, p. 33.

2Stock and Thelen, p. 23.
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energies. "1 Boyd adds to. this definition by analyzing the area of

concern in Eriksonian ego stage developnent. Culture preference

refers to the group behavior patterns which are preferred by the

individual. Individuals have definite preferences for behaviors

they want to see in groups. Affective approach describes the way

the individual responds expressively to various group behavior

patterns; that is, how he behaves and how he does not behave.

The culture preference portion of individual valency was

measured prior to experimentation. The measure of culture prefer-

ence was the benchmark against which later group activity was

evaluated. During experimental sessions,small group subjects

observed or did not observe their culture preference behaviors in

the behavior of others. All group members during experimental

sessions were reacting in accordance with the affective approach

portion of valency within their personalities. Expressive

behavior primarily reflects the individual's affective approach

area of valency. Affect was then defined as the incongruency

between each subject's culture preference behaviors and the

observed affective approach behaviors of each of the other sub-

jects in the group. Individuals quantified incongruency for

every other group member on three integrated ordinal rating

scales.

'Ibid.
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Subjects and Experimental Groups

Ad hoc groups show significantly different patterns of inter-

action,
1

creativity, and productivity,2 than do ongoing groups.

Therefore, to evaluate the effects of computer-assisted affective

feedback on group functioning, it was felt that ongoing natural

groups with a history and phase development pattern should be examined.

To explore ongoing groups, experimentation was integrated into

a course in adult instruction in the School of Education at the

University of Wisconsin. The ninety-six students in the class were

junior and senior females (with one exception) in the School of

Nursing at the University.

All ninety-six students were used as subjects in the exper-

iment. Since the population of nurses is specialized and not random,

caution must be taken in generalizing results to different popula-

tions. Within the experiment, however, randomizing procedures were

strictly observed in forming and directing groups.

Working closely with the course instructor, regular small

group meetings for all students were made a part of the course

instructional plan. On the first day of class, the ninety-six

students were assigned randomly into twelve groups of eight.

Course instruction involved two class lectures and one small group

meeting each week.

1Paul A. Hare, Handbook of Small Group Research (New York:
Free Press of Glencoe,

2Jay Hall and Martha S. Williams, "Comparison of Decision

Making Performances in Established and Ad Hoc Groups," Journal of
Personality and Social Puchology, III, No. 2 (1966), 214-22.
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During all small
group meetings, be ,th prior to and after

experimental sessions, groups received assignments dealing with
course subject matter. In working on the a)signments,

groups
interacted for about an hour and completed

E. series of group

interaction instruments. These same instrun

experimentation and provided a benchmark for

intervention and post-experimental effects.

The consent of all group members for

obtained, and all twelve groups were schedul

research session. Sessions took place at th

Learning and Instruction at the University o

Within each of the twleve groups of

randomly divided into paired groups of four

session, Groups of four were paired in the

a common history and phase development over

ents were used during

analyzing experimental-.

experimentation was

A. for one three-hour

Laboratory of Adult

Wisconsin.

eight, subjects were

for their research

sense that they shared

the full semester. The
groups of four allowed

sufficient interacti4aa and differentiation

among individuals for successful experiment;Ition. Hare sites five
as a good size for small group research.

1
Por purposes of longitu-

dinal analysis, no differences in group processes were assumed .

between sub-groupings of four and composite groups of eight.

To handle paired groups of four, four
computer typewriters

were installed in the Adult Instruction
Laboatory. Typewriters

were connected through telephone lines to th Burroughs 5500
computer at theUniversity

of Wisconsin Comptvting Center.

1Hare, p. 225.
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The Experimental Design

Prior to experimental manipulation, groups of eight were

administered a series of pre-tests. During the research sessions

groups of eight were divided randomly into a four-man experimental

and a four-man control group. Paired groups of four were matched

in that each set had a similar history and phase development.

The matched sets were divided into two arrangements. In

one arrangement one group of a matched set received computer-assisted

_feedback while the other group received no feedback. In the other

arrangement one group received hand-calculated feedback and the other

group received no feedback. Thus two types of experimental groups

and two types of control groups were used in the study. One experi-

mental group received affective feedback from computer typewriters.

A second experimental group received identical written feedback

compiled by an experimenter. One control group entered affective

reactions into computer typewriters but received no feedback. A

second control group wrote affective reactions on typed sheets by

hand but received no feedback. Comparisons between machine-admin-

istered feedback, hand-tabulated feedback, and the two control

conditions were made for ten hypotheses. Three hypotheses compared

feedback and no feedback eondition.

There were no additional control groups in the study. There

were, therefore, no "no treatment" conditions. All subjects

received some form of pre-test, post-test and experimental treatment.

Inferences were drawn with this limitation in mind.
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...

The structure of the experimental design required statistical

inference from eight-man pre-experimental groups to four-man experi-

mental results. The use of natural groups did not allow pre-

experimental segregation of eight-man groups into four-man sections.

It IS realized that this pattern of inference leads to serious

theoretical and methodological problems. The dynamics of groups of

eight differ from the dynamics of groups of four. Therefore, group

level responses for groups of eight can be used to predict individual

responses in groups of four with only limited validity, In'addition,

the parceling out of scores from eight-man groups in analyzing

four-man results is another weakness of the study. While these

problems weaken experimental intervention conclusions, research

session and post-experimental conclusions remain without qualifi-

cation.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 outline the details of the experiment.

Figure 1 shows the experimental design coordinating pre-test,

experimental intervention, and post-test periods. Figure 2 shows

the pre- and post-test periods, tests administered during these

periods, and what was measured by each test. Figure 3 shows the

experimental intervention, tests administered during experimentation,

and what each test measured.

714.
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Computer
Interaction

Group Pre-test
Experimental Intervention

Observe Test Observe Test
ost-test.

Experimental
Feedback

Control
No

Feedback

N=8

N =4

Computer
Interaction
Feedback

N=4 N.4

N.4
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N=8
.

N=4

.

Computer
Interaction

, No
Feedback

N=4

Experimenter
Interaction

Group l're-test
Experimental Intervention

Observe Test Observe Test
ost -test

Experimental
Feedback

Control
No

Feedback

N=8

N=4
Written

Interaction
Feedback

N=4 N.4

N=8

N=4
Written

Interaction
No

Feedback

N.4 N.4

Fig. -Experimental design
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Weekly
Group
Meeting

Test
.

dministered
To

Measure

One

through

Sven

I:

Shaw Task
Dimension
Scale

Groups
of

Eight

I: A. Difficulty with task
B. Cooperation on task
C. Interest in task
D. Number of problems

II:

Decision Making
Procedures
Check List

Individuals
II:

Group Decision
Making Procedures

III:
Leveling Scale Individuals

.

III:

Individual's
Open Expression
of Feelings

.r.

Eight

I I I

II II II

III III III

IV:
Ideal Group
Q Sort

Individuals
IV:

Culture Preference
Work-Emotionality
Behaviors

Nine

I 1 I

II II II

III III III

Ten
or
Eleven

Experimental
Intervention

Groups
of

Four

See Table

Twelve
through
Fourteen

I I I

II II II

III III III

Fifteen

I I . I

II II II

III fi III III

:

Semantic
Differential

Individuals
V

Meaning of Small
Group Experiences

Fig.2.--Pre-test and post-test periods
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Phase Test
Administerel

To Measure

One Semantic
Differential Individuals

Meaning of Small
Group Experience

Two None - -

Three Case Study

Individuals
and

Groups
of

Your

A. Group Creativity
B. Group Productivity
C. Group Utilization

of Resources
D. Group Conflict

Four

Member
Questionnaire

Individuals Cohesiveness

Shaw
Task Dimension
Scale

Individgals

A. Difficulty with task
B. Cooperation on task
C. Interest in task
D. Number of

problem solutions

Decision Making
Procedures
Check List

Individuals
Group Decision
Making
Procedures

Leveling Scale Individuals
Individual Open
Expression of Feelings

Five Rating of Behavior Individuals Inter-member Affective
Reactions

Six Repeat of Phase 2 Phase 2 Phase 2

Seven Repeat of Phase 3 Phase 3 Phase 3

Eight Repeat of Phase 4 Phase 4 Phase 4

Nine Repeat of Phase 5 Phase 5 Phase.5

Ten Repeat of Phase 1 Phase 1 'Phase 1

Fig. 3.--Experimental intervention
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The Sessions and the Research Situation

The Pre-Test Period

Randomly assigned groups of eight subjects met weekly during

the full semester and solved small group problems dealing with the

course subject matter. Experimental intervention took place during

the tenth and eleventh weeks of class. Three small group instruments

were filled out during all weekly group meetings -- two individually

and one by the group as a whole. These same three instruments were

later administered during the research sessions. While students

were often aware of other students' responses, specific feedback

was never supplied on these instruments during either small group

meetings or experimental intervention.

After eight group meetings, subjects were given the Ideal

Group Q Sort to sort at home. Students were instructed to rank

small group behavior statements from those they would most like to

see in their small instructional groups to those they would least

like to see. Results of these sorts became the basis for affective

ratings during experimentation.

Experimental Intervention

All twelve groups were scheduled for one evening three hour

experimental session in the Adult Instruction Laboratory dUring the

tenth and eleventh week of classes. All sessions were conducted by
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reading from a written script, thus providing .a common experience

for all subjects. A copy of the script is in Appendix A. Sessions

were also audio tape recorded for later study.

Research sessions consisted of a. series of related activities.

Chronologically the sessions could be conceptualised as occurring in

.ten distinct phases.

Phase I

All eight subjects met in a common room around a circular

table. The nature of the evening's activities was read, and the

first semantic differential was administered. The differential

measured the subject "my small group meetings" and evaluated each

subject's feelings about his small group prior to experimentation.

Groups of eight were then randomly divided into two groups

of four -- a four-man experimental and a four-man control group.

The experimental group was taken to the Adult Instruction Laboratory

on the first floor. The control group moved to a similar meeting

room on the third floor. A diagram of the Instruction Laboratory

appears in Figure 4. Facilities included a circular discussion

table, chairs, a ceiling recording microphone, a one way window,

-an observation room, and a tape deck. The third floor room con-

tained a circular table, chairs, and a recording microphone.

Phase II

Since only one set of four computer typeWriters was avail

able, it was necessary to stagger each group's use of the computing

facilities. TherefOre the control group initially listened to a
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Teletype

experimenter

Tele.
D
Tele.

C Subject ) Ceiling
Nicrophone

Teletype

One Way Window

Tape
Deck

Fig. .--Adult Instruction Laboratory
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ten minute tape recording, which did not deal with the experimental

subject matter. The tape was an Earl Nightengale recording

entitled "How You Can Lead the Field in the Modern World" which

gave general human relations advice on success in any profession.

The ten minute delay allowed experimental and control groups to

gain equal exposure to the computer facilities. The experimental

group received no ten minute delay period and went directly to

Phase III.

Phase III

The first case study was given to both experimental and

control groups. The study was an incomplete problem involving

nursing and education. Eight answers were provided to the study,

and subjects were to rank answers from the one they considered most

desirable and to be done first)to the one they considered least

desirable and to be done last. Subjects ranked the solutions

individually and then worked as a group toward,a single group

ranking. Thirty minutes were allowed for Phase III.

Phase IV

Four instruments analyzing group interaction in the

previous phase were administered to both experimental and control

groups. All subjects filled out the Member Questionnaire measuring

individual feelings of cohesiveness. They then analyzed as a group

the number of tasks involved in solving the case.studY problem and

named each task. On an answer sheet listing task names, individuals

Completed the Decision-Making Procedutes Check List and the Leveling
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Scale. Each member determined the primary decision-making proce-

dure he felt was used in working on each task. Each task also

received a Leveling score depicting how openly each subject had

expressed his feelings during interaction. Next, subjects filled

out. the Shaw Task Dimension Scale. Each task was listed on an

answer sheet and rated on the six dimensions of group tasks expressed

on the Shaw scale. Each task received six ratings analyzing subjects'

reactions to the task.

Phase V

Each group member was handed a three-dimensional rating

scale, and a training session followed on its use. Members were

instructed on what each dimension meant, what they were to do with

the scale, and they were given examples of how the scale was to be

applied. As a test of their understanding, hypothetical problems

were presented to the group and each member was asked for an answer.

Questions were answered on the scale students agreed they knew how

to apply the scale, and they proceeded to rate each other on the

preceding case session.

In computer groups, experimental subjects turned to the

computer connected typewriters and entered their name. The computer

typewriter printed, one at a time for each subject, the two behaviors

he most wanted to see in his instructional group as measured by his

Q sort results. After printing the first behavior, the typewriter

listed one of the other group members and asked for a rating on him

for the listed behavior. Members entered three numbers off each of
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the three scales, and the computer then moved to a second person in

the group. After ratings had been entered for all subject;:, the

second behavior was printed and ratings were again solicited by

the machine. A sample rating sequence is shown in Figure 5. When

all subjects had completed their ratings, the computer tabulated scores

and printed results to all subjects. Results for each person involved

a listing of everyone's two ideal group behaviors and the responses

on the three scales that he received. Thus each person knew the

behaviors of all other members and how he had been rated on those

behaviors. Subjects removed print out results from the machine and

used them for reference during Phase VI. A sample print out of rating

results is shown in Figure 6.

The four control members in computer groups received their

ideal behaviors through the typewriters. They entered ratings of

all other group members on these behaviors in the same manner as

experimental members. However, they received no feedback results.

In hand-tabulated feedback groups, experimental members

received their ideal behaviors typed on sheets of paper. Under

those behaviors they rated each of the other group members next to

individual names. An experimenter collected all retina results and

retabulated the figures. Each member received sheets listing the

ideal behaviors of each other member, and how he had been rated on

those behaviors. Results became the subject matter of the feedback

discuSsion session.

Control members in hand-tabulated groups received their ideal

behaviors on sheets of paper. They rated other members next to their
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Please type name
: June Young

I think a group should, be ready to argue about the
implicat!;.ons of decisions it makes.

Lorie Gunderson
: 122

Michell Matthews
: 365

Mary Meyers
: 143

I think a group should attempt to keep all members
satisfied and willing to accept the dominant mood
of the group.

Lorie Gunderson
$ 355

Michelle Matthews
: 273

Mary Meyers
: 132

Please wait for others to finish.

Fig. 5.--Rating by one group member of other members in
the group. (All names are fictitious,)
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Lorie Gunderson
I think members should remind' the group of the need
for unity and warmth.

54
Stay the same

I think group members should disclose attitudes to
the total group, not to selected individuals.

65
Stay the same

Michelle Matthews
I think a group should fight for many varied answers
to its learning problems.

44
Stay the same

I think a group should tend to follow the insightful
suggestions of its most creative members.

43
Do more

Mary Meyers
I think a group should be very businesslike in defining
its work requirements.

72
Do less

I think group members should conceal true feelings that
might hinder deep concentration on accomplishing its
goals.

53
Do less

Fig. 6.--Feedback given to one group member from other
members of the group. (All names are fictitious.)
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names printed under each behavior. An experimenter collected the

rating results but did not supply subjects with feedback data.

Phase VI

Feedback discussion sessions were held for all experimental

groups -- both hand-tabulated feedback groups and.comnuter-tabulated

feedback groups. Groups were given ten minutes to discuss the

rating results that each member received. Their instructions were

to discuss the feedback data with a view toward improving their

group functioning on a second case study.

No-feedback control groups -- both computer - interaction and

hand-tabulated groups -- had no discussion sessions. They went

directly to Phase VII.

Phase VII

A second case study, identical in form to the first study,

was analyzed by all experimental and control groups. Again, results

were tabulated first individually and then a group solution was

determined through interaction. Case studies were alternated to

eliminate case effects. Half of the twleve groups received Case I

first, and half initially received Case II. Studies were also

alternated between the twelve experimental and control groups.

Half the time experimental groups and half the time control groups

received Case I first. Thirty minutes were again allowed for

completion of the task.
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Phase VIII

All subjects were again administered the Member Questionnaire.

They then determined the tasks involved in solving the second case

study. After group agreement on tasks, members individually

completed the Decision-Making Procedures Check List, the Leveling

Scale, and the Shaw Task Dimension Scale. Responses were based

solely on the second group session.

Phase IX

Each member again received his two ideal group behaviors and

repeated ratings on every other group member for the second inter-

action session. For computer interaction groups -- both experimental

and control -- ratings were entered into the computer typewriters.

For hand-tabulated groups -- both experimental and control -- ratings

were entereicn typed sheets. No group received feedback on this

second rating. Computer ratings were stored within the machine and

hand-written ratings were collected by an experimenter.

All ratings were available for later analysis. Hand-written

ratings were on the sheets retained by the experimenter. Computer

ratings were stored in the machine and made available as print out

the next day.

Phase X

The last test for the evening administered to all subjects,

was the Semantic Differential. The subject rated was "tonight's

small group meeting." Comparisons between the initial differential

and the final differential were available for all groups. Exploration
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could be made as to how hand-tabulated and computer-assisted feedback

groups, and their two corresponding control groups reacted to the

experimental sessions.

The Post-Test Period

All subjects continued to meet in their groups of eight until

the end of the semester. They worked on small group problem-solving

tasks and filled out instruments used during the experimental sessions

as part of their weekly meetings. Instruments filled out by groups

prior to experimental sessions, during research itself, and after the

experimental sessions, were the Decision-Making Procedures Check List,

the Shaw Task Dimension Scale, and the Leveling Scale. Long term

comparative analyses were possible on these instruments.

During the last class meeting of the semester all subjects

completed one more semantic differential. The subject used was "my

small group meetings", thus providing data on the lasting effects of

experimental sessions when compared with previous differentials.

Data-Gathering Devices and Techniques

Ideal Group Q Sort

Perceived Group Q Sort

Instrumentation and Data Collection.

During the eighth week of classes all ninety-six subjects

sorted the Ideal Group Q Sort. The sort has seventy-two cards con-

taining statements of small group work-emotionality behaviors.

Statements are based on the twenty-four work-emotionality categories
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which emerge from combination of four work levels with six emotional-

ities. Statements on the seventy-two cards represent three replica-

tions of the twenty-four behavior types pictured in Figure 7. The

Ideal Group Q Sort statements are in Appendix B.

I

Work II

Level III

IV

II

Fi Fl

Emotionality

P Cp D Cd

Fig. 7.--Work-emotionality categories

Subjects were told to sort the statements into eleven piles.

Pile.one was to have two cards, pile two, three, and so on until a

normal distribution was described by the eleven piles. Pile one

contained the two statements a student would most like to see in

his small, eight-man instructional group, and pile eleven contained

the statements the student would least like to see. This histogram

represented a forced normal distribution ranking of behaviors from

those students would like to see most, to those they would like to

see least, in their small problem-solving groups. It was possible

that no one statement was completely congruent with each individual's

intended description of desirable group behavior. However, accumu-

lations of statements over three replications of specific work-
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emotionality combinations were thought to be sufficiently precise

to measure work-emotionality preferences.

The Ideal Group Q Sort measured the culture preference portion

of the valency pattern within each person's personality. The two

behaviors that each subject wanted to see most in his small instruc-

tional group were extracted from each subject's sort and matched with

the two identical items in the Perceived Group Q Sort. The Perceived

Group Q Sort contained seventy-two behavior statements which were

similar, item by item in work-emotionality content, to the statements

in the Ideal Group Q Sort. Sort differences were in the wording

rather than the content of each item. The Perceived Group Q Sort

describes the actual functioning of a group rather than describing

how the subject would like the ideal group to be. Copies of the state-

ments in this Perceived Group Q Sort are found in Appendix B along with

the Ideal Group Q Sort statements. The two most liked behaviors for

each member as described in the Perceived Group Q Sort were stored

in the B5500 Computer prior to experimental sessions.

Reliability and Vandal

The original conception for this type of Q Sort cam from

William Hill, whose work is incorporated into the studies of Stock

and rhelen.
1

The specific sorts used were developed by Boyd and

Watson.2 Their final products were extensions and modifications of

Hill's original work.

1Stock and Thelen, pp. 102-13.

2Watson, "The Dynamics of Expectations and Adaptations to
Adult Learning Group Cultures," pp. 48-57.
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Nunnally
1
and Stephenson2 have established procedures for

determining the reliability, validity, and statistical analysis of

Q sorts. Content validity was investigated for the seventy-two

items which make up the subject matter of the two sorts. Items were

revised and rewritten until two naive judges reached one-hundred per-

cent agreement on the work level and emotionality type of the seventy-

two behaviors.

Analysis of variance was used to determine if the 72 items

in each sort discriminated among the 24 work-emotionality categories

and, between the two sorts. The goal was to establish face validity

or meaningfulness of the two instruments.3 A group of fifteen naive

female subjects threw the Ideal and Perbeived Q Sorts into a seven

pile normal distribution. Subjects' scores were partitioned against

work-emeionality categories to produce a 15 by 24 matrix. A signif-

icant F ratio would indicate that for the sample the items used dis-

criminated between work-emotionality categories. The Ideal sorts

were found to have an "F" of 7.29, significant at the .01 level,

with 14 and 336 degrees of freedom respectively. An "F" of 11.48

was found for the Perceptive sorts, also significant at the .01 level

with the same degrees of freedom. These results indicated that there

were significant differences in the distributions of the cards

between categories, within each sort, and between sorts.

1Jum C. Nunnally, plychometric Theory (New York: McGraw-Hill,
Inc., 1967), pp. 544-57.

2William Stephenson, The Study of Behavior (Chicago, Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1953).

3Ibid., p. 55.
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Reliability of the sorts was measured through use of the "t"

test to determine if the mean of the scores in any one of the 24 work-

emotionality categories for all fifteen subjects was significantly

different from the mean of any other category. The same procedure

was followed for the Ideal and the Perceived sorts. There were no

significant differences between the mans of any categories in either

sort at the .05 level of significance. This suggests that none of the

categories in either sort had a significantly "good" or "bad" conno-

tation for the experimental group.

Another reliability measure was a stability coefficient

calculated to determine if the Ideal Sort gave consistent measurement

over time. Since the basic elements in both sorts are identical, and -

complete stability of interaction in experimental groups is not

possible, it was assumed that stability of the Ideal Sort would

indicate similar stability in the Perceived instrument. A naive

subject sorted the Ideal deck into seven piles three times at

intervals of one, two and three days. Fisher's r to z transformation

was used to obtain the average of the intercorrelations of the trials?.

The result was an r of .82 significant beyond the .01 level of signif-

icance. It is concluded from these results that the Ideal and

Perceived Q Sorts are stable and meaningful instruments. They do not

seem to constitute a learning experience which would alter perceptions

or ideals for work-emotionality behaviors.

1J. P. Guildford, Fundamental Statistics in Psycholo7, and
Education (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1962), p. 139.
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To determine if subjects could use Q Sorts to indicate the

degree of similarity or dissimilarity of perceived group behaviors

to their ideal expectations, rank order correlation coefficients
1

of each set of Ideal and Perceived sorts were calculated for a

sample of fifteen naive female subjects who were meeting weekly

in a seminar program at the University. The coefficients of

correlation for the fifteen sets ranged from. .55, significant

at the .01 level, to -.40 significant at about the .05 level.

Three other correlations (.38, .35, .32) were significant between

the .10 and .05 levels. A two-tailed test of significance was

used. These results suggest that Q Sorts can be used by group

members to discriminate between their expectations for group

culture and their perceptions of the culture experienced.

Scoring and Statistical Analysis

A standard scoring procedure has been established for the

Q Sort.
2

Q Sort scores and statistical analysis of results were

not a part of this research.

The two "most liked" statements in the Ideal Group Q-Sort

were matched with similar statements in the Perceived Group Q Sort

and stored in the computer prior to research sessions. During

experimentation, these desired behaviors became the statements used

by each individual to evaluate the :affective approach actions of

other members.

'Watson, "The Dynamics of Expectations and Adaptation to
Adult Learning Group Cultures," p. 133.

2
Ibid., p. 72-73.
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Ratings of Audio Tape Recordings

Instrumentation and Data Collection

All twenty -four sessions of group problem solving for experi-

mental and c,ntrol groups were tape recorded, as were the twelve

experimental group discussion sessions of affective feedback. The

four-man thirty-minute and ten-minute sessions were rated to deter-

mine basic assumption culture. Two trained raters scored all of the

problem solving and feedback sessions by listening to the tape

recordings and scoring the basic assumption culture of the group at

regular intervals. Culture was evaluated at three-minute intervals

for the prcblem sessions and at one-minute intervals for the feed-

back sessions. Rating was in accordance with methods developed by

Thelon for his Behavioral Rating System.
1

Reliability and Validity

Ratings of audio tape recordings were chosen in preference

to live ratings. Hare2 has concluded that " . . . in actual

research only verbal behavior is usually recorded, or at most, overt

or easily identifiable attempts of one ;person to communicate with

another." Watson compared ratings of work-emotionality behaviors from

tape recordings with live ratings of work-emotionality behaviors for

1Herbert Thelen, et al., Methods for Studvincr Work and
Emotionality in Group Operation (Chicago: University of Chicago,
Human Dynamics Laboratory, 1954).

2Hare, p. 63.
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the same sessions.
1 His comparisons were for nineteen and fifteen-

.

minute periods. Results showed eighty-six percent agreement for

the nineteen-minute segment and eighty-four percent for the fifteen-

minute period. His conclusion was that work-emotionality behaviors

can be rated effectively from tape recordings.

Two naive judges were given operational definitions of the

work and emotionality categories. After study, two random sessions

were chosen for them to rate individually. Rating at three-minute

intervals, they attained agreement on eighteen of twenty ratings

for an agreement percentage of ninety. They practiced on additional

sessions, rating at one-minute intervals, until they achieved

eighty-six percent agreement on ratings of predominant work-

emotionality behaviors. At this point it was felt sufficient

agreement existed for raters to independently rate all sessions.

After rating all problem-solving and feedback meetings, the

two raters had 468 common ratings. They showed agreement on 412 of

these for a percentage agreement of eighty-eight.

The formula for applying a t-test of significance to percent-

age agreement, as suggested by Guetzkow,2 was followed. Since only

about half the categories were used in the final coding results, it

was decided to apply a more rigorous t-test than if all categories

were figured in the calculation. Consequently as suggested by

1Watson, "The Dynamics of
Adult Learning Group Cultures," p.

2Harold Guetz :ow, "Unitizi
Coding Qualitative Data," Journal
(January, 1950), 49-50.

Expectations and Adaptation to
61.

ng and Categorizing Problems in
of Clinical Psychology, VI, No. 1
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Watson,' half the number of categories twelve -- were used. The

resulting t value was 63.2 for an N of 468. This was significant

beyond the .0001 level. Judges restudied and discussed discrepant

ratings and reached agreement on all interaction units. A final

corrected score was reported for each session.

Scoring and Statistical Analysis

Results were inspected to determine the group culture for

each session and for the feedback sessions* Changes in group

culture after computer, hand-tabulated, and corresponding no-

feedback conditions were inspected to determine the effects of

feedback on the existing basic assumption culture. A sign test

was applied to determine if directional change within hand-

tabulated feedback, computer-assisted feedback, and corresponding

no-feedback groups occurred in the basic assumption culture.

Case Studies

Instrumentation and Data Collection

All subjects were students in the nursing curriculum at

the University of Wisconsin. Two case studies uere developed for

the experimental sessions which combined the technical content of

nursing and applications in the field of education. Copies of the

studies are in Appendix B.

Each study presented an incomplete problem situation along

with eight plausible alternatives for the problem's solution.

'Watson, "The Dynamics of Expectations and Adaptation to
Adult Learning Group Cultures," pp. 70-71.
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Students were to apply their technical knowledge in both nursing and

education in working with the alternatives.

Four-man group interaction sessions began with the distribution

of a case study. Students were to read the study individually and rank

order the eight solutions from the one they thought was most desirable

and should be done first, to the one they felt was least desirable and

should be done last. After each student rank ordered solutions

privately, the four subjects worked as a group and determined a

single group rank order for the answers. A total of thirty minutes

was allowed for individual and group work before stopping students.

After a series of tests and a diversity of feedback conditions, all

groups worked on the second case study in an identical manner.

Reliability and Validity

The three case studies were submitted to three faculty members

in the School of Nursing for guidance on content and for analysis of

solutions. The three nursing professors discussed the possible answer

alternatives and arrived at a single rank ordering for each study.

The final order of answers they selected was considered the objective

standard against which student solutions were measured. In addition,

they selected the two studies they felt were most nearly equal in

terms of difficulty and expertise required for solution. These two

were used in the group meetings.

The concept of using absolute deviation scores as a measure

of individual and group problem solution adequacy was originally
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developed by Hall, Mouton, and Blake.
1

They used member deviation

scores from a correct solution to determine differences between

pooling of answers and group interaction in small group problem-

solving tasks. Hall and Williams2 used the same procedure in

comparing decision making procedures for ad hoc versus established

groups, and they further developed the Decision Adequacy Index,

the Conflict Index, and the Creativity-Compromise Index used in

this study. Calculations and comparisons of Indexes were based

on procedures developed by Hall and Williams.3

Scoring and Statistical Analysis

Deviation scores are calculated by comparing the rank

order of two sets of solutions. If a person ranks a solution

.first and the correct solution has that score ranked seventh the

deviation between the subject's answer and the correct answer is

six. If a person ranks a solution second which is correctly ranked

first the deviation of one is noted. The sum of the absolute

values of all deviation scores for a subject becomes his summed

individual deviation score. The average of the individual devia-

tion scores for the members of a group is the average individual

score for that group.

lErnest J. Hall, Jane S. Mouton, and Robert R. Blake,
"Group Problem Solving Effectiveness Under Conditions of Pooling
Versus Interaction," The Journal of Social. Psychology, DIX (1963),
147-C7'

2
Hall and Williams, pp. 214-22.

'Ibid., pp. 215-16.
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Deviation scores can also be calculated for group answers.

A group ranking of an answer can differ from the correct ranking.

Thus a group may rank an answer third that the correct ansuer has

ranked eighth. A deviation score of five results. The sum of the

absolute values of all deviation scores for a group becomes %Je

group deviation score.

Deviation scores are inversely related to accuracy. The

smaller the deviation score the more nearly correct is a set of

answers. Deviation scores were used in computing three different

indexes: the group Productivity Index, the group Utilization of

Resources Index, and the group Creativity-Compromise Index.

The group Productivity Index involved the group deviation

scores for the twenty-four groups of four. Group deviation scores

were calculated for both case study sessions. The group deviation

score for each session was taken as the group Productivity Index

of the group for that session. The larger. the score, the larger

the error, the less the accuracy of the group product.

The .sign test was used to test changes in accuracy of group

product between case study sessions. Change was analyzed within

two combinations of groups: groups receiving feedback -- both

computer-assisted and hand-tabulated -- and groups receiving no

feedback -- both computer-assisted and hand-tabulated. The sign

test examined positive and negative change between case sessions

in each of these types of groupings.

The Utilization of Resources Index was expressed for each

case session as the difference between the average individual
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deviation score and the ?row:, deviation score. A positive Index

indicated beneficial use of group resources. A positive score

showed that the group used the information from group members in

such a way that group answers tended to reflect the insights of

the group's most knowledgable members. A negative Index indicated

poor use of group member resources. Groups with negative scores

failed to use the information in the group to advantage. Therefore

group answers did not reflect the insights of the group's most

knowledgeable members.

The sign test was used to test changes in group Utilization

of Resources Indexes between the two problem-solving sessions.

Change was analyzed within two combinations of groups: groups

receiving feedback and groups receiving no feedback. The sign

test analyzed positive and negative change between case sessions

in each of these types of groupings.

The group Creativity-Compromise Index began with an analysis

of rownergent solutions. An emergent solution was determined

when the group solutions ranked an answer in a position in which

no group member had ranked that answer individually. The group

chose a new position for an answer not anticipated in the rankings

of any member. Thus, if a group ranked a solution second, and no

group member ranked that solution second, it was an emergent

solution. The deviation score of each Four, emergent solution from

the correct position of that solution became an emergent solution

deviation score. The sum of the absolute values of the emergent
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solution deviation scores for each group produced a grout) emergent

soltuion deviation score for each case study session.

Each group member had a ranking for each emergent solution.

Comparison of a group member's ranking of an emergent solution with

the correct ranking for that solution provided an emergent solution

deviation score for individuals. Summing the absolute values of the

emergent solution deviation scores for each individual provided an

individual emergent solution deviation score. The average of the

individual emergent solution deviation scores for the members of a

group produced an average individual emergent solution deviation

score.

The group Creativity - Compromise .Index for each session was

expressed as the difference between the average individual emergent

solution deviation score and the group emergent solution deviation

score. A positive'Index demonstrated creativity; a negative Index,

compromise. When positive, the average individual emergent solution

deviation score is larger than the group emergent solution deviation

score. Thus the group emergent solution deviation score is more

adequate than the average individual emergent solution deviation

score. The group developed more unique and more accurate answers

through group problem solving than were available from any one group

member. The group has been creative.

When the Index is negative, the average individual emergent

solution deviation score is smaller than the grout) emergent solution

deviation score. Thus the grout) emergent solution deviation score

is less adequate than the average individual emergent solution
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dovia':ion score. In reaching a group solution, group members Tave in

to incorrect answers not ori7,inally found in any group member's

solution. There ha z been compromice within the group.

The siun Lest was used to evaluate changes in group Creativity-

Compromise Indexes between the two Problem sessions, Chan,3cs were

analyzed within two combinations of groups groups receiving feedback

and ;reps roceivinc; no -Feedbank. The sign te-,t examined Positive and

negative change between case sessions for each of these types of

greupinjs.

Semantic Differential

Instrumentation and Data collection

A Semantic Differential was administered three times to all

ubjeots. Two cimlla-r topics ware mcacrod: "my small group

before experimentation and on the last day of the semester, and

"toniEht's small group meeting" after the experimental sessions. The

Differential was aimed at evaluating the impressions made by problem-

solving sessions. By taking measures at three points, changes could

be evaluated before experimentation, during experimental lorls, and

at the end of the semester. Changes within computerassisted and hand-

tabulated feedback conditons, and within their corresponding no-

feedback control groups over the three roints in time, were analyzed.

A copy of the Semantic Differential is in Appendix B.
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Rel. bility and Valiilitv

TiY: semantic differential methodology refined-by Osgood 'r1 as

used for experimeniat5cn. The thirty-two differential scales

Boyd? ,.
measured were constructed by. Boyo, ii -polar differential scales

are deceptive in that their use and analysis make scalinc assumptions

which classify' the differential as a marginal interval measure.

Summing across scales and calculating means in factor analysis

entails three assumptions: the property of equal intervals is

assumed within each scales, equal intervals are assumed between

points on different scale, and scales are assumed to have a

, . ,measurable zero point. Research is cited by Osgood2 wnlen explores

these assumptions and makes their acceptance appear justified, In

addition, Osgood describes extensive research demonstrating item

reliability o± his semantic differential scales over time, face

validity and predictive validity of his differential instrument,

and the content validity of his semantic factors.3 Reliability and

validity research, combined with experimental evidence of the

sensitivity of.OsgoOd s instrument, and the comparability of his

instrument across subjects, makes his arguments for the use of the

1Rohert D. Boyd, "Semantic Differential Test," unpublished,
University of Wisconsin, 1963.

2Charles E. Osgood, Georze J. Suci, and Percy H. Tannenbaum,
The Measurement of Meaning (Urbana; Ill.: University of Illinois
Press, 1967), pp. 125-88.

pp. 126-46.
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semantic differential impessivo.1 Osgood's work led to acceptance

of limited Parametric assumptions in analyzing differential scores

of ordinal value in this study.

The thirtytwo scales constructed by Boyd were in agreement

with Osgood's methodoloy, Scales were chosen which formed true

dichotomies,' which were meaningful to subjects,) and which were

unidimensional in what they individually measured,
4

Osgood found that sets of scales do not have common factors

of semantic meaning over all possible concepts. There is typically

a significant interaction between concepts and scales which influences

factor composition.5 Factor analysis of Boyd's scales to determine

dimensions of meaning for experimental concepts was deemed necessary.

Therefore; the author factor analyzed scores on the thirty-

two scales with a sample of 360 students who measured. two subjects,

at two points in time. The subjects -- "lecture sessions" and

"small group meetings" -- were similar to the subjects to be used

in the research. An Image Analysis Procedure was performed and

'Ibid., pp. 166-76.

2Abraham N. Oppenheim, Questionnaire Design and Attitude
Measurement (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1966), p. 206.

3Claire Selltiz, Research Methods in Social Relations (New
York: Holt-Rinehart, 1959), D. 356.

4Bert F. Green, "Attitude Measurement," in Handbook of Social
Psychology, ed. by Gardner Lindzey (Cambridge, Mass.: Addison-
Wesley Publishing Co., 1954), D. 339.

50sgood, pp. 176-88.
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results were rotated orthogonally by the Varimax method.' Three

distinct factors of semantic meaning wore found. Establishment of

these factors gave evidence that the instrument, with the subjects

and scaling used, was a valid measure for these factors.

Sccrin and StaU...tieal Analysis

Factor scores were calculated for each subject. Three

factor scores were computed for each subject for each of the three

administrations of the Differential. Thus each subject had nine

factor scores, three for each of three administrations of the

instrument.

For each of the three faotcrs in each administration of the

instrument, scores were partitioned into four divisions: scores for

.subjects receiving compute assisted. feedback, scores for subjects

receving handtabulated feedback, and scores for each of the corres-

ponding no-feedback control conditions. Thus there were your divisions

of scores, for each of three factors, during each of three administra-

tions of the instrument.

Sign tests tested changes in each of the four groupings for

each of the three factors over three points in time: the Pre-

experimental and post-experimental administration of the instrument,

the post-experimental and the last day of class administration of the

instrument, and the pre-experimental and last day of class adminis-

tration of the instrument. Results should show changes in the three-

1The "FACTOR 1" program of the "STATjOB" statistical library

at the University of Wisconsin Computing Center was used for these
calculations.
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factor meaning of 'small group meetings" for the four groupings of

subjects over three points in time.

Shaw Task Dimension Scale.

Instrm,entation and Da,,

Shawl isolated six dimensions which arc common to all group

tasks, During experimental sessions, each four-man grollr

their Problem-solving sessions into a series of successive group

tasks, The number and names of the tasks wore agreed upon by group

discussion. Individuals within each group then xated each of these

successive tasks CD a five point 'scale for each of Shaw's six dimen-

sions for tasks, Rating was completed for each case study. Thus

each group task for each case study had six Shaw Scale ratings for

each subject, A copy of thc Sha:7 Dimension Scrle is in

Appendix 13,

During each group meeting prior to the experimental session

and in each meeting after the session, the Shaw Scale was used as a

group rather than en individual instrument. For each meeting, groups

of eight designated observers. Observers rotated from meetin g. to

meeting, defined successive group tasks occurring during each meeting,

and rated each of the designated tasks on each of Shaw's six scales.

Therefore, each group task, for each pre and post experimental eight-

man group meeting, had one set of six Shari Scale ratings for the group.

1
Marvin E. Shaw, "Scaling Group Tasks: A Method for Dimen-

sional Analysis" Technical Report No. 1, Office of Naval Research
Contract Ni 170 226 (Gainsville, Fla.: Department of Psychology,
University of Florida, 1963).
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C

Rliability and Validity

1

Marvin Shaw- developed the Task Dimension Scale through a ii S,

Navy research grant. He initially selected 104 small group tasks from

examining the experimental literature, from analyzing investigations

of small group research, and by creating uniouc tasks for his experi-

ment. He then hypothesi7;ed ten dimensions common to all these tasks

based on a priori and theoretical grounds. Dimensions were derived

by trial and error quasi logical processes, from his own experiences,

and from consulting other social psycholoists.

The Thurstone and Chave method2 for scaling was used in

selecting forty-nine judges to rate each of the 104 tasks along ten

dimensions. The scoring of the 104 tasks along the dimensions

resulted in a final total of 1040 scale values. To factor analyses

and accompanying factor rotations were performed on ii102.? resulis

Six dimensions of group tasks resulted; difficulty, solution

multiplicity, cooperation requirements, intellectual-manipulative

requirements, population familiarity, and intrinsic interest. These

were considered the dimensions of small group prOVI em-solving taslm,

Scorinc- and Statistical Analysis

Scales four and five of the Shaw Scale were not considered

relevant to this study. However, since the Shaw test was used

lIbid.

2L. L. Thurstone and E. J. Chave, The Ma.urement of Attitudes
cited by OpPenheim, Questionnaire Design and Attitude yeas resent,
pp. 125-33.
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throughout the semesi.er, the scales were admini tiered during experi-

mentation to maintain continuity. The data for'scales four and five

uemanalyzed, found non -- significant as expectect, and not reported in

the results.

For each group member in each case session, the median score

over all pre-determined tasks was calculated for each scale on the

Shaw Task Dimension Scale. For each scale, a person's median score

over all tasks in a case study session was considered representative

of his subjective reactions on that scale. Each member of a four-

man group thus had four median scores for each case -- one on each

of four scales.

Median values were computed for group members on all four

scales for each of two experimental case studies. For each case

study, scores on each scale for all four-man groups were grouped

into four divisions: computer-assisted feedback scores, hand

tabulated feedback scores, and scores for the two corresponding

control conditions. Sign tests were used to test changes in group

member scale scores in each of the four divisions between case

studies. Sign tests analyzed positive and negative changes in

individual median values for four conditions within each offour

scales.

Ratings on the Shaw Scale were also available from the

eight-man small group meetings prior to and after experimentation.

Therefore, long-term analysis of Shaw Scale scores was possible.

Since in pre and post-experimental sessions the Shaw Scale was used

as a group instrument, four-man experimental results for individuals
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had to be compared with eight man pre and post - experimental results

for groups. In evaluatin3 each of the four Shall Scales, a chi

square test was u4ed.

It is recognized that using pre-experimental group level

responses for eight-man groups to analyze individual responses in

experimental four-man groups is a tenuous procedure. However, the

use of natural groups did not permit either the segregation of

pre-experimental groups of eight into experimental groups of four

or the of the Shaw Task Dimension Scale as an individual pro-

experimental instrument.

Chi square examined changes in Shaw Scale' scores between

eight-man pre-experimental sessions and each four man experimental

case study for four types of response sets: computer-assisted

'feedback, hand-tabulated feedback, and each of the eorresponding

control conditionsF Chi square examined changes in scale scores

between eight-man pre experimental sessions and eight-man post-.

experimental sessions for two types of response sets: computer

experience aria. experimenter experience.

In making these analyses, responses for all eight-man group

meetings on each of the Shaw Scales prior to experimentation were

divided into two sections: computer experience scores and experi-

menter experience scores. There was an identical division of

responses for all sessions after experimentation. Fach of these

divisions was grouped in a frequency distribution for each scale.

There were thus two frequency distributions for each of four

scales for pre and post-experimental data.
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Individual .responses for each fourman experimental session

on each scale for each c;ise study were grouped in a frequency dis-

tribution. Scores within scale groupings were further combined

into four sections: computer-assisted feedback, hand-tabulated

feedback, and the to corresponding control. conditions. There

wore thus four frequ,2ncy 6stributions for each of four scales for

experimental data.

Sectioned and grouped. responses of eight-man groups prior

to experimentation became the standard for estimating expectea

frequencies of rosronses for grouped and sectioned four-man groups

during experimentation and for sectioned, and grouped eight-man groups

in post-experimenta'. meetings. Chi square determined if observed

responses during four-man experimental case sessions in fact

differed from expected frequencies derived from eight-man pre-

experimental sessions for the two feedback and the two control

conditions on each scale. Sixteen chi square tests were therefore

run with experimental datc:.

Chi square also tested if observed responses in eight-man

meetings after experimental sessions in fact differed from expected

frequencies derived from eight-man pre-experimental sessions for

computer experience and experimenter experience conditions on esch

scale. Eight chi square tests were therefore run with post-

experimental data.

Experimental case study differences were considered evidence

of the effects of the research environment, Post-experimental
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diffokences were evaluated as per change brought about by

experimental conelitions.

Rating Scales

InfAt,,umentetion

After the initial 'case study sessions, feur-man group

members rated each other, Affective feedback was based on these

subjective ratings by each group memher of every other group

member. Each subject had the two behaviors he wanted to see

most -- his culture preference behaviors -- presented to him for

rating, A three-dimensional scale was used to evaluate every

other parson's activity -- their affective approach behaviors --

in comparison with desired culture preference behaviors, The

integrated three dimensional scale had a seven-point scale of

satisfaction with other member's performanre of an ideal behavior,

a sixpoint scale showing degree of activity of other members

relative to an ideal. behavior, and a three-point scale on doing

more, doing loss, or staying the same with regard to an ideal

behavior. Each group member used this three-dimensional scale to

evaluate every other member on the ideal behaviors he wanted to

see. The rating scale is on page 111.

Feedback occurred when every member received the statements

of every other mem%er. In addition, each member was shown how he

was rated by each other member on these statements. Thus each

group member knew every other group members' ideal behaviors, ho;

active he was on those behaviors, how satisfied others were with
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his performance on those behaviors, and how othors wanted him to

behave in the future with regard to those behz.viors.

Feedback was either supplied by Computer typewriter or

hand tabulation, or it was withheld. After discussion of feedback

results, group members worked on a second case study. All members

again rated all other members after the second study, but feedback

results were not given to any subjects.

Reliabqiiy and Validi.Ly.

The problem of establishing validity with rating scales has

been stated by Soiitiz:

Perhaps the most significant problem in the use of rating
scales has been with their validity. Even a cursory
examination of the relevant literature reveals that,
whereas evaluation of the reliability of .rating scales
is common, measures of validity are rarely reported.
The reason, of course, js the dearth of available
external criteria against which ratings can be compared.1

Selitiz goes on to spell out criteria which rating scales should

meet. To meet the conditions of reliability and validity, scales

should be constructed so that:

. . . (1) attributes being measured were relatively
'objective,' so that their meaning would be uniformly
understood by the raters using the scales; (2) the
ratings themselves were obtained under optimal con-.
ditions, including carefully constructed .scales,
trained judges, and specified frames of reference.2

1Selltiz, p. 356.

2Ibid.
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Other qualificaLione of scales applicable to this study are

enumerated. by Guilford.
1

He says that traits to be rated should be

introduced with a trait name and a definition in operational terms,

and that each trait should refer to a single type of activity,

Raters should be given the same clear, univocal conception of the

continuum along which objects arc to be evaluated, and raters

should be gien sufficient time for mal:ing ratings,

In followinn: these guidelines, each group member was given

a copy of the rating scale. The separate scales and the uses of

each scale were then fully explained. Questions were clarified,

and. subjects were given a series 'of e:.:amples demonstrating appli-

cation of the scales. Students were given hypothetical reactions

and quizzed individually on what the ratings for those reactions

should be. At the end c)-: the training session, all subjects

acknowledged that they were fully acquainted with the concertfton

and application of the rating scales. No time limit was placed on

completing the ratinc: procedure.

Scoring: and Statistical Analysis

Changes in ratings by each member were evaluated on all

three scales. Two analyses attempted to determine if increased

congruency between individual culture preference behaviors and other

member affective approach behaviors developed over the two case

sessions.

1J. P. Guilford, Psychometric Methods (2nd ed.; New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc 1954)5p. 292-96.
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One analysis measured the ehenge.in satien:clion scores over

the two sessions by means of a sign test, Scores for each case session

were partitioned for all individuals into four groupings: computer-

assisted feedback, hand-tabulated. feedback, and the two corresponding

no-feedback _,onLrol conditions, Sign .cst analyses examined positive

and ne;rative chang422 in satisfaction between case session::: for these

four groupings. Positive sign test results indicated increased con-

gruency between individual culture Preference and other member

affective approach behaviors, Negative results indicated a decrease

in congruency,

The second analysis involved. evaluation of the two activity

scales with a sign test. Each member indicated the degree of activity

observed in other members for two specific preferred behwriors on a

six-point activity scale. He further indicated on a three point

scale whether he wanted other members to do more do less, or stay

the same for the two preferred behaviors. The second six-point

activity ratings did or did not show a change in the desired

direction as indicated in the original three-poin!-,scale, Six-

point activity ratings which stayed the same when told to do so,

or which changed in the directions indicated by feedback instructions,

were given a plus in the sign test analysis. Six-point activity

ratings which showed no change when told to do so, or which changed.

in directions opposite to feedback instructions, were given a minus

in the sign tst analysis.

Plus and minus sign test scores for all groups were arouped

into four conditions: computer-assisted feedback, hand-tabulated
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feedback, and- the two corresponding no-feedback control. conditions.

Sign test analysr.s examined positive and negative chac.1,s in activity

for heze four conditions. Positive sign test results indicated

increased congruency between individual culture preference and other

membe-2 affective app:.:oach benavierc. Negative resuls indAcated a

decrease in congruency,

Member Questionnaire

Instrumentation and Data Collection

The Member Questionnaire measured perceived feelings of

cohesiveness among group members, The Questionnaire consisted of

eleven Likert-type surmated scales which measured a common attitude

by means of eleven rated statements. Possible responses to state-

ments were made on a six-point continuum of alternatives. Scores

of one through six were summed across the eleven scales to arrive

at a total value for Perceived coheSiveness for each subject. The

instrument is in Appendix B.

The Questionnaire was administered twice during the experi-

mental sessions. After the first case study, all four-man group

members filled out the Questionnaire in terms of the interaction

they had just experienced. The Questionnaire was filled out again

after the second case study and with direct reference to the second

interaction session.
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Rel1ab53itv and V-17)eitv

The Member Questionnaire was developed, at the University of

Kansas as p7,rt of a course in Human Relations. The Questionnaire was

used in "Human Relations in Group Interaction I" and vas published in

the class workbook,
1

For the eleven Likert scales, there was no external referent

against which responses could be measured in.establishinc; reliability

and validity. In analyzing the scale, two factors proved imrortant:

homogeneity of content and internal consistency of measurement.

Oppenheim discussed the problem and the methodology in determining

reliability and validity of Likert scales when he .said:

. . the best available measure of the attitude sencerned
i.e the total item pool that we have so carefully constructed,
By purifying this, the items will at least be consistent and
homogeneous -- they will be measuring the same thing -- and
the scale may possibly also be valid.2

Green has stated that:

In general, if the items on .a scale are highly inter-
dependent, then the items are homogeneous and the scale
is unidimensional.3

The results of the Member Questionnaire were submitted to a

RAVE
4

analysis to determine internal consistency. A Hoyt Reliability

1University of Kansas, Student Uorkbook for Human Relations
in Group Interaction I (Lawrence, Kansas: University of Kansas,
196r part 3.

2Oppenheim, p. 138.

3Green, p. 339.

The "RAVE" portion of the "GITAP" Program in the statistical
library at the University of Wisconsin Computing Center was used for
this calculation.
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of -770 was found demonstrating that the items are hi7hly inter-

related and thus the instrumz:nt is measuring a singular attiLude.

Scoriw2. end n41,,t1r1 l An,

A sgn test was used to eva2uate chF,n,:-;es in total score

response between problem-solving scssionF, Scores were gTouped for

those subjects rcceivinc, compater-assisted feedback; those receivinz

hand-tabulated foedb.Ack, and for their coresponding no-fes.aback

control groups, The sign test was applied to changes in scores

within compaer and hand-tabulatea feedback groups ph;1 within the

two no-feedbac: control conditions, Sign tests ana2yr4od positive

and negative changes in scores within these four conditions.

Leveling Scale

Instwur,,rtation

The Leveling Scale measured the degree to which group members

were open or closed in expressing their feelings on the Drolaem-

solving task during group interaction. The instrument was a

singular linear ninepoint ordinal scale which allowed for scoring

from "completely closed and not expressing feelings during inter-

action" to "completely open and expressing all feelings during

interaction." A response alternative for no feeling was also pro-

vided. A subjective Leveling score was given by each group member

to each mutually agreed upon task during problem - solving sessions.

A copy of the instrument is in Appendix B.'
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t

The instruo;,:lt wae administered after each case st0y session

to all members in etch g,'oup of four. Openness was seNred for each

task during the i=cliatoly precedinE study, During each of the

eight-man group mectingn prior to experimentation and during each

meeting after research Eroun members individually responded on the

instrument. Here toe, a score was givea for each of the tasks the

group un:lertook.

relinbi I ^ 43- 1/".7..1 1 (11 -Ly

The instrument was developed by ;Robert Blake and Jane

Mouton' in the Training Laboratory at the University of Texas.

From their experiences at the Laboratou, forty, nine-point rating

scales analyzing different aspects of group interaction were

developed and employed in thcir Factor analysis of

scores on these forty scales reduced the number of sign!,.ficant

scales to eleven. One of the eleven scales was the Leveling

Scale. A later version of the Leveling Scaie2 has been developed

into a triangular matrix.

Scoring and Statistical Analysis

The median score for each person over the number of pre-

determined tasks for each case study was considered each person's

;ER, R. Blake, J. S. Mouton, and B. Fruchter, "A Factor
Analysis of Training Group Behavior," Journal of Social Psvcholog7,
CXXVI (1962), 56-58.

2Irving R. Weschler and. Edgar Schein, eds., Selected Readings,
Series Five; Issues in Training (n. p.: National Training Labora-
tories, National Education Association, 1962), pp. 64-66.
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Leveling seers- for that study. The median value represented the pre-

dominant leveling a person expressed during a case etudy session.

For each of two case study sessione one median score for each group

member was noted. Scores for computer -assisted feedback terewes,

hande-tabulated feedback groups, and their correspend:ing n-feedback

centrel groups were grouped for comparison between case sessions.

A sign test was applied to changes within computer-assieted feedbaci:

and hand-tabulated feedback groups and to changes within each of

their corresponding no-feedback control conditions. Sign tests

analyzed positive and negative changes in median scores within

each of the four groupings.

Leveling scores wore available for pre and post-experimental

sessions for all individuals in eight-man groups. Pre-experimental

sessions, case study sessions, and post-e.eelmental sessions were

compared with chi square tests.

Two separate analyses were made, In one analysis, each Pre-

experimental group of eight was partitioned into experimental

session groups of four. Chi square examined changes in Leveling

scores between partitioned four-man pre-experimental sessions and

each four-man experimental case study,

In making this analysis, responses for all partitioned four-

man groups .on the Leveling Scale prior to experimentation were

divided into four sections: computer-assisted feedback, hand-

tabulated feedback, and the two corresponding control conditions.

These sections were each grouped in a freouency distribution. There

were thus four frequency distribution S for pre-experimental data
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Individual respnes for c::!ch four-man uxperimental sess.ion

wore grouped. in a frequency distribution, 'hone groupings were

further combined into four sections: computer-assisted fPetaback,

hand-tabulated fecdback, and the two corresponding control. conditions.

Ti el.e were thus Tour frequency distributions for experimental data.

Sectioned and grouped reponses of partitioned four-man

groups prior to experimentation boee!,ne the standard for estimatin

expected freqUeneics.cf responses for grouped and sectionod fourman

groups during experimentation. Chi square determined if observed

responses during four-wan experimental case sessions in fact

differed from expected frequencies der5,'ed from partitioned

four-man pre-experimental groups for the to feodbac and the two

control condition. Four chi square. tests were applied with

experimental data. Experimental case study differences were con-

sidered evidence of the effects of the research environment.

It is recognized that the parceling of individual Pre-

experimental responses for eight-man groups into experimental

four-man sections for purposes of four--man experimental session

analysis is a tenuous procedure However, the use of natural

,groups did not permLt the segregation of pre-experimental groups

of eight into experimental groups of four.

In the second analysis, each pre--experimental group of

eight was divided into computer experience and experimenter

experience sections. Each of these sections was grouped in a_

frequency distribution. There were thus two frequency distributions

for pre-experimental data.
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Responses for all eight-man post - experimental meetings were

also divided into computer-experience and experimenter-experience

sections. Each of.these sections was grouped in a frequency distri-

bution, giving two frequency distributions for post-experimental

data.

Sectioned and grouped responses of eight-man groups prior

to experimentation became the standard for estimating expected

frequencies of responses for sectioned and grouped eight-man groups

in post-experimental meetings, Chi square determined if observed

responses in eight-man meetings after experimental sessions in fact

differed from expected frequencies derived from eight-man pre-

experimental sessions for the computer experience and the experi-

menter experience conditions. Two chi square tests were run with

post-experimental data. Post - experimental, differences were con-

sidered evidence of permanent change brought about by experimental

conditions.

Decision Making Procedures Check List

Instrumentation and Data Collection

The Decision Making Procedures Check List measured the

decision-making procedures which group members perceived during

problem solving. The instrument involves a list of nine decision

making procedures which are used by groups in reaching decisions

during problem-solving. Decision can be: "thought and feeling

consensus, self-authorized decision, majority support of a position"
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and six more. The complete instrument is in Appendix B. A Decision

Making Procedure was given by each group member for each group

determined task during both case study sessions.

The instrument was administered after each case study to

each group of four. The predominant decision-making procedure for

each group task was to be indicated by each group member. During

each of the group meetings prior to experimental sessions and during

each meeting after the sessions, all individuals in groups of eight

responded on the instrument. Again in these meetings, the predom-

inant decision making procedure was listed for each group task.

Reliability and Validity

The Check List was developed by Robert Blake and Jane Mouton'

in the Training,- Laboratory at the University of Texas. From their

experience, from reviewing the research literature, from theory,

and from experimental trial and error, decision-making procedures

were defined which described decision practices occurring in small

problem-solving and laboratory training groups. Revision of the

instrument through experimentation led to a final list of nine

procedures.

The Decision Making Procedures Check List as constructed and

used by Blake and Mouton was considered a nominal scale. The author

felt that the nine decision procedures had ordinal properties. There

appeared to be an increase in quality of decision procedures on a

'Ibid.
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continuum, as progression moved from proCedure on through procedure

nine.

To establish ordinal properties for the scale, five naive

judges were given the nine procedures typed on cards. They were

asked to rank the procedures from the one they felt was of highest

quality, and most desirable within a small decision making group, to

the one they felt was least desirable.

The scores for the five judges were recorded, and Spearman

Rank Order Correlations were computed between the scores and the

initial order of procedures as listed by Blake and Mouton. The

rank order correlations for eleven rankings of five judges were

.90, .84, .81, .79, and .77 respectively, all significant beyond

the .01 level. These results justified using the Decision Making

Procedures Check List as an ordinal scale in which decision pro-

cedures increased in quality on a continuum from "Plop (Suggestion

failed to be picked up resulting in decision not to consider the

proposal)" to "Thought and feeling consensus (Unanimity)".

Scoring and Statistical Analysis

The median score for each person over the number of pre-

determined tasks for each case study was considered each person's

Decision Procedures score for that study. The median value repre-

sented the predominant decision-making procedure a person perceived

during a case study session. For each of two case study sessions

one median score for each group member was noted.. Scores for

computer-assisted feedback groups, hand-tabulated feedback groups,
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.and their corresponding no-feedback control groups were grouped for

comparison between case sessions. A sign test was applied to

changes within computer-assisted feedback and hand-tabulated feed-

back groups and to changes within each of their corresponding no-

feedback control conditions. Sign tests analyzed positive and

negative changes in median scores within each of the four groupings.

Decision Procedures scores were available for pre and post-

experimental sessions for all individuals in eight-man groups.

Pre-experimental sessions, case study sessions, and post-experi-

mental sessions were compared with chi square tests.

Two separate analyses were made. In one analysis, each

pre-experimental group of eight was partitioned into experimental

session groups of four. Chi square examined changes in Decision

Procedures scores between partitioned four-man pre-experimental

sessions and each four-man experimental case study.

In making this analysis, responses for all partitioned

four-man groups on the Decision Procedures Check List prior to

experimentation were divided into four sections: computer-

assisted feedback, hand-tabulated feedback and the two corres-

ponding control conditions. These sections were each grouped

in a frequency distribution. There were thus four frequency

distributions for pre-experimental data.

Individual responses for each four-man experimental session

were grouped in a frequency distribution. These groupings were

further combined into four sections: computer-assisted feedback,
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and the two corresponding control conditions. There were thus four

frequency distributions for experimental data.

Sectioned and grouped responses of partitioned four-man

groups prior to experimentation became the standard for estimating

expected frequencies of responses for grouped and sectioned four-man

groups during experimentation. Chi square determined if observed

responses during four-man experimental case sessions in fact

differed from expected frequencies derived from partitioned four-

man pre-experimental groups for the two feedback and the two control

conditions. Four chi square tests were applied with experimental

data. Experimental case study differences were considered evidence

of the effects of the research environment.

It is recognized that the parceling of individual pre-

experimental responses for eight-man groups into experimental four-

man sections for purposes of four-man experimental session analysis

is a tenuous procedure. However, the use of natural groups did not

permit the segregation of pre-experimental groups of eight into

experimental groups of four.

In the second analysis, each pre-experimental group of

eight was divided into computer experience and experimenter.

experience sections. Each of these sections was grouped in a

frequency distribtuion. There were thus two frequency distributions

for pre-experimental data.

Responses for all eight-man post-experimental meetings were

also divided into computer experience and experimenter experience
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sections. Each of these sections was grouped in a frequency distri-

bution, giving two frequency distributions for post-experimental

data.

Sectioned and grouped responses of eightman groups prior to

experimentation became the standard for estimating expected frequencies

of responses for sectioned and grouped eight-man groups in post-

experimental meetings. Chi square analyses determined if observed

responses in eight-man meetings after experimental sessions in fact

differed from expected frequencies derived from eight-man pre-.

experimental sessions for the computer experience and the experimenter

experience conditions. Two chi square tests were run with post -

experimental. data. Post-experimental differences were considered

evidence of permanent change brought about by experimental conditions.

Statistical Treatment of the Data

The assumptions of parametric statistics were difficult to

meet within the present study. Siegel outlines the assumptions behind

parametric methods which could not be established for this research:

2. The observations must be drawn from normally dis-
tributed populations . . .

4. The variables involved must havelbeen measured in
at least an interval scale . . .

Considering the highly segregated population used -- third-

year female nursing students -- the assumptions of normality seemed

tenuous. In addition, the scales of measurement employed were ordinal,

not interval. These constraints led to rejection of parametric methods

for analysis.

1Sidney Siegel, Normarametric Statistics (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1956), p. 19.
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On on1S one instrument was parametric analysis used. Osgood1

has performed extensive research on the semantic differential and has

established the applicability of parametric methodology to selected

manipulations of semantic scales.

Non-parametric techniques were chosen for all other analyses.

The sign test and chi square were applied to results. Also, a series

of deviation score measures, devised by Hall and Williams,2 were used

in handling ordinal ranking scores.

In analysing specific hypotheses, one of two kinds of

groupings was applied to the data. In one grouping, responses were

divided into computer-assisted feedback, computerassisted no-

feedback, hand-tabulated feedback, and hand-tabulated no-feedback

sections.

Sign test analyses tested if positive or negative changes

in scores within each of these sections were significantly different

from zero. However, direct statistical comparisons between results

in these sections were not made. Conclusions as to differences
u.

between sections were drawn from direct inspection of sign test

outcomes. It is recognized that such a procedure is non-statistical

and must be used with caution.

It is also recognized that use of sign tests in analyiing

changes in individual scores assumes independence of individual

scores within four-man groups. In fact, such an assumption is not

accurate, group interaction tends to influence individual responses.

'Osgood, pp. 125-88.

2Ha11 and Williams, pp. 214-22.
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However, the focus of this study was on change in inter-member

behavior within fourman groups. This focus on individual group

member response led to use of the sign test with reservations about

the assumption of independence.

Figure 8 shows the test measures taken and the hypotheses

each test explored. In addition, the Figure shows which tests were

used for pre-experimental session, experimental session, and post-

experimental session analysis. The statistical technlques used to

evaluate each test indicate the time at which that test was used

in the research. Statistical techniques are indicated in the cell

which shows the pre-experimental, experimental, or post-experimental

point in the study for which the test gave results.
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Tests
Hypotheses
Investigated

Pre-
Experimental
Measures

Experimental
intervention
Measures

Post-
Experimental
Measures

Ideal
Group
Q Sort

Perceived
Group
Q Sort

Ratings of
Audio Tape
Recordin,11,s

X Sign Test

Case
Studies

III, IV, V Sign Test

Semantic
Differential XIII Sign Test Sign Test Sign Test

Shaw Task
Dimension
Scale

IV I, VII,

VIII, IX
Chi Square Sign Test Chi Square

Rating
Scales IA, IB Sign Test

Member
Questionnaire XI , Sign Test

Leveling
Scale XII . Chi Square Sign Test Chi Square

Decision
Making
Procedures
Check List

II Chi Square Sign Test Chi Square

Fig. 8.--Statistical treatment of the data
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CHAPTER 1y

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Organization of the Data

Data were organized into three phases for analysis:

pre-experimental data, experimental intervention data, and post-

experimental data. Pre-experimental data described how subjects

should have responded in experimental sessions and contrasted these

typical responses with actual developments. Experimental inter-

vention data examined changes which occurred within experimental

sessions, and post-experimental data evaluated effects of experi-

mentation over the post-experimental life of all groups.

The pre-experimental data served two purposes. The Ideal

Group Q Sort, administered two weeks prior to experimentation, pro-

vided basic information for the computer program. Q Sort results

were entered into the program and later u:-1,ed during experimental

sessions.

Pre-experimental figures also provided information on the

effects of experimental intervention on the behavior'within ongoing

groups. Did research intervention into the life of continuing

groups change typical patterns of behavior? Pre-experimental data

answered this question.

Twelve of thirteen hypotheses were tested with experimental

intervention data. For testing .nine. hypotheses, the twelve groups of
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eight subjects were segregated into four divisions. Scores were

grouped for all members of computer-assisted feedback groups,

experimenter-assisted feedback groups, computer-assisted no-

feedback groups, and experimenter-assisted no-feedback groups.

For testing three hypotheses, scores were combined into feedback

groups and no-feedback groups.

Post-experimental data evaluated ou'tenmes of one hypothesis.

For test purposes, there was a four way division of the data as

---described above. Responses were also available to test for long-

t3rm effects cf experimentation. Did affective feedback research

sessions have long-term effects On the post-experimental life of

ongoing groups of eight? Data were divided into feedback and no-

feedback groups to answer this question.

Raw data for the summary statistic;' in this chapter, and

the computer programs used during experimental sessions, are avail-

abla from the Adult Instruction Laboratory at the University of

Wisconsin. The large number of student responses made reproduction

of the raw data within this manuscript prohibitive.

Pre-experimental Data

The Computer Program

The IcL.al Group Q Sort measured the work-emotionality

behaviors subjects wanted to see in their small instructional groups

during experimental sessions. The Q Sort was administered after the

groups had net for eight weeks in the semester, and results were

entered into the computer program. Work-emotionality behaviors

3l
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subjects most wanted to see were reproduced by the computer type-

writers during research sessions, and subjects rated others on how

they performed these activities.

Examining Experimental Intervention

The question was raised in analyzing the data: Was group

behavior different during experimental sessions from regular pre

experimental class periods? This question is fundamentally important

because the researcher wanted to test whether intervention in a

natural group changed the behavior configuration of its members.

If intervention brings change, generalizations to ongoing groups

from research with ad hoc and and natural groups must be made with

great care.

Three tests were employed to examine the problem -- the

Shaw Task Dimension Scale, the Decision Making Procedures Check

List, and the Leveling Scale. The three instruments were admin-

istered in weekly small group meetings throughout the semester.

To test for the possibility of significant differences in response

during experimental sessions, the pre-session data were compared

with experimental session data through the use of the chi square test.

Results are shown in Table 1.

As an example of computations for Table 1, the 8.44 in the

first column under the difficulty scale shows no significant difference

between the first experimental case study and pre-experimental problem

solving on perceptions of task difficulty for members of computer-

assisted feedback groups. For all computer-assisted feedback groups,
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all responses on the five-point difficulty scale of the Shaw Task

Dimension Scale were accumulated in a frequency distribution for

all pre-experimental sessions. This dAstribution was then used to

generate a hypothetical frequency distribution of responses on

that scale durin5 the first case study session. The hypothetical

distribution was compared to the actual distribution of responses

grouped for all computer-assisted feedback groups. The chi square

test compared the two distributions to determine significant

differences. All cells in Table 1 were calculated in a similar

fashion. There were no cells in which twenty percent of the s^nle

categories had fewer than five responses. Further details of tnis

procedure arc given in Chapter III. .

Thirty-six of the forty-eight cells showed significant

differences in response at the .05 level of significance. Thirty-

two of the thirty-six significant cells showed differences at the

.01 level. Differences were distributed over all four :types of

member groupings and over all three tests.

Thus for all three tests, there were significant differences

between the pattern of responses prior to experimental sessions and

the pattern during intervention. It is concluded that experimental

intervention into the life of ongoing natural groups produced signif-

icant differences in member patterns of behavior. Inspection of the

expected.minus the observed variations for all scale categories in

each cell showed major differences to be in the direction of

increased perceived leveling scores, increased perceived cooperation.
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among group members, improved perceived decision-making procedures,

and increased perceived interest in group tasks during experimenta-

tion: Semantic Differential findings, discussed later, while not

employed to directly measure intervention effects, supported the

conclusion that experimentation changes member behavior. No

pattern was found among the non-significant findings.

Experimental Intervention Data

Introduction

'3 ie've. hypotheses were tested with experimental data.

Findings are presented in the following order: hypotheses which

were not rejected, hypotheses which were partially rejected and

which showed some significant findings, and hypotheses which were

falsified.

Experimental Hypotheses

Hypothesis XII. Group member affective reactions to ork-emotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of communication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in delivery channel activity

during future group problem solving which is characterized by: a

greater increase in the open expression of feelings toward the

problem-solving task perceived among experimental group members

than among control group members.
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Findings. Table 2 summarizes' the results of the sign test for Member

score changes on the Leveling Scale instrument. Computer-assisted

feedback groups and hand-calculated feedback groups showed signifi-

cant positive changes in member perceptions of the amount of leveling

between case sessions. After feedback, member perceptions of the

open expression of feeling significantly increased among group

members. Increases occurred whether feedback was supplied through

computer typewriters or by experimenter.
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'TABLE 2

'SIGN TEST ANALYSIS 0:F POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE NAMES IN MEMBERS'
SCORES BETWEEN CASE SESSION ONE AND CASE SESSION TWO

ON Ti- E LEVELING SCALE INSTRUMENT

Subjects
Positive
Change

Negative
Change

No
Change

Sign Test
Probability

Computer-
Assistei
Feedback
Subjects

11 3 10 .029*

Computer-
Assisted
No-Feedback
-Subjects

.

9 4 9 .133

Experimenter-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

12 4 .8

.

.038*

Experimenter -
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

8 5 9 .291

*Significant to the .05 level.
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Hypothesis III. Group member affective reactions to work- ethotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of communication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in analysis of problem-solving

subject matter in the information channel of communication during

future group problem solving which is characterized by: greater

improvement in creativity of group product by the experimental

group than by a control group.

Findinrc. Table 3 shows the results of changes in group Creativity-

Compromise Indices between case sessions. Whenthe Index is positive.

creativity is indicated within the group. The more positive the.

number, the greater the creativity. Creative groups developed supe-

rior unique solutions not anticipated by individual members. When

negative, the Index indicates compromise. The more negative the

number, the greater the degree of compromise. Compromise groups

rejected superior unique member solutions in reaching an inferior

group product.

To obtain a sufficient sample size for analysis, computer

and experimenter feedback groups were necessarily combined, as were

the computer and experimenter no-feedback groups. Two samples of

twelve were tested with a sign test. Feedback groups showed

significant increases in movement toward creativity after feedback

sessions. Significant changes were not found in the no-feedback

condition.
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TABLE 3

SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANCES IN GROUP
SCORES BETUEEN CASE SESSION ONE AND CASE SESSION TWO ON THE

CREATIVITY-COMPROMISE INDEX

Groups
.

Sub-
Groups

Creativity
Compromise
Indices

Positive
Change

Negative
Change

No

Change
Sign Test
Probability

Case I iCase I_

021 -2.25 1.5

041 0.0 0.0

051 0.0 -0.5

071 -1.06 7.25

081 -7.5 0.0

Feed- 091 -1.0 1.75

011 -0.5 0.0
back 8 2 2 .055*

031 1.5 1.75
Groups 061 0.0 0.0

101 -1.75 0.0

111 2.50 2.25

121 -3.75 0.25

022 1.25 0.0

042 -2.33 0.0

052 0.0 3.0

072 -9.5 -3.5

No- 082 0.0 2.5

Feed- 092 0.0 0.0

back
012 0.0 0.0 7 2 3 .090

032 0.0 0.0

Groups 062 0.0 -0.75

102 0.0 2.25

112 -2.5 0.0

122 -7.56 2.75
to ).) level.
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Hypothesis V. Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of communication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback in the information

channel of communication, will result in analysis of problem-

solving subject matter in the information channel of communication

during future group problem solving which is characterized by:

greater improvement in the utilization of group resources for

problem solution by the experimental group than by a control group.

Findings. Analysis of the Utilization of Resources Index is shorn

in Table 4. When positive, the Index indicates that the group

product was more correct than the average individual product of

the group members. Thus, group resources were used to advantage.

When negative, the Index shows the group product to be less

correct than the average individual outcome. Such cases show

group resources to be inadequately used.

Computer and experimenter feedback groups were combined,

as were computer and experimenter no-feedback groups, to gain two

. samples of twelve. A sign test was used to test Index changes.

Feedback groups showed significant movement in a positive direc-

tion in the Utilization

feedback, groups tended

resources. Significant

condition.

of .7: es Index after feedback... After

to impro in their use-of group member

changes were not found in the no-feedback
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TABLE

SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANGES I1 GROUP
SCORES BETTE EN CASE SESSION ONE AND CASE SESSION TWO ON THE

UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES INDEX

Groups Sub-
Group

Utilization of
Resources
Indices

Positiv-
Change

Negativc
Change

No
Change

Sign Test
Probability

Case I. Case II

021 -6.5 2.0

041 -1.0 0.5

051 -0.5 2.0

071 -3.0 6.5

Feed- 081 -8.5 4.5

back 091 -0.5 3.0 10 1 1 .006*

011 -1.0 5.5
Groups

031 2.5 3.0

061 -0.5 -2.5

101 -1.5 -1.5

111 2.0 4.5

121 -5.0 -1.0

022 -1.0 25
--....-

042 -1.33 0.67

052 2.0 -3.0

072 -8.0 -3.5

No- 082 0.5 0.5

Feed-
092 -5.5 -5.33

back
012 -0.5 3.0 8 3 1 .113

032 2.0 -8.0

Groups 062 0.0 -2.0

102 3.0 4.5

112 -4.5 -3.0

. 122 .3.5 5.5

Significant beyond the .01 level.
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Hypothesis VI. Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of comuunication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in analysis of problem-solving

subject matter in the information channel of communication during

future group problem solving which is characterized by: a greater

increase in the number of perceived solutions to problems by

experimental group members than by control group members.

Findings. Scale two of the Shaw Task Dimension Scale measured member

perceptions of the number of solutions to group problems. A sign

test, as shown in Table 5, was used to test changes in member per-

ceptions of solution multiplicity.

Computer-assisted feedback groups and hand-tabulated feed-

back groups showed significant positive changes in the number of

alternative solutions that members perceived to successive case

studies. There was an increased number of perceived solutions to

group problems within feedback groups not found in no-feedback

conditions. The increase existed whether feedback was supplied

through computer typewriters or by experimenter.
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TABLE 5

SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANGES IN MEMBERS' SCORES
BEWEEN CASE SESSION ON AND CASE SESSION Td0 ON THE NUNBE OF
SOLUTIONS SCALE OF THE SHAW TASK DIMENSION SCALE INSTRUMENT

Subjects Positive
Change

Negative
Change

No

Change
Sign Test
Probability

Computer-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

12 3 9 .018*

Computer-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

7 4 11 .274

Experimenter-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

12 4 8 .038*
.

Experimenter-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

4

.

4 14

.

.637

*Significant to the .05 level.
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VIII. Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of communication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in analysis of problem-solving

subject matter in the information channel of communication during

future problem solving which is characterized by: a greater increase

in perceived cooperation in problem solving among experimental group

members than among control group members.

Findings. Scale three of the Shaw Task Dimension Scale measured

member perceptions of cooperation among group members in problem

solving. A sign test was used, as shown in Table 6, to test changes

in perceived cooperation between case sessions. Significant increases

in perceived cooperation among group members were found only in

computer-assisted feedback groups. Other groups did not demonstrate

significant changes.
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TABLE 6

SIMI TEST ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANCES IN MENDERS' SCORES
BETVEEN CASE SESSION ONE AND CASE SESSION TWO ON THE COOPERATION

SCALE OF THE SHAW TASK DIMENSION SCALE INSTRUMENT

Subjects
Positive
Change

Negative
Change

No

Change
Sign Test
Probability

Computer-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

11 3 .
10

1

1

.029*

Computer-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

3 4 15-
.

.500

Experimenter -

Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

4 4 16 .637

Experimenter-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

5 2 15 .227

*Significatn to the .05 level.
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Hypothesis IX. Group pember affective reactions to work-emotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of communication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in delivery channel activity

during future group problem solving which is characterized by: a

greater increase in interest in the subject matter of problem

solving perceived by experimental group members than by control

group members.

Findings. Scale six of the Shaw Task Dimension Scale measured per-

ceived intrinsic interest with the assigned task among group members.

A sign test, as shown in Table 7, was used to test changes in Per-

ceived interest between sessions. Significant increases in group

member perceptions of interest were found only among the computer-

assisted feedback groups. Other groups did not show significant

change.
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TABLE 7

SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANGES IN MEMBERS'
SCORES BETWEEN CASE SESSION ONE AND CASE SESSION TWO ON THE
INTEREST SCALE OF THE SHAW TASK DIMENSION SCALE INSTRUMENT

Subjects
Positive
Change

Negative
Change

No
Change

Sign Test
Probability

Computer-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

12 2 10 .006*

Computer-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

7

.

5 10 .387

.

.

Experimenter-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

6 6 9
.

.613

Experimenter-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

11 5 6 .105

*Significant to the .05 level.
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Hypothesis II. Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of communication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in analysis of problem-solvin6

subject matter in the information channel of communication during

future group problem solving which is characterized by greater

improvement in decision-making procedures leading to a group

product perceived by the experimental group than by a control

broup.

Findings. Table 8 summarizes the results of score changes in the

Decision-Making Procedures Check List. A sign test was used to

examine changes between case study sessions. Computer-feedback

groups showed significant improvement between case study sessions

in the type of decision-making procedures perceived by group

members. No other significant changes were found.
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TABLE 8

SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OIL' POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANGES IN MEMBERS' SCORES
BENEEN CASE SESSION ONE AND CASE SESSION TWO OF THE DECISION

MAKING PROCEDURES CHECK LIST INSTRUMENT

Subjects
Positive
Change

Negative
Change

No
Change

Sign Test
Probability

Computer-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

12 2 10 .029*

Computer-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

9 3 10 .073

Experimenter-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

7 4 13 .274

Experimenter -
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

9 5 8 .212

**Significant to the .05 level.
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HvPothesis VII. Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality

bthaviors in the delivery channel of communication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, Will result in analysis of problem-solving

subject matter in the information channel of communication during

future Group problem solving which is characterized by: a greater

decrease in perceived difficulty with the subject matter of problem

solving by experimental group members than by control group members.

Findino;s. Scale one of the Shaw Task Dimension Scale measured per-

ceived group member difficulty with the problem-solving task. A

sign test, as shown in Table 9, was used to test changes in per-

ceived difficulty between case study sessions. The hypothesis was

falsified. However, results showed significant changes in the

opposite direction from what was predicted. Subjects in both

computer-assisted and hand-tabulated feedback groups perceived

increased difficulty with case studies over the two problem-

solving sessions.
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'TABLE 9

SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANGES IN MEMBERS' SCORES
BETWEEN CASE SESSION ONE AND CASE SESSION TWO ON THE DIFFICULTY

SCALE OF THE SHAW TASK DIMENSION SCALE INSTRUMENT

Subjects
Positive
Change

Negative
Change

No
Change

Sign Test
Probability

Computer-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

13 3 8 .011*

Computer-
Assited
No-Feedback
Subjects

10 5 7 .151

Experimenter-
Assisted
.Feedback
Subjects

14 3 7
.

.006*

.

Experimenter-
Assisted
No-Feedback.
Subjects

.

11 E3

.

3 .324

*Significant to the .05 level.
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Hypothesis X. Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of communication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in delivery channel activity

during future group problem solving which is characterized by: a

shift in thE experimental group toward a pairing basic assumption

culture not found in a control group.

Findings. Table 10 summarizes the effects of changes in basic

assumption culture over the two case study sessions. A sign test

was used to test outcomes. The basic assumption; culture is abbre-

viated for each case session. Seven symbols are employed to

indicate culture:

I = Work Level One
III = Work Level Three
FI . Fight
FL = Flight
P = Pairing
D . Dependency

CD = Counter Dependency

The hypothesis of a shift toward a pairing culture was

falsified. However, although changes in feedback groups were not

in predicted directions, a trend was evident. Basic assumption

culture showed a definite tendency to shift after feedback. No such

trend occurred for no-feedback groups. There was thus a significant

change in culture for feedback groups but not in the hypothesized

direction. Nine of eleven groups shifted culture after feedback.

Only two of twelve groups shifted culture in the no-feedback

condition.
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TABLE 10

SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANGES IN GROUP
BASIC ASSUMPTION CULTURE BET;1EEN CASE SESSION ONE AND

CASE SESSION TWO

Group Sub-
Group

Basic
Assumption
Culture

Positive 'Negative
Change Change

No

Change
Sign Test
Probability

Case I 1Case II
.

Comp.
Assist.
Feed-
back-
Groups

021 III-FT !rii- IP;,±

2

1

2

1

1

.

.500**

*

C41 III-FI 111-P

051 III-P III-FI
071 III-FI frII -P

J.
081 I-FL

(1:II-P

-.II-D

091

022

III-P
III-D

Comp,Asi,t.
No-
Feed-
back
Groups

042 III -.p IIII-P
El-71-P052 ITI-P

072 III-P i I I -P

082 III-FI "II -FL
092 III-FI IIII-D

Exp.-
Assist.
Feed-
back
Groups

011 III-PI II-P

3 1 .500**

031 III-D II-FI
061 III-FI J.II-CD
101 III-FL III.t.F/,

P
III-P (III -P111

121 III-P III-F1

Exp.-
_ Assist.

No-
Feed-ed-

Groups

012 III-D III-D

0 0 *

032 I-D [ I-D

III-P062 III-P
102 III-FI III -FI

.112 III-P III-P
122 III-FI III-FI

Session not tape recorded.
*Sample size too small to apply Sign -test.

iHcProbability after combining all twelve feedback or all
twelve experimenter groups.
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Table 11 applies a binomial test to these outcomes. Results

show the tendency for feedback groups to shift basic assumption

culture to be significant at the .033 level. The tendency for no-

feedback groups to remain with the sane culture over case sessions

is significant at the .019 level.
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TABLE 11

BINOMIAL TEST ANALYSIS OF CHANGE IN GROUP BASIC ASSUMPTION
CULTURE BETWEEN CASE SESSION ONE AND CASE SESSION TWO

Groups

Cultures
Shifted

Cultures
Not Shifted

Binomial
Probability

Feedback
Groups 9. 2 .033*

No-Feedback
GroUps 2 10

.

.

.019*

.

.

*Significant beyond the .05 level.
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HYPothesis I A. Group' member affective reactions to work-emotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of communication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in increased congruency between

each group member's affective approach work-emotionality behaviors

and the culture preference work-emotionality behaviors of other group

members during future group problem solving as measured. by: a

grerlter increase in perceived satisfaction with expressed work-

emotionality.behaviors among experimental group members than among

control group members.

Findings; All subjects in feedback groups -- experimenter-assisted

and computer-assisted -- received information on how satisfied other

group members were with their behavior. Satisfaction ratings were

based on the Q Sort behaviors each grown member most wanted to see

in the instructional group. Subjective satisfaction ratings were

combined with ratings showing the perceived amount of activity,

and with ratings showing the direction in which the. other member

wanted future activity to move. Thus all subjects knew all other

subject's ideal behaviors, how satisfied'others were with their

performance of those behaviors, how active others perceived them

to be on those behaviors, and how.others.felt they should behave

with regard to those behaviors in the future.

A sign test was used to test changes in satisfaction among

-experimental group members over the two case study sessions. Anal-

ysis is shown In Table 12. Figures in each cell represent ratings
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of group members on all other group members. In each group, each

member rated every other member on two behaviors during each

problem-solving session. If there were four in a. group, each

member would give six ratings for each case session. A group of

four would then have twenty-four ratings for each case problem.

The 144 ratings for computer-assisted feedback groups represent

six groups, each having twenty-four ratings per case session.

Numbers of ratings vary for the four divisions of groups because

some subjects failed to rate a Q Sort behavior or failed to do

any rating during one of the case sessions. If subjects were

absent, no-feedback groups were reduced to three. Thus, no-

feedback groups show fewer total ratings. The same conditions

are found in analysis of hypothesis IB.

Results indicated that all types of groups showed sig-

nificant increases in satisfaction over the two case study ses-

sions. Thus the satisfaction measure of the congruency

hypothesis was falsified and did not differentiate among

subjects.
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TABLE 12

'SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANGES IN MEMBERS'
SATISFACTION RATINGS BETJEEN CASE' SESSION ONE AND CASE SESSION

TWO ON THE SATISFACTION RATING SCALE

Subjects
Positive
Change

Negative
Change

No

Change
Sign Test
Probability

Computer-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

130 14 0
Z . 9.58

p . .00*

Computer-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

94 25 0
Z . 4.40

P . 00*

Experimenter -
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

115 0

Z . 7.75

.p 00*

Experimenter-
Assisted .

No-Feedback
Subjects

,

100

.

20 0

.

Z . 7.24

P. .00*

Z = standard score conversion (see Siegel, p. 72)
*significant, beyond the .01 level
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apothesis I B. Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of c. munication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in increased congruency

between each group member's affective approach work-emotionality

behaviors and the culture preference work-emotionality behaviors of

other group members during future group problem solving as Aeasured

by a greater change in work-emotionality activity perceived by

experimental group members in directions indicated by group member

feedback reports than by control group members.

Findinrcs. As indicated in hypothesis I A, all feedback subjects

received ratings from other subjects based on other subjects'

Ideal Group Q Sorts, Ratings showed for each subject the amount

of satisfaction, the amount of activity, and the direction of

future activity desired by others.

A sign test was used to test response to the activity

portion of the feedback ratings. Did activity of group members

in fact shift in the directions indicated as desirable by the

feedback? If a subject was told to change in a certain way and

he in fact remained the same, or acted in the opposite directi.;a,

he was given a minus for the sign test. If a subject was told to

change in a certain direction or stay the same, and he did so, he

was given a plus for the sign test. Analysis is shown in Table 13.

The activity portion of the congruency hypothesis was

falsified. However, significant results were found in the opposite
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direction from what was predicted. Computer.- assisted feedback and

experimenterassisted feedback groups showed significant changes in

activity. Changes were in a negative direction. Subjects in feed-

back groups either changed in directions opposite to feedback

instructions or remained at the same level of activity after

receiving feedback directions to change. No significant shifts

in activity were found in the no-feedback conditions.
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TABLE 13 .

SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OT POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANGES IN MEMBERS'
ACTIVITY BETWEEN CASE SESSION ONE AND CASE SESSION TWO

ON THE ACTIVITY RATING SCALE

Subjects
Positive
Change

Negative
Change

No

Change
Sign Test
Probability

Computer- -

Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

60 84 0
Z =1'1.92

P = .0274*

Computer-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

53 66 0

_

Z = 1.10

P = .1357

Experimenter-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

53 85
.

0

2,64Z =

p . .0041*

Experimenter-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

55 65 0

Z . .82

P.= .2601

p probability
Z = standard score conversion (see Siegel, p. 72)
*significant beyond the .05 level
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Hypothesis XI. Group member affective reactions to woremotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of communication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in delivery channel activity

during future group problem solving which is characterized by

greater increase in feelings of cohesiveness perceived among

experimental group members than among control group members.

Findings. Table 14 summarizes changes in Member Questionnaire total

scores for all croups over the two case study sessions. A sign test

was used to test these measures of perceived cohesiveness. The

hypothesis was falsified. However, the computer no-feedback and

the experimenter no-feedback conditions showed significant positive

increases in members' perceptions of cohesiveness between the two

case study sessions. Feedback conditons showed no significant

change.
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TABLE 14

SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE AI NEGATIVE CHANGES IN MEMBERS'
COHESIVENESS SCORES BETWEEN CASE SESSION ONE AND CASE SESSION

TWO ON 'THE MEMBER QUESTIONNAIRE

Subjects
PosiUve
Change

Negative
Change

No
Change

Sign Test
Probability

Computer-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

10 12 2 .416

Computer-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

13 5 4 .048*

Experimenter-
Assisted
Feedback
SubjeCts

10 8 6 .407

.

Experimenter-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

15 4 3 .010*

*Significant to the .05 level.
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hypothesis IV. Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of comMunication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in analysis of problemsolving

subject matter in the information channel of communication. during

future group problem solving which is characterized by: greater

improvement in accuracy of group product by the experimental group

than by a control group.

Findings. Change in group product accuracy was measured by change

in the Group Decision Adequacy Index. The Group Decision Adequacy

Index is a deviation score showing the degree to which a group

rank ordering of a case study solution differs from the correct

rank order as determined by facUlty judges. The lafger the Index,

the less accurate is the group decision. The smaller the Index, the

more accurate is the group decision.

Group Decision Adequacy Indices were calculated for all

case study sessions. Change in Decision Adequacy Indices were

tested with a sign test as shown in Table 15. No significant

pattern of change for feedback and no-feedback groups was found

between case study sessions. The hypothesis was falsified.
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TABLE 15

SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANGES IN GROUP
DECISION ADEQUACY SCORES BETWEEN CASE SESSION 012 AND CASE

SESSION TWO Oil THE GROUP DECISION ADEQUACY INDEX

Groups Sub-
Group

Decision
Adequacy
Indices .

Positive
Change

Negative
Change

No
Change

Sign Test
Probability

02 161 16

04 141 8

05 81 16

07 161 14

Feed- 08 261 8

back
09 61 10

5 6 1 .500

01 161 10
Groups

03 131 8

06 81 20

10 121 22

11 101 4

12 161 20

02 182 8

04 .142 8

05 62 16'

No- 07 242 10

08 82 16
Feed-

o9 132 14
4 8 0 .194

01 122 16back

Groups
03 62 22

06 182 12

10 142 8

11 182 16

12 142 4 .
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PostexPerlmental Data

Introduction

The Semantic Differential test provided information on post-

experimental activity. Individuals scored the Differential twice

during experimental sessions. A third administration of the instru-

ment occurred on the last day of class, giving three measures of the

subject "small group meetings" for all subjects. Hypothesis XIII

predicted changes in meaning between the three administrations of

the Differential. The hypothesis was falsified.

Other data were available on the long-term effects of

experimental sessions on the remaining lives of all groups. Signif-

icant changes in scores on three tests were noted.

Post-experimental Hypothesis

Hypothesis XIII. Group member affective reactions to work-emotionality

behaviors in the delivery channel of communication, quantified and

given to all other group members as feedback data in the information

channel of communication, will result in: a greater positive change

in the dimensions of meaning of small group experience for experi-

mental group members than for control group members.

Findings. Factor analysis of the Semantic Differential with trial

terms similar to those used in this study revealed three factors.

The factors were similar to those found by Osgood: an evaluative

or attitudinal factor, a potency factor, and an activity factor.

Semantic Differential scores on the concept "small group meetings"
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were gathered for all subjects at three ,points in time: immediately

prior to experimentation, immediately after experimentation, and on

the last day of class. Changes in factor scores for subjects in

the two experimental and the two countrol groups were tested with a

sign test and results are shown in Table 16.

Change in factor scores was evaluated over three points in

time. Change was analyzed between the pre-experimental and post-

experimental administration of the test, between the pre-experimental

and the last day of class administration of the test, and between

the post-experimental and last day of class administration of the

instrument. Sign teat results show no significant changes in the

predicted direction. The hypothesis was falsified. Ho'rever,

definite significant patterns of change did develop for the

evaluative factor (factor I) in all four types of groups. Members

of all groups showed a positive increase in factor scores between

the pre-experimental and post-experimental administration of the

Differential. Between the post-experimental and last day of class

administration of the test there was a definite negative shift in

factor scores. Such a pattern indicates an increase in evaluative

or what Osgood refers to as "emotionally loaded" or attitudinal

aspects of group experience during the experiment and a decrease

in these aspects of group experience after experimentation.

The following scales, which had significant loadings on

factor I after Varimax rotation, reflect the meaning of the factor

for subjects:
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9. unsuccessful successful
12. incompetent competent
14. uncertain confident
17. unsteady steady
19. indecisive decisive
23. confused clear
24. indefinite definite
25. unsettled settled
26. undefined defined

Results give added evidence to the conclusion that experimen-

tal intervention in these natural groups caused change in group member

response patterns. Experimentation brought a positive change in all

group members' attitudestcward small group experience which did not

last during the post-experimental period.
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TABLE 16

SIGN TEST ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANGES IN MEMBERS'
FACTOR SCORES BETWEEN CASE SESSION ONE, CASE SESSION TWO, ADD

THE LAST DAY OF CLASS FOR ALL THREE FACTORS
FROM THE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL

Subjects

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

Case
I &
Case
II

Case
I &
Last
Day

Case
II &
Last
Day

Case
I &
Case
II

Case
I.&
Last
Day

Case
II &
Last
Day

Case
I &
Case
II

Case
I &
La.1-,

Day

Case
II &
LPst
Day

19 11 5 13 10 8 13 12 12

Computer-
Assisted
Feedback

-

12 18 11 12 15 .11 11 11

Subjects

, .003* .500 .005* .419 .416 .105 .419 .500 .500

.Computer-
-Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

20 14 6 9 6 9 14

13 10 8 10 8

m .002* .032* .084* .262 .084 .500 .143 .500 .500.

Experimenter-
Assisted
Feedback
Subjects

19 7 6 19 11 16 16 9 6

5 12 12 5 8 8 8 10 13

.003 .180 .119 .003* .324 .076 .076 .500 .084

Experimenter-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Subjects

17 11 6 10 16 15' 17 15 11

14. 12 4 5 5 5 9

p .008* .412
.

.058 .416 .006* .021* 008* .021* ,412

+positive change; - negative change; p-probacility
*Significant to the calculated level.
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Examining Long-Term Post-experimental Tests

Table 17 summarizes post-experimental results. Three 'ests

-- the Shaw Task Dimension Scale, the Decision Making Procedures

Check List, and the Leveling Scale -- were used by all groups during

weekly meetings throughithe end of the semester. Responses helped

to answer the question: Did affective feedback research sessions

have long-term effects on the post-experimental life of ongoing

groups? All three tests were evaluated by use of chi square in

comparing pre-experimental with post-experimental scores for groups

of eight. Scale categories in cells were combined when more than

twenty percent of the categories .on a scale had fewer than five

responses.

Computer feedback and computer no-feedback groups showed

a significant change in scales three and six of the Shaw Task

Dimension Scale. Inspection of the expected minus the observed

variations for all scale categoriesin each cell indicated that

differences reflected a reduction in interest and a reduction in

cooperation on tasks after experimentation.

Experimenter-assisted feedback and experimenter-assisted

no-feedback groups showed a significant change on scale one*of the

Shaw Task Scale after the research sessions. The expected minus

the observed variations revealed that the change primarily reflected

a reduction in the perceived difficulty of future problem situations.

Analysis of leveling Scale scores revealed significant

changes in leveling for experimenter-assisted feedback and
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experimenter-assisted no feedback groups. Inspection of the expected

minus the observed variations revealed increased leveling among

experimenter assisted group members in post-experimental sessions.

Changes in the Decision-Making Procedures Check List

revealed significant differences in response distribtuions b.:-:tween

pre-experimental and post-experimental data for all four groupings.

Inspection of the expected minus the observed variations indicated

an improvement in decision-making procedures by all groups between

pre and post-experimental sessions.
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Summary

Figure 9 presents a summary of outcomes for the thirteen.

hypotheses tested. Five symbols are employed in the figure:

1 - indicates hypothesis predictions which were not

falsified, that is, results were in the direction

predicted and significant at the .05 level or better

2 - indicates hypothesis Predictions which were falsified,

however, there were significant results at the .05

level or better for outcomes in the opposite

direction from what was predicted

3 - indicates hypothesis predictions which werefalsified,

however, there were significant results at the .05

level or better for outcomes which showed a definite

pattern of relatibnships not anticipated' by the

hypothesis

4 - indicates hypothesis predictions which werefalsified

and either had no significant pattern to outcomes or

did not differentiate among groups

(1) - indicates that for analysis purposes the computer-

assisted feedback and the experimenter - assisted

feedback groups were combined as were the computer -

assisted no-feedback and the experimenter-assisted

no-feedback groups.
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FIGURE 9

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS

Hypothesis

Computer-
Assisted
Feedback
Groups

Computer-
Assisted
No-Feedback
Groups

Experimenter-
Assisted,
Feedback
Groups

Experimenter-
.Assisted
No-Feedback
Groups

IA 4

IB 2

1

III (1) (1)

IV 4, (1) (1) (1) 4) (1)

VI

VII 2

VIII

.IX

XI.

XII.

XIII
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Sunml-ry

The present research studied feedback theory conceptualized

through a work-emotionality framework. Hypotheses predicted effects

of affective feedback on the ongoing life of natural small problem-

solving groups. The unique aspect of the research involved a com

parison between computer supplied.feedback, experimenter supplied

feedback, and corresponding no-feedback control conditions. The

study examined. how feedback affected grciup processes and group out-

comes and tried to discover if computer-assisted or experimenter-

assisted modeS of svpplying feedback produced different results.

To implement the study, four types of four -man'. groups

were deezned. All groups worked on two case problems and filled.

out experimental instruments after each problem- solving session

analyzing group activity. Between sessions groups received

different feedback treatments. Subjects in computer- assisted

feedback groups entered inter-member affective ratings into

computer typewriterS and received feedback through the machine.

Members of experimenter-assisted feedback groups entered inter-

member affective ratings onto pre-printed sheets and received

feedback on similar sheets from an experimenter. SubjectS in
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computer-assisted no-feedback groups entered ratings into the computer

and received no feedback. And members of experimenter-assisted no-

feedback groups entered ratings on pre - printed sheets and received

no feedback. Ratings were repeated by all group members after the

second case session, but no group received feedback.

To gather data on group process and group outcome variables,

the researcher used self-report instruments to analyze affective and

content aspects of group problem solving. In addition, audio tape

recordings were evaluated, and achievement, creativity, and resource

utilization indices were computed from rankings of case study

solutions.

Experimental sessions took place with ongoing natural

groups. Pre-experimental and post-experimental measures of group

behavior were included in the study.

Findings

Feedback Measurement and the Work-emotionality Framework

This study conceptualized feedback through a work-emotionality

framework. Theoretical constructs were operationalized through use of

Boyd's three channel model of communication. Affect was defined in

work-emotionality terminology, and effects of affective feedback on

information and delivery channel aspects of small group communication

were examined. The specific effects of affective feedback on aspects

of small group functioning were tested with thirteen hypotheses.

Analyses of hypotheses compared the results of supplying affective

feedback through the computer and through a human experimenter.
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While the feedback supplied in this research was clearly in

work-emotionality terminology, the purpOse of th-e study was not to

test work-emotionality theory itself. Work-emotionality theory did

provide an excellent framework through which to view the feedback

loop in small problem-solving groups. The highly operational nature

of work-emotionality concepts allowed thorough research with feedback

variables. Indeed, the ability to segregate and look simultaneously

at work and affective components of behavior encouraged a detailed

interactive model of the feedback loop. In addition, work-emotionality

theory provided an integration of behavior on the individual and group

levels permitting exploration of the full complexity of feedback

effects on group functioning and on individual activity. Thus, work-

emotionality theory provided a profitable perspective for examining

educational effects of the feedback loop.

Particularly useful in the present research was the use of

Boyd's model of communication as a paradigm for developing an

experimental design for communication variables. The three communi-

cation channels of motivation, delivery style, and information were

particularly powerful in conceptualizing the multi-dimensional and

simultaneous aspects of communication within the feedback loop.

Boyd's model provided for the application of affective feedback in

work-emotionality terms.

Work - emotionality constructs in this study were a useful

organizational frameWork in analyzing the affective feedback loop

in small groups. Use of this framewOrk has resulted in the specifi-

cation of conditions which influence the successful use of feedback
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in small groups. Specification of such conditions is the first step

toward building a comprehensive theory of the feedback loop within

groups.

Effects of Experimental Intervention

The first question around which data were organized was the

effects of experimental intervention on the ongoing life of the small

natural groups. Did experimental intervention change typical pre-L

experimental behavior patterns of group members? Six dimensions

were used in evaluating intervention. Analysis examined whether

experimentation brought changes in: perceived decision-making pro-

cedures used by groups, perceived openness in group member expres-

sions of feelings, perceived difficulty with problem-solving tasks,

perceived cooperation among group members, group member perceived

interest in problem solving, and the number of solutions which

members perceived to problems. Three self-report test instruments

were employed which produced six data-gathering procedures in the

evaluation of these six dimensions.

Intervention did change the behavior patterns in the

small natural groups. Differences were found in all four kinds

of groups and inspection of the statistical analyses showed changes

to be positive. Small group meabers perceived increased openness in

the expression of feelings, increased interest in problem solving,

improved decision-making procedures, and increased cooperation

during experimentation. Other significant differences existed

within the outcomes of the data analysis. As reported in Chapter

Four, no pattern appeared in these scattered significant. results.
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Data could not be organized so as to provide a single consistent

interpretation.

An additional instrument added evidence of behavior change

due to research sessions. The Semantic Differential was used to

measure the meaning of the subject "small group experience" for all

group members. Scores on factor I -- the emotionally loaded, eval-

uative or attitudinal factor -- showed a positive increase during

experimentation and a decrease after experimental sessions. This

indicates a temporary positive change in attitude toward small

group experience as a result of experimentation.

Effects of Affective Feedback on Information Processing

A second pivotal ouestion was the effect of affective feed-

back on information processing within groups. Did feedback affect

information processing in the small, problem-solving, natural

groups and were there differences due to the way feedback was

supplied?

Seven aspects of information processing were analyzed:

perceived decision-making procedures within groups, perceived group

member difficulty with problem-solving tasks, number of alternative

solution S to problems perceived by group members,. group Product,

group creativity, and group utilization ofmember rezrouces. Two

self-report tesc. instrument and a case ranking Problem were used

to produce six data-gathering procedures.

Feedback, groups -- both computer'and experiment - assisted --

showed significant improvements in creativity and utilization of, group
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resources not found in no-feedback groups. In addition, members of

feedback groups perceived more solutions to future group problems

and greater difficulty with future problems than members of no-

feedback groups.

Computer-assisted feedback groups had, perceptions of better

improvement in cooperation and interest among group members than did

experi.r-ntsuppl4cd Conpv.1.52rAstnd feedback

also led to a perceived greater improvement in decision-making pro-

cedures used than experimenter-supplied feedback.

No significant differences were found between the two no-

feedback groupings on measures of information processing over the

two case sessions. And group product showed no significant change

for all four groupings during exnerimentation.

Effects of Affective Feedback on Affective Behavior

A third question around which data were organized involved

the effect of affective feedback on affective behavior within

groups. Did feedback change affective behavior and were changes

1different between the four kinds of groups?

!

Five aspects of affective behavior were analyzed: perceived

group member interest in problem solving, perceived member openness

in the expression of feelings, perceived cohesiveness within groups,

group basic assumption culture, and affective approach-culture

preference congruency among group members.

Three self-report test instruments, two self-report rating

scales, and an audio tape recording analysis produced six data-

gathering Procedures.
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Feedback groups differed from nofeedback groups.in reporting

increasedperceived oPenness. in .the expression of feelings after

feedback and a change in basic assumption culture. While affective

approach - Vulture preference congruency. did not increase, work-

emotionalitY activity changed in directions opposite to feedback

instructions, that is, in directions leading to increased incogru-

ency. Change in work - emotionality activity was found for feedback

groups only.

No-feedback groups showed significant increases in perceived

cohesiveness not found in groups receiving feedback.

Computer-assistedfeedback groups differed from experimenter-

assisted feedback. groups in that members perceived increased interest

with future problem solving. No significant differences were found

between the two no- feedback groupings on measures of affective behavior

between case sessions one and two.

Satisfaction, as Part of the congruency measure, showed

positive increases for all groups. It did not successfully differ-

entiate between groups during experimentation.

Long-term Effects

Data were also available to explore long-term effects of

research conditions on group behavior. Did research sessions have

any lasting effects on group activity after experimentationnd were

their long-terra_ differences among the kinds of groups examined?

Nine aspects of long-term behavior were explored: perceived

decision-making Procedures used by groups, perceived openness in the

expression of feelings by group members, perceived difficultiwith
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group tasks, perceived cooperation among group members, perceived

interest in future problem-solving tasks, number of solutions per-

ceived by members to group problems, and the meaning of the subject

"small group experience." Four self-report test instruments were

employed producing seven data gathering Procedures.

Subjects met in groups of eight after experimentation,

and long-term changes in group behavior in computer-assisted

and experimenter-assisted g2oupings of subjects Were measured.

Groups receiving computer assistance -- both feedback and no

feedback -- showed significant decreases in perceived cooperation

among group members and in perceived interest in problem solving

after experimental sessions. Groups receiving experimenter

assistance -- both feedback and no-feedback -- showed a significant

decrease in perceived difficulty with future problems after experi-

mentation and an increase among group members in the perceived open

expression of feelings.

All four kinds of groups showed a positive increase in-

scores on the first or attitudinal factor of meaning for the

Semantic Differntial from the beginning to the end of the experi-

mental sessions. Factor scores decreased between the end of

experimentation and the last day of class.. All groups also showed

.

significant improvement in perceived decision7making procedures

used after experimentation when compared with pre-experimental

sessions. Other long-term results were not significant.
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Discussion and interpretation

Experimental Intervention

In this research, experimental intervention, which supplied

affective feedback to ongoing groups, changed perceived group member

behavior patterns. Members of all groups -- experimental and control --

perceived different behavior durina eynerjmentation than durng

regular weekly group meetings.

Hall and Williams1 take the position that decisionmaking

procedures in established groups differ from procedures used in

ad hoc groups. Gibb2 has concluded that affective feedback to

ad hoc groups does more to improve problem-solving efficiency and

reduce defensiveness than does affective feedback to established

groups, While Hall and Williams. and Gibb, recognized distinctions

between experimentation with ad hoc groups and ongoing groups, they

did not study intervention directly.

This research adds to the literature by examining ways in

which ongoing perceived group member behavior tends to change during

experimental feedback intervention, . For some time, the Hawthorne

effect has been recognized in social science literature. Numerous

studies have found that putting subjects into an experiment influences

research outcomes. In this study, a method, was developed for appre-

ciating the Hawthorne effect and taking it into account. All groups

in this research -- experimental and control -- were placed within

1Ha7.l and Williams, pp. 214-22.

2Gibb,
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the effect, and subjects were exposed equally to the influence of

of experimentation. This allowed measurement of specific hypotheses

across all experimental and control treatments.

In this study, experimental intervention brought positive

change in all four kinds of groups on four measures. Intervention

resulted in an increase in the perceived open expression of feelings

among group members, an increase in perceived group member interest

in task, an increase in perceived cooperation among group members,

and improvement in perceived decision-making procedures used by

groups, when compared to pre-experimental sessions. In addition,

member attitudes toward small group experience improved during

experimentation and decreased after research sessions.

Members of computer-assisted feedback groups, experimenter-

assisted feedback groups, and computer-assisted no-feedback groups

perceived both significant increased difficulty in problem solving

and a significant increase in the number of solutions to.problems,

when compared to Pre-experimental sessions. Computer-assisted no-

feedback groups showed no similar increases on these two measures.

Information Processing

Problem-solving groups in this research, after receiving

affective feedback, showed improvement in several areas of infor-

mation processing but not necessarily in group product. Affective

feedback led to improved creativity, improved use of group member.

resources, and perceptions by group members of a wider range of

solutions to new problems. New problems however, were perceived
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as more difficult after affective feedback, These changes were not

found in no-feedback control groups.

The works of Shaw and Blum' and Shaw and Caron2 have shown

group product to improve as a result of affective feedback, In

addition Tolela,3 and Wood and Goldberg have indicated that with

affective feedback comes improved group product.

As discussed below under affective behavior, feedback produced

an increased openness in perceived. group member expressions of feelings

about the .task. This openness apparently affected information pro-

cessing within groups. Increased perceived openness resulted in

members expressing a greater variety of solutions to task problems.

More perceived solutions, when combined with openness, apparently

led to improved creativity in group product and improved utilization

of group resources after feedback,

Affective feedback, however, in addition to bringing

increased openness, led members to a broadened consideration of

group functioning. After feedback,' in addition to task content,

group members considered affective or social-emotional relation-

ships within the group. This incorporation of the social-emotional

dimension alohg with the task, led ,to perceptions of increased

difficulty'with future problems. Consideration of task and affective

1Shaw and Blum, pp. 151-54.

2Shaw and Caron, pp. 299 -300..

3Tolela.

4Wood and Goldberg, pp. 238-45.
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components of group functioning, and the ensuing increased difficulty

with task, resulted in no significant improvement in group product

between case sessions.

Affective Behavior

In this research, affective feedback changed affective

behavior within groups. Group basic asaumption cultures shifted

after. feedback. However, in spite of increased perceived openness

in the expression of feelings, work-emotionality behaviors tended

to shift in directions opposite to feedback instructions. In

addition. feedback produced no change in perceived cohesiveness

within feedback groups. Cohesiveness did increase in no-feedback

groups.

Myers et all concluded that affective feedback to

group members makes subjects increasingly sensitive to inter-

personal phenomena within the group. More specifically, Stoller2

and Bradford3 have taken the position that affective and task

feedback to group members leads to expressive activity which is

increasingly reflective of inner intentions. Lippitt4 has con-

cluded that specific behavioral feedback to group members produces

change in directions indicated by that feedback.'

'Myers, et al., pp. 178-45.

2Stoller, p. 12.

3Bradfnrd.

4Linpitt, p. 429.
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In concurring with Myers' findings, subjects in this research

became more sensitive to group interpersonal activity after feedback.

ioweyer, behavior changed in directions opposite to feedback instruc-

tionS, thus;disagreeing with the findings of Stoller, Bradford, 'and'

Lippitt, It is noted, however, that these researchers either. supplied

.feed back over a series of sessions, or held extended or multiple

meetings after feedback.

In this study; affective feedback was supplied only once

- after an Initial problem-solving case session. Measures of feed.-

back effects were taken immediately after a ten-minute discussion

session-and aeecond.thirty7minute case study; And, though subjects

knew the. type,of change and the .direction of change. indicated in

feedback reports, they did not execute that Oange during the second

thirty-minute session.

It appe4m 'that the highly personal information contained

in the feedback reports was a new, unexplored area for group dis-

tuSsion. The impact. of seeing other members' reactions to one's

'behavior apparently.overwhelmed subjedts. As'a result, group.

members Seemed. unable to fully incOrpOrate feedback data into

group functioning during the. second case study.

However, during the second case session subjects did.

perceive increased openness,in the expression of feelings toward

the task, and did attempt'tt charge affective work-emotionality

behavior,. But, since feedback reports had not been fully. indorpor-
.

ated intogroukfunctioning, behavior -changed in directions opposite

to feedback instructions.
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Apparently, other research has found change in behavior in

directions indicated by feedback due to considerations of time.

Other studies Provided for the full incorporation of feedback data

into group activity. By supplying feedback over a series of sessions

or by holding extended or multiple meetings after feedback, other

groups had sufficient time to fully assimilate feedback data into

the life of the groups After assimilation of feedback.information,

members seemed able to change in directions indicated by feedback

reports.

Gibb,
1 in supplying task and affective feedback to groups,

has concluded that feedback reduces defensiveness, or more broadly

interpreted, improves the open expression of feelings among group

members. Shelley2 takeS the position that task result feedback

improves group member feelings of group unity or cohesiveness.

While Gibb supplied task and affective feedback, this re-

search supplied affective feedback only and found a similar outcome

-- increased openness. Shelley supplied task result feedback over

a series of meetings and found increased cohesiveness, while the

present research supplied affective feedback only once and fiund

no increase in perceived cohesiveness. Therefore, this study

agrees with previous findings on increased expression of fe;elings

after feedback. It disagrees with other results in finding that

1Gibb.

2Shelley.
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affective feedback does riot increase cohesiveness. In fact, there

was significant increased cohesiveness in the no-feedback condition.

It appears that two factors combined within feedback groups

to detract from the formation of cohesive bonds. Members were

apparently unable to assimilate the large amounts of private data

contained

perceived

within feedback reports. At the same time, subjects

increased openness in the expression of feelings about

task after feedback. Simultaneous attempts by group members to

deal with

perceived

away from

task and affective considerations, combined with increased

openness in expression of feelings, apparently led members

the formation of inter-member cohesiveness.

no-feedback groups, not having to consider dual aspects of affect

Subjects in

and task and having no significant increase in perceived openness,

developed cohesive ties between case sessions.

Slater' has postulated an evolutionary model for change in

group basic assumption culture. He takes ', position that groups

evolve over group life from fight-flight, -'ough dependency, and

into pairing cultures. While Slater's conception is essentially a

long-term view, it was felt that evidence of such a transition

would be noticeable after feedback. Slater's position was assumed

and tested.

In disagreeing with Slater, Thelen2 postulates that change

in basic.assumption culture cannot be predicted outside of a specific

1Slater.

2Stock and Thelen, p. 190.
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group context. To Thelen,culture change is dependent onigroup members

and on conditions within specific groups,

Outcomes of this study furthered Thelen's position, particu-

larly for a short time span. While feedback produced definite change

in group basic assumption culture, change was not in the direction

indicated by Slater. No discernable pattern of change could be found.

This outcome points toward Thelen's conclusion that specific group

characteristics determine the direction of basic assumption culture

change within a group.

Computer. Supplied Feedback

In this study, feedback supplied by computers led to immediate;

shOrt-term outcomes not foundin either the experimenterassisted feed-

back groups or in the two control conditions. Groups receiving

computer-assistedfeedback shoed immediate improved perceived

cooperation among group members increased perceived interest by

group members in future problem solving, and improved perceived

decision-making procedures within the group.

In an extensive' search of the literature, no studies were

found on the effects of computer - assisted affectivefeedback to

groups. Thus, here

mental findings.

is no literature with which to compare experi-

It can only be concluded that with affective feedback as

defined in this research, the mode of supplying that feedback leads

to immediatehort-term improved, group member perceptions of

cooperation interest and decision- making procedures within the

group,
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It is difficult/to determine the reason for these immediate,

short-term effects. It does seem reaSonable to !speculate that

j

computer feedback results were due to the unique effects of feedback
1--

interaction between the subjects and the computerapparatus. Two

factors rapidity of machine feedback and machine involvement,'may

have accounted fOr the unique computer feedback findings. Feedback

reports, whim suppilod by- Qo,aputt..a:, were retulheti to subjects within.

five seconds after completion of member ratings.- On the other hand,

experimenter-assisted feedback reports took appreximatelyten minutes

for compilation and distribution. Immediate feedback obviously

helped to maintain subject interest and to bring minimum damage to

the ongoing nature of the evening's activities. In addition, subjects

receiving feedback became quite involved with the machine during feed-

back tranmission.

of the data

_

A conzider.abl&-amOunt of noise, and rapid printing

enthralled subjectS

members payed close attention/to

excited reactions to the machine

sessions. These two:factors may

during-feedback return. Group

the process and.quiteoftengave

activity during feeback discussion_

have accounted for the unique

computer-assisted feedback results.

Some of these findingsare supported by work in the area of

attention. Attention is generally assoCiated with interest: high

levels of attention tend to coincide Kith high levels Of interest.

Rapid feedback and concurrent studentinVolvement'with:the computer

1D. J. Mostofsky,-ed., "The:COneePtof. Attention in Education,"
Journal of Education, CL (FebivarY. 1968), 3 -91.



feedback process, resulted in observable high attention levels

among computer-assisted feedback subjects. Observed high levels

of attention were confirmed by increasing perceived interest scores.

Similar levels of attention and interest, were not found indelayed,

experimenter feedback groups or in either kind of control group.

Long-term Effects

Several long-term effects of experimental sessions emerged

in this study. Subjects in all four treatments perceived improved

decision-making within their groups during long-term (one month)

post-experimental weekly meetings. During research sessions, group

members moved from individual to group solutions in analyzing case
I

.studies. It appears) that the resulting.personlinVestment in the

group product focused memoer attention on decision-making procedures

within the group.' This increased awareness apparently carried over

into post-experimental meetings when compared with pre-experimental

sessions.

Negative long-term effects were found in groups having a

computer experience -- both feedback and no-feedback These groups

showed a decrease in perceived cooperation among group members and

a decrease in perceived interest in problem solving during post-

experimental sessions when compared with pre-experimental sessions.

Thus while computers may bring immediate short-term improvements

to grOups An the form of: machine effects, result's seem.to:indicate

that, in the, long-run, machine-intervention.May,result in negative

effeCtson groUp functioning.



Positive long-term effects were found in groups having an

experimenter experience -- both feedback and no-feedback. These

groups showed a decrease in perceived difficulty with problems

during post-experimental sessions, when compared with pre-

experimental sessions. There was also an increase in the per-

ceived open expression of feelings among experimenter experience

group,members. Thus, results seem to indicate that, in the long-

run, human intervention may he beneficial effects on group

functioning. As explained in Chapter TWoi inferences concerning
I

j
1

long-term effects were not made, from findings in the literature.

Summary

In this research, subjeets placed into an experimental

environment showed changes in response patterns when compared to

pre-experimental meetings. This .Hawthorne effect was taken into

account by exposing all subjects equally to the influence of

experimentation.

Affective feedback had an immediate influence on group

functioning. Subjects receiving feedback perceived within their

group increased openness in the.expression of-feelings about

group tasks. Increased perceived openness resultedAn.the:

expression of more varied solutions to group problems.. Therefore

after feedback, subjects found a problem-Spilling environment in

which members were increasingly open and developed, a larger number

of solutions to group problems. )ioxiisin such a climate, group.



members became indreasingly creative in their problem solutions and .

showed improved use of the resources within the group.

In addition to these findings, affective feedback brought

other changes. Feedback reports included prescriptions for future

affective behavior for each group member.; Therefore in sessions

after feedback', group members-found themselves focusing on two

apects: of grouPlinetioninz 7 task and affective behavior. This

double emphasis, incorporating the social-emotional dimension along

with the task,resulted in futureproblemstappearing more difficult
\.

to subjects, Due to this increased'perceiVed difficulty, final.

group product did not.improve between.experimental case sessions.

Additionally, because of 'the short time between- receiving

feedback reports and the completion of the second case session,

-sUbjects found themselVes Unable to fully integrate the behavior

prescriPt4Ons of the feedback into their group functioning. Never-

theless, behavior Change was attempted, but change by group members

)-
occurra.in. directions opposite to feedbaCk instructions. In

I -

addtion, emphasis-on both task and social-emotional dimensions of
;

group activity, combined with increased perceived openness,

resulted in cohesive bonds not forming among feedback group members.

Subjects 5.n no-feedback-groups in which these problems did not

exist did develop cohesive ties.betWeen:case sessions.,

The literature indicates that if sufficient time is g.l.ven

feedback-will.:beintegrated.intOigroUp functiow,

'ing, and memberswill'ehange-behavior.:in'directionsindicated.by



feedback. instructions. Sufficient time for such integration was not
I

.provided in this research. .

Findings indicate that the computer has immediate, short=

term, beneficial, machine effects on computer - assisted. feedback

groups. Subjects receiving computer-assisted feedback showed an

increase in perceived interest, improved perceived cooperation

among group members, and improved perceived decision-making pro-

cedures in immediate future problem-solving sessions, These

results seemed due to two factors in the computer-assisted feedback

environment. Rapidity of feedback and machine involvement during

feedback return appeared to stimulate group members and bring on

the unique computer feedbaok effects. These effects were appar-

ently short-term in nature and were not-detected in analysis of

long-term outcomes.

In the lohg-run all groups showed improvements in

decision7making procedures after experimentation in comparison to

pre-experimental meetings. Improvements appeared due to the nature

of the Problem-solving task dUring research intervention. The

research sessions emphasized a personal investment in the group

solution to case studies, and thus focused subjects' attentionon

group problem-saving procedures. Apparently, this focus on

problem-solvingpropedurcaintaineditself during future weekly

meetings.:.

In thelong-ruh,groUpsreceivingeomputer experience

showed a decrease in pereeivedcooperation.among. group members,

and a decrease imperceivedintereSt4nprOblem solving during
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post- experimental sessions, when compared with pre - experimental

sessions. This indicates that while computers may have immediate,

beneficial, short-term, machine effects, in the long-run, machine

intervention may result in negative effects on groupfunctioning.'

Additionally, experimenter experience groups showed a

long-term increase in the perceived open expression of feelings and

a decrease in perceived difficulty with future problem-solving

tasks. Thus, in the long-run,lluman intervention may result in

beneficial effects on small group functioning.

Implications

This study has been directed toward a preliminary

assessment of the educational potential of the computer for

supplying affective feedback to small, instructional, problem-

solving groups. The research has directed itself to the central

questions: Can the computer successfully supply affective feed-

back to small groups? And, are there advantages in using the

computer as a,feedback tool in small group instruction?

Results of the study point to the clear conclusion that

affective feedback has a powerful influence on the educational

outcomes of small group functioning. This conclusion takes'into

account the central'veakness of this research: failure.to allow

fot'the full integration of affective feedbackinto group func-

tioning before measuring educational:-outcomesi In spite of this

weakneQs affective feedback-produced major,.: changes in inforMation

Processing and affective.:behaviOr within., mall groups. It follows..
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from these results that -affective'feedback is a useful instructional

tool for changing group member behavior in desirable directions.

Further study of affective feedback within instructional groups would

seem profitable to education.

Granting these conclusions, the major questions sti21 remain:

Can affective feedback be successfully supplied to groups through

computer apparatus?' And, are there unique advantages to computer-0

supplied affective feedback which justify its use in Instruction?

These questions cannot be answered unequivocally. The

advantages to,computer-assisted feedback which emerged from this

research appeared to be short -term, immediate benefits attributable

largely to machine effects. Indicationd were that short-term

advantages were not maintained in the long-run, However, long-

term Measures were analyZed not from four-man experimental groups

but from reconstituted groups of eight. Inclusion of'computer

no-feedback groups with feedback groups may have contaminated

post-experimental findings causing:oomputet-feedbadk differences

to not b detected..

There were additional outcomes with subjects receiving a

computer'experience. Long-term results showed computer experience

subjects having long -term decreases in perceived interest and cooper-

itipn during problem solving. The standard interpretation would be

-10 -analyze these outcomes as.disadvantagee-brought:on by machine.

intervention. However, though a.Megative conclusion is indicated,

analternativeinterpretation is possible. Having been exposed to

highly stimulating computer facilities,, during research sessions.,

,computer experience. group members, may haye found the future group
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environment barren by comparison, thus bringing on the observed

. decreases;

While a literal interpretation'of the data leads to a

negative conclusion for computer use in small groups, further

research is needed. Several problems are open to investigation.

Are immediate beneficial effects-of the computer on group

functioning in:fact machine' effects and only short-term in nature?

And, what are the long-term results of machine intervention into

the ongoing life of small instructional groups? Additional

projects will have to thoroughly explore these questions,

In considering the other grtups.in this study, major

long-term effects of experimenter intervention into ongoing small

group life were found to be positive. Increased openness in:per-

ceived expressions of feelings and: decreased. perceived difficulty

with future problems indicate that human experimenter .intervention

into ongoing group life can bring benefiCial outcomes. As with

computer'intervention, reasons for these effects were

not directly ascertainable with the groups and measures used in

this research.

There are feedback conditions,, however, not explored in

this research, under which the computer would conceivably have

definite advantages for supplying affective feedback to groups.

Advantages center aribund, rapiditY of machine feedback. Outcomes

of thiS study indicated'that.rapidity of feedback was a major

factor-contributing :to

resultS.

hort-term, positive, computer feedback

Immediate feedback supplied by computer terminals brought
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minimum intervention into the ongoing activity of experimental groups.

Experimenter compiled feedback, on the other hand, required approxi-

mately tenminutes to supply and caused a noticeable in the

group's activity. This ten minute delay occurred, even thOugh the

feedback system used was relatively simple and dirt:ct. Obviously,

as feedback systems become more complex, this immediate machine

advanta7,e will become more relevant as a long-term factor. Excessively

long breaks in the ongoing activity of groups for experimenter feedback

compilation would finally affect long-term educational outcomes.

Therefore, use of, complex feedback systems would seemingly make

Computer assistance desirable. Further research is needed to fully

Investigate this question.

InstreSsing educational product and process outcomes of

small problem-solving groups in relation to computer-assisted

affective feedback, this study did not consider other aspects of

computer, operation. However, two unexamined areas seem relevant

to questions of the conditions under which computer-assisted

affective feedback could be desirable.

One area is computer hardware design. The computer

terminals used in this study were cumbersome and obtrusive in

experimental groups. The specific hardware employed may have had

effects on grpup functioning. Specific effects could only be

measured by comparison of outcomes from this study with other

studies using different types of hardware. As improved computer

typewriters and advanced cathode display scopes become available

for educational usei student.terminals will become less obtrusive
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and more acceptable for small group research. Improved terminals

-- increasingly compact and providing more clear and involved

information displays -- when combined with advanced complex feed-

back systems, might Prove fruitful for supplying affective feed-

back to groups.

Another unexamined consideration is cost. At present,

the high cost of computer facilities makes large scale applications

of computers to group instruction largely impractical. Reductions

--in the cost of computer facilities, combined with improved computer

equipment would make group apnlicationS of computers increasingly

feaeible..

The outcomes of this study indicate that affective feed-

back to groups is a desirable technique which can lead to bene-

ficial educational outcomes. But, while computers can supply

this feedback, a.literal analysis of research findings _ndicates

that computer ten inals do not provide sufficient advantages over

experimenter supplied feedback to be used immediately as a feed-

back tool. Closure on this question, however, is not possible

from this preliminary study. Further research is needed to determine

if unique computer feedback advantages are in fact only short-term in

nature. In addition, study is needed to investigate the true nature

of long-term results of experimenter and cbmputer intervention into

ongoing group life.

There .do appear to be conditions, however, not investigated

in this research, under whiOhit could be-desirable to use the computer

ap.a..feedback tool with groups. This study used a simple and direct



feedback system. Increasingly complex feedback systems may become

too complicated for an experimenter to handle without causing a
.

serious break in the ongoing activity of'a small group. Under

these conditions, use of computer facilities, cost and hardware

permitting, would apparently be beneficial.

Basic Conditions for Feedback to Small Groups

From this research and from the literature, speculation is

possible on the basic conditions which influence the successful use

of feedback with small groups. The specification of such conditions,

while being hypothetical and needing further investigation, is the

first step toward developing a comprehensive theory of the feedback

loop with small groups. Conditions which appear to influence the

effectiveness of feedback to small groups are:

1. The Kind of Feedback Supplied. Affective and task result feed-

back are handled differently by small groups. The literature

indicates that task result feedback is assimilated directly by

a group and put to immediate use in group activity; However.

affective feedback is not assimilated directly. Group members

need time to incorporate affective feedback into group function-

ing and put it to use within the group. This difference

indicates that task and affective feedback should be separately

identified before being supplied to a small group.

. The Content of the Feedback Supplied. Specific, negative,

behavioral feedback is most successful in producing immediate,

specific behavioral change. However, positive, feeling-
.

oriented affective feedback is superiOr to other types of
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affective and task result feedback in producing behavioral

change among group members over longer periods of time.

3. Conflict within the Group. When there are moderate degrees

of conflict within a group, members are most receptive to

behavioral change through feedback. No conflict or intense

conflict reduce the effectiveness of feedback to a group.

4. Outside Leader Intervention. Groups which develop without

outside intervention are most responsive to behavioral change

from feedback. Outside leader intervention by an instructor

or externally appointed leader tends to reduce the effective-

ness of feedback within groups.

5. Difficulty of Group Problem Solving, As difficulty of problems,

in group problem solving increases, members become more receptive

to behavior change through feedback. In addition, after affective

feedback equivalent problems appear more difficult to groupmembers.

Thus increasing problem difficulty, or supplying affective feedback

with constant problem difficulty, will make. group members more

responsive to behaVior change through feedback..

. Rapidity of Feedback... Feedback which is supplied immediately after.

problem solving is most:effective in influencing group behavior.

Delayed feedback is less effective An influencing group activity.

. Feedback Research Intervention into Ongoing Groups. Feedback

research intervention1nte ongoing groUps.will change the pattern

of perceived group member behavior. Subjects will perceive

different inter-member behavior patternm.during research than are

. typidally perceiVed prior to'or after experimentation.
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8. Length of Group Life, Groups with an ongoing life will show long-

term changes in perceived behavior patterns after feedbaCk research

intervention.

paplications for Further Research

In order to generalize the findings of thiS study, repli-

cations on.different populations will be needed. In addition, there

are the following direct possibilities for research:

1. Studies of affective feedback to groups using work-emotionality

theory as an organizing theoretical framework for examining

simultaneous task and affective components of feedback effects

on groups would seem desirable.

2. Studies are needed of computer-assisted affective feedback to

groups which take time consideration into account and allow

for full integration of feedback reports into group function-

ing before measuring feedback effects.

Studies of computer-assisted affective feedback to groups are

needed which fully examine effects of experimenter and machine

intervention on long-term group functioning.

4. Studies of computer-assisted affectiVe feedback to groups which

analyze long-term machine effects by repeated computer-assisted

feedback reports over time seem desirable.

Studies of computer-assisted affective feedback to groups are

needed which examine increasingly complex feedback systems and

the concurrent effects of immediate machine feedback versus

delayed experimenter feedback on group functioning.
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6. Studies. examining the group use of computer-assisted instruc-

tion with different types of computer hardware, such as visual

display cathode ray tubes, are necessary to fully investigate

the potential of computer-assisted instruction with groups.

7. Research exploring the group applications of computer-assisted

instruction in other areas, such as subject matter instruction,

seems to warrant attention.
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Script of Instructions

Introduction

!'y name in Dick Hill and this is my wife, Donna. Donna will

be helping us this evening. Tonight you will be doing two things.

You will be working on two case studies and you will be filling out

a series of instruments indicating your reactions to what is taking

16

plate.

The studies, although carefully refined with the Nursing

School faculty, are experimental. You will be helping to further

refine them for use with future nursing students. Your help is needed

if we are to thoroughly perfect these cases. We believe you will find

the studies challenging and useful in the sense that they will be

identical to the kinds of problems you will_encounter as future nurses.

It is our hope that watching you work on these case studies will help

to provide the most useful material to future nurses who take this

course. To help us we will be tape recording the group discussion of

the cases. In working on the studies we want you to bring your.nursing

expertise to bear on the problems that arise and we want you to reach

a group solution.

First you will be working on a case study in small groups.

Then you will be asked to fill out certain instruments concerning your

learning experiences. You will be familiar with several of the

instruments in that. you will have worked on some of them in your group
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meetings. Part of your experience will consist of working with an

instrument stored in the computer.

(Tonight we have a problem in that the computer is down -- it

is not working. Since this happens frequently with the.machine we have

prepared for this contingency so that you won't have to go home tonight

and come back hen it is working. We will do by hand what the computer

is set up to do.)

Semantic Differential

I am going to have you fill out an instrument we call a seman-

tic differential. You will have to fill this out in pencil. Does

anyone need a pencil? First put your name on the answer sheet. The

instructions are self-explanatory. This chart, explained in the

instructions, should be helpful to you in working on your answers.

The forms will be collected individually. Are there any questions?

Case Studies

I an now handing out to each of you a case study and a sheet

Of paper. Put your name on. the paper. Read the instructions individ-

ually, read through the case study, and look at the eight alternative

solutions, ,. Individually decide on a ranking for the eight solutions

from the one you think i-.._ best and should be done first to the one.

you think is least desirable and should be done last. Record your.

Answers on the left hand side of.the page.

Then.as a group decide on a single group solution to the study.

Write the words "grouP'sOlutioe on the right hand side of the page and

each of you list the final group ranking on your answer sheets. You
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will have thirty minutes to work on the study. Please identify your-

selves verbally-for the tape before beginning to work as a group, Are

there any questions?

Member Questionnaire

I am nbw passing out to each of you a questionnaire. Fill in

your name on tho second line. As a reference point for this question

naire think of the case study discussion you just had. Fill in the

answers in terms of that discussion, Papers will be collected individ-

ually,

Shaw Task Dimension Scale

I am. now handing out the Shaw Task Dimension Scale. Put your

name on the answer sheet. You havefilled out this instrument in your

small group meetings before. We want you to use this instrument

slightly differently. tonight.

First as a group reach's group -decision. on the number of tasks

you encountered in the previous case study. Decide as a group on names

for each of those tasks. For 'example the group might feel that there

were two tasks and call them "discussion" and "final decision." Each

person would then enter these two names in column one of their answer

sheet. Perhaps the group feels there was only one task, "group prob-

lem Solution."

answer sheets.

Each of You will then individualli score the tasks according

to the rating scales on page three:of the instructions. Enter your

In that case enter-this name on line one of your
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answers in the appropriate columns ofyour answer sheets. Papers will

be collected individually. Are there any questions?

Decision Makinr, Procedures Check List

I am now passing out the Decision Making Procedures Check List

which you have filled out before in your small group meetings. Put

your name on the answer sheet and individually enter_the task numbers

from the Shaw Scale in column one.

In the second column we want you to enter the decision pro-

cedures from the Check List which were used for each task. If more

than one decision procedure was used for a task list first the pro-

cedure which was used most. List the next most used procedure second.

Continue through all the procedures you felt were used for a given

task. Are there any questions?

Leveling:Scale

I am now passing out the Leveling Scale, another instrument

you have used in.yoUr small groups. On'the same answer sheet used for

your -Decision Procedures-Check List giVe a leveling score for each task

you have listed. Answer sheets will be collected indiVidually. Are

there any questions?

Rating Scales

I am now handing out to you a rating scale. The scale has two

aimensions, activity and satisfactiOn. You will each be rating other

:members of thezrOup on two statements. For each statement you will

pick a number from this matrix deScribing how you felt .each member

behaved in:Lerms of that statement. These statements are from the
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Ideal Group Q Sort and are the behaviors you most wanted to zee in an

ideal instructional group.

As an example of your scoring, one statement might be: "This

group was very talkative in reaching its conclusions." You might feel

(group member) was quite active in terms of this behavior and you were

quite satisfied with her activity. You would therefore rate her

sixty-six, (Group member) may have been inactive on this behavior.

Since this is what you want to see in a group you would be dissatisfied

with her behavior. She might therefore be rated twelve.

After you have selected a rating for a person you must decide

if you want them to do more of the behavior in question, do less, or

stay the same. At the bottom of the page you see three numbers. If

you want a person to do more of a behavior in question add 100 to your

score from the score matrix and enter the number after that person's

name. If you want a person to do less of a behavior. add 200 to the

matrix score and put your answer opposite his name. If you want the

parson to do the same in terms of a behavior add 300 to his matrix

score and put it after his names

Assume that the behavior given is: "This group avoided

irrelevant discussion in reaching its conclusions." Assume that you

`feel (group member) was active in sticking to the issues and avoided

irrelevant discussion, you were quite. satisfied with her activity, and

you wanted her to stay the same. What rating would each7of you give

her? Assume that (group member) was:largely inactive in avoiding

irrelevant diScuesion you were dissatisfied with her behavior, and

you Wanted her to do more to avoid meandcring'AisCUssion. Yhat.rating
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would you give her? Does everyone understand how.they are to do the

rating?

Feedback Discussifm Sessions

You each have sheets which show how other people have rated

you on behaviors they wanted to see in an ideal group. There are

also descriptions of what they want to see- you do in the future. For

the next ten minutes I want you to discuss this feedback. Attempt to

dete-mine what you need in your small group to improve its ability as

a problem solving group.

Conclusion

Please do not discuss this ev9ning's activities with other

members of the class or with friends. I will give you a summary of

results at a future class meeting. Thank you for your cooperation

and good night.
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Operational Definitions of Work Level Categoriesl

Work refers to the consciously determined, deliberative,
reality- bound, goal see*ing aspects of a group's activity. It is
behavior involving conscious efforts to achieve the group's goal
or publically state task. The following categories are used in
coding work behaviors.

T (WLf) One-level work.
Activity is personally-need oriented,
with low participant involveMbnt, dis-
interest and disregard for the. group.
Group interaction is blocked by pre-
occupation with individual expression
of need. Activity is focused on
individual expresSion of need.. Activity
is focused on individual ego needs.

II (WL2) 'Two-level work.
Involvement is moderate, and procedural
in nature. Activity is f^,..,4 on
instrumentalities and organization so
as to maintain the group. The group
concern is with how to proceed in its
work rather than discussion of task.

III (WL3) Three-level work.
Involvement is high, with members working
as a group absorbed in the task rather
than with, personalities or methodological
details. Activity tends to be recognized
as active problem-solving where reality
testing of ideas 'occurs. The group will
move into new aspects of its task, after
having reached agreement concerning a
certain phase of .its work.

IV (WL4) Four -level Work.
Involvement is very high, with a high degree
of positive contributions, and commitment to
work on task .solution.. The focus of activity

-This system is a combination of Thelen's Behavioral Rating
System and recent developments by Boyd, Watson, and Morin.
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is on creative task solution, with many and
varied alternative solutions. The group is
willing to share observations and insights
without fear, and there exists a sense of
trust and willingness to explore embryonic
ideas.
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Operational Definitions of. Emotionality Categories2

Emotionality refers to the nonpurposive aspects of a grout's
activity. It is behavior which is "instinctual" and not under
conscious control. Emotionality behaviors are categorized along the
following polarity continuums.

I. Fight-Flight

The group acts as if its purpose is to avoid something
by fighting or running away from it, instead of trying
to find ways to understand or resolve the issue.

A. Fight - expressions of hostility and aggression.
It may include attacking, rebuking, punishing,
blocking, dividing the group, warning, threaten-
ing, expressing hostile resistance, self-
aggrandizing (at expense of others), scapegoat-
ing, ridiculing, etc.

Flight - expressions of avoidance of the problem
or withdrawal from particiPation. It may include
light-veined humor, jocularity, fantasy, over-
intellectualization, over-generalization, state-
ments out of context emotionally, inappropriate-
ness, tension-releasing laughter, dealing with
trivia, off the point comments, etc.

II. Dependency-Counter Dependencv

Emotional behavior that deals with how people handle
problems of leadership. Reactions to different kinds
of situations involving authority.

A. Dependency - expression of reliance on some
person or thing external to the membership.
It may include appeals for support or direCtion
from the leader, looking for leader approval,
undue attention expressing reliance on out-side
authorities, expressing reliance- on structure,

2This system is a combination of BiKr1's original definitions
and recent developments by Thelen, Boyd, Watson, and Marin.
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procedure, or.tradition. It also may involve
expressions of group weakness, fear of trying
things etc.

B. Counter-Dependency - expressions of concern over
threat to pPrF.onal autonomy resulting from
reliance on one of a group of individuals for
direction, upon subject matter, or upon a rigid
methodology. It may include indications of
individual attempts to assume direction of the
group, displays of independence, insistance
upon individual maturity and questioning of
authority, concern with high status in the group,
constant struggle against appearing to be forced
into a dependency role, etc.

III. Pairing-Counter Pairing

Emotional states and behaviors have to do with affection,
friendliness and warmth.

A. Pairi-g is usually identified with two people
consistently.agreeing on issues or supporting
each other, and when more than two combine to
support each other on the same issue. The group
acts as if its purpose is to find strength within
its own peer group. Behavior is exhibited in
expressions of warmth, intimacy, end.suPportive7
ness. It may include expressions of supportive-
ness, friendliness, unusual responsiveness, side
remarks to another, expressions of commendation,
enthusiasm or warmth directed toward the group
as a whole, etc.

B. Counter-Pairing is the opposite of pairing and
identifies expressions of desire for formality,
aloofness, interpersonal isolation, detachment.
It may include resistance against casualnessjm
groups, desire to preserve the group as a whole,
disregard Tor close relationships with other
group members, desire to keep personalities
apart from groUp issues, unfriendliness with
the group, impersonal tendency in comments,
discoMfort with the sharing aspects of intimacy,
etc. .
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APPENDIX B

COPIES OF INSTRUMENTS
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Ideal Group Q Sort

Instructions

Directions: (Please read all directions first).

Please diStribute the cards into 11 piles, as shown below,
according to how. closelythey describe what you want to see in your
small discuSSion group.

1. First, arrange the brown envelopes in front of you, in order,
with Envelope I on your-left to Envelope XI on your right, as
shown below,

2. Then distribute the cards according to: their closeness to being
"most like" or "least life" what you want to see in your small
discussion group. Each envelope lists the number of cards you
should place with it. Many people find it helpful to separate
the cards into 3 piles first.

EnVelove and Most Like Least Like
Pile number ,I II III IV VI VII VIII IX X XI

Number of Cards
in pile, 2 3 5 8 12 12 12 8 5 3 2

3. .Finally, put the cards into the appropriate envelopes. For ex-
ample, into Envelope I put the 2 cards which are "most like" your
ideal group. Into Envelope II put the 3 cards which are next
"most like" your ideal group, etc. Into 'Envelope VI you should
put the 12 cards about which you have neutral feelings.

Please do not seal the envelopes.
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C

Statements In The Ideal Group And

-'rerceived Group Q Sorts

Ideal. Group ( Sort

1. I think a group 'should have
active, directiye leadership
to help it advance from past
experiences to new ideas.

I think a group should support
its leader and defend him from
personal attacks.

3. I think a group should avoid
expressing negative or crit-
ical opinions of unique pro -
posals.

4. I think a group should attempt
to keep all members satisfied
and willing to accept the
dominant mood of the group.

5. .I think group. members should
remain silent rather than-
enter arguments that disrupt
the flow of new ideas.-.

6. I think members should remind
the group of the need for unity
and warmth.

7. I think a group should be so
absorbed in problem-solving
that it wastes no time on
trivial social niceties.

8. I think a group should take
issue with members seeking
traditional. answers to prob..,

lems or being skeptical of
unusual ideas.'
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Perceived Groin Sort

This group had active direc-
tive leadership that helped
us advance from past exper-
iences to new ideas.

This group supported our
leader and defended him
from personal attacks.

This group avoided express-
ing negative or critical
opinions of unique proposals.

This group attempted to keep
all members satisfied and
willing to accept the domi-
nant mood of the group.

Members of this group re-
/mined silent rather than
enter arguments that might
have disrupted the flow of
new ideas.

Members reminded the group of
the need for unity and warmth.

This group was so abs6rbed in
problem-solving that we wasted
no time on trivial social
niceties.

This group took issue with
members seeking traditional
answers to our problems or
being skeptical of unusual
ideas.
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9. I think members should become
so well acquainted that they
feel free to offer wild,
unheard of suggestions.

10. I think group leaders should
haVe the major responsibility
for planning groLlj activities.

11. I think group members should
disclose attitudes to the
total group, not to selected
individuals.

12. I think a group leader shoUld
summarize progress before
final decisions.

13. I think a group should dis-
courage special friendships
and advocate creativity as
its primary function..

14. I think a group should be
organized, to evade the
uneasiness of group dis-

15. I think a group should rely
more on each member's work
experiences than upon books,
for information.

16. I think a group should con-
sider each member as important
as the leader.

17. I think group members should
conceal true feelings that
might hinder deep concentra-
tion on accomplishing its
goals.

18. I think a group should fight
for many varied answers to
its learning problems.
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The members became so well
acquainted that they felt .

free to offer wild, unheard
Of suggestions.

The leader of this group had
major responsibility for plan-
ning group activities.

Members of this group dis
closed attitudes to the
total group, not to selected.
individuals.

The leader of this group
summarized progress before
final decisions.

The group discouraged special
friendships and. advocated
creativity as our primary
function.

This group was organized,
evading the uneasiness of
group disharmony.

The group relied more on each.
member's work experiences
than upon books, for infor-
mation.

The group considered each
member as important as the
leader.

Members of this group con-
cealed true feelings that
might have hindered deep con-
centration on accomplishing
our goals.

The group fought for many
varied answers to our learn
ing problems.
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19. I think a group meeting
should be conducted accord-
ing to 'the writins of
authorities on group
discussion.

20. I think group members should
freely argue or tee sides
in arguments caused by
individual Outbursts.

21. I think a group should ex-
press any doubts it has
about the leader's ability.

22. I think a group should
schedule definite breaks,
to get away from work topics
for a while.

23. I think group members should
grow closer together as they
examine their knowledge of a.
topic.

24. I think a group should rely
upon its leader to keep it
on schedule.

25. I think a group should stim-
ulate original thinking by
forming intimate sub-groups.

26. I think a group should be
informal and intimate'in
order to be creative.

27. I think a group should often
consider the value of its
actions, without relying
upon the leader.

28. 1 think group members should
impulsiVely state even nega-
tive feelings to stimulate
fresh thinking.

29. I think a group shoUld be
ready to argue about the
implications of decisions
At makes.
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The group meeting was Con-
ducted according to the
writings of authorities on
group-discussion.

Members of this group freely
argued and took sides in
arguments caused by individual
outbursts.

This group expressed doubts
they had about the leader's
ability.

The group scheduled definite
breaks, to get away from work
topics for a while.

The group members grew closer
together as they examined
their knowledge of a topic.

This group relied upon our
leader to keep us on schedule.

This group stimulated origi-
nal thinking by forming inti-
mate sub-groups.

This group was informal and
intimate in order to be
creative.

This group often considered the
.value of our actions, without
relying upon the leader.

Members of this group impul-
sively stated even negative
feelings which stipulated
fresh thinking.

This group argued about impli-
cations of decisions we made.
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30. I think members should look .

to the group for advice,
without embarrassment.

31. I think a group should main-,
twin discussion on a person
to-person level to allow the
stating of problems of
individuals.

32, I think a group should oppose
unusually stubborn members.

33. I think a group should apply
its energies producing excit-
ing task innovations rather
than forming social relation-
ships.

34. I think group members should
condemn sarcastic answers to
useful, intelligent questions.

35. I.think members should .be
against pairing off and should
mention it to the group.

36. I think group members should
learn to like each other early,
while organizing-their work.

37. I think a group.should tolerate.
and excuse statements of mem
hers' anxieties.

38. I think group members should
discuss anxieties with members
of their own choosing.

39. I think a group should force-
fully carry out plane for
meetings, regardless of
objections from some members.

40. I think a group should be
openly critical of any members
who try to prevent the planning
of its work procedures.

The members looked to the group
for advice, without embarrass-
ment.

This group maintained discus-
sion on a person-to-person
level, allowing the stating
of problems of individuals.

,This group opposed unusually
stubborn members.

This group applied our energies
producing exciting task innova-
tions rather than forming
social relationships.

Group members condemned sar-
castic answers to useful,
intelligent questions.-

The members were against pair-
ing off and mentioned it to
the group.

The group members learned to
like each other early, while
organizing their work.

This group tolerated and ex-
cused statements of members'
anxieties.

Members of this group dis-
cussed anxieties with members
of their own choosing.

The group forcefully carried
out Plans for meetings, re-
gardless of objections from
some members.

This group was openly crit-
ical of any members who tried
to prevent the planning of
our work procedures.
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41. I think a group should make
light of any ill feeling ex-
pressed, in order to pursue.,
its problem most productively,

42. I think a group should have.a
formal structure providing
status opportunities for mem-
bers other than leader.

43. I think a group should organ-
ize sub-groups that would
allow each member to know
some members very well._

44. I think a group should base
its work on the unrestricted
ideas of its membership, re--
gardless of expert opinion.

45. I think a group should focus
attention on all of its
creative members, instead of
the leader.

46. I think a group should tend
to follow the insightful
suggestions of its most
creative members.

47. I think numbers should leave
a group if they can't men-
tion their private concerns.

48. I think a group should crit-
ically survey the objectives
of its leader.

49. I think a group should begin
by outlining a system that
would discourage cliques.

5 I think group members should
be a formal team that will
bypass guesses and past answers
to problems.

51. I think-a group should direct
task content questions and
suggestions to its
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This group made light of ill
feeling expressed, in order
to pu-rsue our problem most
productively.

This group had a formal
structure provlding status
opportunities for members
other than leader.

This group organized sub-
groups that allowed each
member to know some members
very well. .

The group based its work on
the unrestricted ideas of
its membership, regardless
of expert opinion,

This group focused attention
on all of our creative mem-
bers, instead of the leader.

This group tended to follow
the insightful suggestions
of our most creative members,

-Members left the group when
they couldn't mention their
private concerns..

This group critically sur-
veyed the objectives of our
leader.

This group began by outlining
a system that discouraged
cliques.

The group memberS were a
formal team that bypassed
guesses and past answers to
problems.

This group directed task con-
tent questions and suggestions
to our leader.
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52. I think a group should be
critical of its work progress,
in intellectual rather than
personal terms.

53. I think group members should
demand a chance to talk about
individual grievances,

514-. I think a group should resist
leaders who restrict expres-
sion of feelings.

55. I think a group should strive
for a friendly atmosphere by
frequently determining under-
standing and accomplishment.

56. I think a aroup should withhold
gestures of friendship so that
each individual may indicate
his attitudes towards the group.

57. I think a group should care-
fully_define its task` before
proceeding, to, avoid arguments.

58. I think a group should accept
prolonged arguments, if
necessary, in solving-the
important problems before moving
to others.

59. I think a group should have
working rules that 'minimize
the need for a leader.

60. I think a group should be very
businesslike in defining its
work requirements.

61. I think a group should define
policies at the outset to
avoid assigning authority to
individuals.

62. I think a group should develop
procedural methods that enable
cordial and comfortable
relationships.
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This group was critical of our
work progress, in intellectual
rather than personal terms.

Group members deManded a chance
to talk about individual
grievances.

This group resisted the leader
for restricting expression o±
feelings.

This group strove for a friendly
atmosphere by frequently deter-
mining understanding and actor -.
.plishment.

This group withheld gestures of
friendship so that each individ-
ual could indicate his attitudes
towards the groups.

This grow) carefully defined our
task before proceeding, avoiding
arguments.

This group accepted prolonged
arguments, when necessary, in
solving the important problems
before moving to others,

The group'had working rules
that minimized the need for a
leader. .

The group was very businesslike
in deriving our work require-
ments.

Thin group defined policies at
the outset, avoiding assigning
authority to individuals..

This group developed procedural
methods that enabled cordial
and comfortable relationships.
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63. I think a group should stay
away from harsh judgment of
members' thought-provoking
ideas.

64. I think a group should seek
new insights and be wary of
any established answers
offered by its leader.

65. I think a group should
evaluate its decisions and
accomplishments frequently
in friendly discussion
sessions.

66. I think members should depend
upon group action to blend past
learning and present original
thinking.

67. I think a group should change
to another part of its task
when members disagree.

68. I think a group leader should
decide when to move the group
to another part of its
problems.

69. I think a group should first
establish schedules and assign
necessary duties to keep
members from dividing along
friendship lines.

70. I think a group should con-
sider it important to quickly
satisfy individual cOmplaints
avoiding unpleasantness.

71. I think group members' should
verbally attack anyone oppos-
ing establishment of a firm
agenda.

72. I think a group should dis-
courage jokes and side comments
so that important discussion
will not be interrupted.

The group stayed away from
harsh judgment of members'
thought-provoking ideas.

This group sought new insights
and was wary of.any established
answers offered by our leader.

This group evaluated our
decisions and accomplishments
frequently in friendly
discussion .sessions.

The members depended upon group
action to blend past learning
and present original thinking.

The group changed to another
part of our task when members
disagreed.

The group leader decided when
to move the group to another
part of our problem.

This group -Pirst established
schedules and assigned
necessary duties, keeping
members from dividing along
friendship lines.

This group considered it
important to quickly satisfy
individual oomplaints, avoid-
ing unpleasantness.

Members of this group verbally
attacked those opposing
establishment of a firm
agenda.

The group discouraged jokes
and side comments so that
important discussion would not
be interrupted.
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Semantic Differential

INSTRUCTIONS

On the two pages following these instructions you will fir.d a

group of words printed in bold-faced type and beneath them a set of

scales. You are to rate your reactions to these words on each of the

scales in order.

If you feel that your reactions to the words at the top of

the page are VERY CLOSELY RELATED to one 'end or to the other of the

scale, you should mark eitherthe 1 or the 7 on the answer sheet

corresponding to your choice. If you feel that fair is MOST CLOSELY

RELATED to the words, you would blacken in the 1 on your answer

sheet.

1. fair 1

:a

2

:2i

3 4

:

5
:5:

6

:6:

7

c

:7:

unfair

If You feel that unfair is MOST CLOSELY RELATED to the you

would blacken in the 7 on the answer sheet,
0

1. :1: :2: :3: :4 : :5: :6

If you feel that your reactions to the words at the top of the

page are QUITE CLOSELY RELATED.to one end or to the other of the scale.

(but not extremely), you shoUld mark either the 2'or the 6 on the

answer sheet corresponding to your choice..
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If the words are ONLY SLIGHTLY RELATED to one side or to the

other side (but not equally related), you should mark either the 3 or

the 5 on the answer sheet corresponding to your choice.

If the words are EQUALLY RELATED to either side of the scale,

you should mark 4 on your answer sheet.

Work at fairly high speed through this instrument. Do not

puzzle over individual items. Make each item a separate and inde-

pendent judgment. It.is your first imprersions the immediate feelings

about the items, that is being requested. On the other hand, please do

not be careless, otherwise it would be meaningless to take the instru-

ment.

Repeating the words at the to of the page, to yourself, helps

to speed you along on each item.
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1, silent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 talkative

2. practical 2 3 4 5 6 7 theoretical

3. active 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 quiet

4. competitive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 coopelative

5. defensive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 assertive

6. aggressive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 retiring

7, easy-going 1 2 3 '4 5 6 7 ambitious

8, skillful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 awkward

9. unsuccessful 1 .2 3 4 5 6 7 successful

10. adequate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 inadequate

11. industrious 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 procrastinating

12... incompetent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 competent

13. open 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 closed.

14. uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 confident

15. empty 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 full

16, consistent '1 2 3 4 5 6 7 inconsistent
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17. unsteady 1 2' 3 4 5 6 7 'steady
41

18. rigid 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 adaptable

19. decisive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 indecisive

20. uncompromising 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 compromising

21. disorderly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 orderly

22. relaxed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tight

23. clear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 confused

24. indefinite 1 ..2 3 4 5 6 7 definite

25. unsettled 1 2 3. 4 5 6 7 settled

26. defined 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 undefined

27. shifting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 stable

28. warm 1 2 3' 4 5 6 7 cool

29. distant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 intimate

30. giving 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 withholding

31. rejecting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 accepting

32. soft 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 hard
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Case I

INSTRUCTIONS

Read the following case study. At the end of the study you

will find eight alternatives for dealing with the problems which are

presented, Your task is to work as a group and to reach a group con-

sensus. Rank the eight alternatives from the one the group thinks is

most desirable and should be done first to the one the group thinks

is least desirable. You will have thirty minutes to read and

analyze the study.
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Until the age of 30 Nell lived what seemed to be a relatively
normal life. She did.find herself at times exhausted, but usually a
few hours sleep would help her revive, Nell married young-at 18 and
by her 19th birthday had her only child, Ann. As the years went by
Nell discovered that her periodic exhaustion was becoming a general
weakness throughout, her body. Rest became less and less of a solu-
tion. When she discovered a partial paralysis developing in her
left leg and a short time later experienced her first tremor's, she
went to a physician. His diagnosis was multiple sclerosis - an
incurable degenerative disease of the central nervous system. With-
in two.years she had become an invalid. .Since Nell's husband was a
mill worker with limited income he turned to the local Public Health
Nurse for help with his wife's invalidism.

Lynn was a nurse on the Public Health staff when the Super-
visor of Nurses assigned her to Nell. The supervisor knew Lynn had
first hand experience with multiple sclerosis and felt she could
quite adequately handle the case. Lynn's mother had died from com-
plications resulting from the disease five years ago. Lynn had spent
most of her thirteenth through seventeenth years caring for her
mother. Lynn knew well the problems of M. S.: the decubitis ulcers,
the perineal rashes, the battle against metrorrhagia, dehydration,
and bladder infection. But most indellibly impressed on Lynn's mind
were memories of the effects of an incurable disease: the progres-
sion from full capactiy to complete invalidism.

As she received her assignment Lynn remembered vividly waking
in the middle of the night to turn her mother. She could again smell
the bedsores as she changed her mother's dressings, and she remember-
ed her mother's mental anguish during physical and psychological de-
terioration. LIrnn's final reaction to Multiple sclerosis had become
one of aversion, flight, fear and resentment against something over
which she had no power and which had gradually destroyed her family
life.

The supervisor described to Lynn Nell's problems in accepting
her invalidism. Nell had become a "difficult person to get along with".
She had become hostile and crabby with everyone. "Why did this have
to happen to me?" and "What am I being punished for?" were two of her
most frequent complaints.

Lynn's first visit with Nell was traumatic. All Lynn's old
memories and fears returned to her.. The smell of the bedsores, the
sight of a deteriorated body, the reaction to the patient'sfeelings
of hopelessness, overwhelmed Lynn and made her want to run from the
scene. An attempt at help brought the response from Nell: "You
have two legs and can walk, do it for me.". Lynn was afraid of Nell
and also of herself.
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Lynn has several alternatives. You are to work together as a group.
Your task is to reach a group Consensus on the rank order of the
eight alternatives available to Lynn. First select the alternative
the group believes to be the best. Then select the second best.
Continue until all the alternatives have been ranked.

1. Recognizing that her own. psychological Problems and biases
handicap her, Lynn should ask that someone- with a more
objective attitude be assigned to Nei?,

2. Nell should be encouraged to take screwdrivers in moderation
as a means of relieving physical pain and allaying anxiety and
fear.

3. Nell should be placed in a hospital so she can receive proper
treatment for her steadily increasing disability.

4. Nell should remain at home. She should be encouraged to be
as autonomous as possible.

5. Lynn should look deeply into her own problems and resolve her
own anxieties so that Nell can relate to her and use the help
she offers,

6. Nell should be given positive psychological support. She should
be bolstered with positive views of the present and future.

7. The facts of Nell's illness shoUld be fully explained to Ann in
hopes of having an adequate mother-child relationship.

8. Nell's husband should learn the skills of caring for a person
who is moving from full capacity fa complete invalidism.
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After three visits Lynn began considering the need for placing
Nell in a hospital in which she would qualify for free care. Nell
seemed definitely opposed to this idea. In spite of her helplessness
and her hostility she wanted to stay at home. She still felt that
she was the hub of the household. She was the mother, the center
of activity.

And in fact Nell's deterioration had not yet left her com-
pletely helpless, When her husband would, help her into a wheel chair
she could move arcund the house and even manage to cook her own meals
on the stove. She had a degree ofindependence/and autonomy and
seemed convinced she could achieve still more. But along with this
independence Nell had deep fears about being alone while her husband
was at work 'and her daughter at school. She was afraid of an accident
or an emergency. What could she do if she fell from her wheelchair
or if she started a fire while cooking on the gas stove? These
possibilities were constantly on Neil's mind and. seemed somehow to
increase her hostility and crabbiness with others.

Yet with all her problems Nell did have one pleasure which
seemed to ease her whole condition. She was fond cf drinking screw-
driverS (vodka and orange'juice). As time went on she turned-more
toward this' release. Screwdrivers would ease her pain. They made
her loose and spontaneous and gave her relief from both physical and
mental suffering.- However, there were after effects. Nell found
that at times screwdrivers led to nausea, vomiting, and bowel dis-
turbances and they seemed to sometimes leave her physically more
weak.

Nell's husband had a hard time dealing with the disease.
As time went on he seemed to grow more and more aloof from his wife.
At first he had been able to take the constant care which she re-
quired. But gradually the need for awakening in the middle of the
night to turn Nell, the problem of cleaning her messy bed, and the
changing of her dressings grew heavy on him, His work at the mill
became less productive and he continued to grow more distant.

Ann at age fourteen did her best to help her father and bore
as much of the burden for her mother's care as possible. She would
come directly home from school and help her mother from the wheel-
chair into bed. She would then change her mother's dressings and
try to pick up the house before her father arrived home. In spite
of herself Nell was sometimes curt with Ann's inexperience.

Ann had shifting 'feelings toward her mother. At first she
felt bewilderment at her mother's condition. Now her reaction had
changed to one of desperate fear. Lynn knew what Ann was experienc-
ing. She could not help but..recognize her on problems in Ann's reac-
.tions.
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Case II

,

INSTRUCTIONS

Read the following case study. At the end of the study you

will find eight alternatives for dealing with the protlems which are

presented. Your taskis to work as a group and to reach a group con-

sensus. Rank the eight alternatives from the one the group thinks is

most desirable and should be done first to the one the group thinks

is least' desirable. You will have thirty minutes to read and analyze

the study.
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Rosita had been referred to the local County Health Depart-
ment by a neighborhood social worker when she was four months preg-
nant. Her outpatient care was uneventful and at nine months she
delivered a seven pound baby boy. The baby, like Rosita herself,
was born blind. Medical records showed Rosita to be thirty-five
years of age, unwed, and a primipara. She lived in a poor Spanish
speaking section of Chicago and. knew very little Pnglish. Fortunate-
ly the hospital _employed a bi-lingual nurse who was able to be with
Rosita during treatment and delivery.

As a public health nurse Jodi was given the Postpartum care
of Rosita and her child. Jodi spoke no Spanish but was eager. to do
her best. Jodi's initial trip to Reeita's house was with the neigh-
borhood bi-lingual social worker.

Rosita lived alone with her fifty-two year old mother in a
rather shabby tenement building. Her background showed a sparse
education, At age six she had been enrolled in a State. School for
the Blind. She had completed a year and.a half of instruction. At
the end of this time her mother refused to let her continue. She
lived at home until age twenty-one when the State Welfare Department
insisted that to receive her monthly check she must enroll in the
State's rehabilitation program for the handicapped. In five months
of instruction she learned some of the rudiments of Brail' and
gained confidence in using her cane in strange places.

Rosita's mother and father had immigrated from Mexico before
Rosita was born. Her father had died in an industrial accident when
Rosita was thirteen. Since that time she had been completely in the
care of her mother. Rosita had not developed any skills of her own.
Her mother had always supported her with a job as a night time snub-
woman in a local office building.

When Jodi and the social worker knocked at the door Rosita's
mother let them in with broken English. The mother led the two into
the bedroom and introduced then to Rosita and the child Miguel.

As the conversation progressed between the social worker,
Rosita, and the mother -- almost entirely in Spanish -- it became
obvious that Rosita's mother was dominating the interchange. The
social worker translated freely to Jodi, and on occasion Rosita's
mother addressed her in broken English. All questions addressed to
Rosita were answered by her Mother. Rosita was obviously a withdrawn
and dominated individual. Though she was visibly upset at her
mother's overly zealous attitude she seemed to accept it as "fate."
EVen asking Rosita to perform a simple task with her child brought
the response from the mother: "That's something that I do; I can
always do it so much faster." It became quite obvious as the con-
versation developed that the.mother wanted Rosita to give her baby
up for adoption. "It's hard enough taking care of Rosita; I just
don't have the time or money to care for two," was her feeling.
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After about an hour's discussion Jodi and the social worker
decided to leave and to come back when Rosita's mother was at work.
That evening they returned and Rosita welcomed them. As the three.
talked Rosita confessed that she felt hampered by her mother. The
mother had dominated Rosita 11 her life and given her little free-
dom. Now her only joy was her child, Niguel. "He is a Godsend:"
she kept saying. More than anything else Rosita wanted to raise
him as her son. She 1-Dped that Jodi could give her the training
she needed in infant care. She said that her own blindnef-s had
given her a sensitivity to the problems of those without sight.
She said she could. feel the baby's problems, know what he was going
through, and relate to the child better than anyone else. She
also asked the social worker about a rehabilitation training pro-
gram which she hadimentioned earlier. She felt she finally had.
the incentive to learn a skill.-

When Jodi and the social worker mentioned the father of the
child, Rosita became- silent. She did not wish to discuss the father.
Rosita had developed several friendships in the building over the
years, mostly as an escape from the domination of her mother. When _

residents would drop in durinE her mother's working hours to see how
she was faring alone, she would strike up a conversation. Eventually,
people would come to visit her.

Her mother had painted this picture quite differently.
Rosita didn't have friends; she was a tramp, was what she said.
The mother felt that the answer to Rosita's problems was not
friendships in the building but a closer relationship with her
mother.

Juan lives in the building two floors above Rosita. He

is thirty, divorced, and currently unemployed. He is the father
of Niguel.
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Jodi has several alternatives. You are to work together as a
group. Your task is to reach a group consensus on the rank order of
the eight alternatives available to Jodi. First, select the alter-
native the group believes to be the best. Then select the second
best. Continue until all the alternatives have been ranked.

1. A Spanish speaking. nurse can best relate ,to Rosita and her child.
Jodi should requeCt. that she be removed from the case and a
Spanish.speaking R. N. be her replacement.

2. in view of the child's and Rosita's handicaps Miguel should
be placed out for adoption so that he can receive the best
possible upbringing in a healthy environment.

3. Jodi should train Rosita inbaby care. Particular emphasis
should be given to the special methods for blind parents'
handling of a child.

4. Roaita's needs and the possibilities for helping her daughter
gain independence should be brought to the attention of her
mother.

5. Rosita should be encouraged to take advantage of rehabilitative
training so she can develop self-sufficient skills.

6. Rosita should be encouraged to become self-supportive and raise
the child on her own away from the i,fluence of her mother.

7. Attempts should be made to determine the father, encourage
marriage, and establish a home for both the baby and.Rosita.

8. As provided for under Illinois law contraceptive information
and devices Should be provided for Rosita through Jodi.
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Nai4e

On the sOalle below ei?.eh qt.u,stion, circle the number bcsi

describe;.: the nay you see your p:.,.rticl-Dation in th:: ca: study

discussion. Try to distinguish between those area7; whore you

feel you rate high and those where you rate loss well

1. How effective do you think you wre in contributing ideas,
insights, end sugi:,estiens which hel.oed the group solve prob-
lems and achieve its goals? (circle one)

6
5 ..) 4 3 2 1

excePt5onally very
effecttivo ineffective

z, Hew effective do you think you were in performing functions
which built the group and kept it working well? (circle ono)

6 5 4 .3 2 1
exceptionally very
effective ineffective

3. In your opinion, how able were, you to express yourself fyeoly
and comfortably in the group?. (circle one)

6 5 4 3 2 1.

exceptionally very
free and comfortable restricted

and tc,nse

4. To what extent were the minority views listened to with respect?

1, Most were disreP:arded or ignored..
.

2. Some were disreprarded.

3. A few more were disregarded than given serious thought.
4, A few more were given serious thought than disregarded.

5, .Some were given serious thou,2,-ht.

6, Most were given .serious -thought and consideration.
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c

do w1.1,?n th, confton':.3

with cliffcEnci!::: in anla

w:!_r,:r any cli.rfecnce,

2. AvOiel discus,zion of api,arnt
difcl.cncos but 1,..ovE:.d: to c0,11-,Jr

4 mac. ,to c70:::1 with diffofence:3 L1.1not

5, ?;:c:,d confliets bot conlet not rcF;c1,,.c then,

6a. Pad conflicts and w-02,:ked thm thrr,u3.11,

To what extent (!roup mc7Abers out to win their o;.:.11

as op.:x;scd 'Co cos..i.dcring the )!:oritsof thc iL,;2.11e?

1, AlT.os ocif,-,1,:ltely out to win o,,m points,

2, Noderatcly out "to win own poins,
3. SliE:htly norc out to win o,:rn points than to conielcr

merits of issue,,

4 Siihtly nero considering morits of issur:fs than out to
win own points.
Yodcratuly conaddcring norits of issues°

6, Almost oomDletely considering 1=it2 of issucs.

To what extent did you have p2ivate thoughft and une:Tresed
feelinss and opinions which you would not have felt comfort-
able brin!in out in dis.cusbion.

1. 1. felt ahlost co:' mletely under wraps,

2. Somewhat under wraps.
3, Slightly more under wraps than free and expressive.
4, Slightly more free and expressive than under wraps.

). Somewhat free and expresSive.
6. I. felt amost completely free and expressive.

8. How would you characterize the quality of communication in
the group?

1, Very poor, members don't listen to each other and don't
understand at all.

2, Poor, members listen and understand very little.
.

3. Slightly more poor than good.
4. Slightly more good than poor.
5. Good, members listen some and. understand,
6. Very good, members really listen to each other and

understand.
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9, Ho': yolt ch:Lractc?::'.17,-.! jrit,-.2llecta oi of
tilcf clus;fjc:n?

Coativ;-;, lo,:ylcal, critical --

a better niti
HighLy cor;c4tent hAt lainp; in 1=0:-na
Routinc, lev;:i of problcr:-,-colvin,

1,,?f7: thin ..-:c;.!-Anc level,

Quito :son,:: pod thinkim,:,

10, Di%. yoa as: much Ifelp afs 11,.,=e%od fromothe?.: of tha
croup?

1, lin, thy diarcic:O. my riodscomplete1y,
2, ai.ardea nuito a bit,
3t Ftorr,2 ci.ia-rd.ed. than recou,i2d0.
I. Hn:c eoogni1od tha disrep:arcled,

5. Boconi,zed quito a bit,
6, AlmwIt- completely recognized my needs,

11, To v11,..t extent did you feel a real part of the dicussion
group?

1, Com?letely a part of the group all the Lie,
2 Nosily a part of the group,
3t A lLttle more a part of the group than outside,
L A little more outside the group than a part
c Mostly on the outside of the group,
6, Completely on the outside, not part of the group at all.'
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t

;.iGALT:0 (=:'

(i .9!:)-3) a mcZt..hc., 7'2= dnitf!.ona1 eo.f..1-rioop of

Coup oS:' a L:-T: It a-1.,:rs to cYft.,:r a

solution to thc, nds o-r :JAen-

tiTyln r.asurinz tn r.::ure of by .Frot:,

Shaw i6:.tified which a-o.pr to have
moaniflr :Indcnc:it of tbe collc!oted

104 different c;roilp fro: l litture, from other
invorti2;ator:: in the field, anclf=.1 his o':in creative efforts , Task
dusters Wiiire then identified. by t:laa and e:.-.cor quas:i-lobAcal
vrocoF,205, by two factor pnalyscs .

The taz.k sioris thus de:ived are derze:db,2d by Shaw
(1963, Pp, l9-20) as 7'ollo-,rs:

I. Diffiellity (Factor I) may be defined as the
arAount of effor to complete th:1 task:
Difficulty is innueno;:d by the number of oper-
ations, skills, and ::_nowledf:cs reouired for
successful task cO::ation, Goal clarity is
negatively loaded. on Factor I, and may be
regarded as one asPect of difficulty. Tasks
may vary on this diension from easy, i.ec,
requiring fe.a operations, skills, and knowledzes,.
to difficult, i.o reouiring many operations,
skills, and hnoledeS.

Solution Multip1icit7: (Factor II) may be defined 1

as the degree to which there is more than one
"correct" solution. This is a complex di!-iension
involving number of -acceptab).e solutions, number
of alternatives for task completion, and the de-
gree to which -acceptable solutions can be veri-
fied (i.e demonstrated to be correct). Solu
tion Multiplicity:1;as. chosen as the label for
this 'dimension not only because it had the
heaviest factor loading, but also because the
number_Jof acceptable solutions appears to be a
basic aspect of tasks. 'Thus a tan-: that has a
high scale value on .Solution Eultiplicity is
one that has many pe,sible.solutions.that are
acceptable, and no solution that can be easily
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verirAd, tht has a low
thir: will have a sAn';Ie

able ntion hat. can df-..,no:Istrated to

te m!=t; and a r.:in'zle this c;o70,

(V,(1,0-..- T11) an-

th, to 31-3(.;fl inte .A,,.;:f,c::1 action of

gre,ap in Irc11..fl. to complc:te the task,

Task:: at the hic..:1 end of t eontinum requr'..re

thze. i";AWD ,noms coordinte aotins so
tat. sash T:1,mber i for;.:11- the .ncor functicll
at cu th,3

oth= task at the othr extreme
coolzi be completcd by each group r.:embe:17 -,;orking

independer:tly and at his own speed.

IV. Intellecual-Nniv.JlativeRenuire7lents (pl%rt of
Factor IV) is deaned as the ratio cf mental re-
quire:rlents to oto- reouiren,ents. It is retLim:d
as a separate dimension despite the fact that it
had loadings Oil Factor IV. in common with Population
Familiarity. This decision is based upon the
relatively low correlation between these two seg-
ments of Factor IV, Thsks at the high end of the
0.1mension of IntA:t.: r,ctual-nimlativr, louiro-
ments require only mental (reasoning, thinking)
activities for coycoletion; whereas those at the
opposite extreme reeuire only motor (,;:hysical)
activities for successful task completion.

V. PoT)Platjon Familip.rttv (part of Factor IV) may be
defined as the degree to which the task is en-
countered by members of the larger society. It

is regarded as a separate dimension for the'
reasons given above, but appears to be a rela
tively.weak dimension.

VI. Intrinsic Interest (Factor v) is defined as the
degree to which the task in and of itself is in-
teresting, motivating,- or attractive to the group
members.

The decision that a-group has turnedfromlone task to another
task is situation 'bound, and sonewhat subjective, Observers may ask
for the opinion of other observers or for the opinion of the group
itself. The interaction of the group members, or the leadership be-
havior of one or more members may indicate tht'a new' problem is now
being considered. When it is clear to an observer that one or more
of the above dimensions has changed, then a new task has replaced the
one previously under consideration, .In Such a case, the new task
should be identified by number and an apPropriate-descriptive name,
and scaled by the observer on each of the above dimensi.ons.

L.
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On the answer sheet provided, identify by number (in sequence)
each task attempted by the group you are observing. Give each task
thus identified a descriptive name, and rate it from 1 to 5 on the
following scales. Put your ratings for each task in the appropriate
boxes below each dimension as indentified, and opposite each task
number and name., Write only on the answer sheet provided; use this
sheet only for reference purposes. Use the following scales for
deriving the numbers which you put in the boxes in the answer sheet.
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I, ; z!.11our:t of effoI.L to c.,-21..'c

,... / J /
p2ither diY:filtvcr:,, o.;,y ea::( ,,.,:-.2y

;:;y nor difficult

ii So:Nten,m1t1.D7Icity: derce to which the:c::: 1.2._mo.:2c than

one."Co=e. s,olution:

olo:.Lrly probly !:!orp ci.0
only one only ono than one more than ;,.:(ac

oro one

coom,7,0,Hon dr2oree 1.o which integrated action of
group members is reccairera to cr):;:pete

the task;

not probably perhap:.:. v_robably requircd
required not required helpful reouired

IV. Inte1lectul-1:ani-nulativ.,.. rat5.c of mental r-
ouiremnt. to motor

.....,,,/

motor only more motor about equal :;:ere :::ental mental only

than mental motor and than motor
mental

V. Population Ppmiliarity: degree to which the task is familiar
to members of the larger society:

/ 1 / 2 i 3 2 4 / '', /

familiar familiar familiar.. familiar familiar
to none to a few to some to many to all

VI. Intrinsic Interest degree to which the task in and of itself
appears to be interesting to the group
members:

2 / 3 4 /
not slightly fairly very extreely

interesting interesting interesting interesting interesting
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P....c:oJnres T.

this list to cleck. the actnal uzied 117,kiny,

doci duri..!. each tsk of thi:. w:7,:tting,

0

8

Thought end feeling cOnsonsuo (1j:ianirlty)

1ear consensus: (Either with rer:crvation "I'll go
along" - or dissent of one or two

7 Problell cc-us : (Brainstoining fol3,e.4ed by selection
from aitc:mtives)

6 Majority support: (One or to more than half give
support)

Minority support: (Majority tacit agreew:nt or lack
of disagreement)

Handclasp: (Support of one or two members leads to
action).

3 Topic (Drifting o shifting of topic without
explicit deliberation and decision)

2 Self-authorized decision: (One person initiates and
action follows by implicit consent or no overt
disagreement)

1 Plop: (Suggestion failed to be picked up resultin in

decision not to consider- proposal)
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The Level3n :"1:calc

U2C.' this cc:j_ indicp,tc how 6.0 0:7 closed yoo. won::

about e:,:posLn your feelings. On .th: suif;1;m:u s17.:c F.;hc.fr;.,t put.

ta:-.Jr. Use the foJ.lowinz,

1 7 3. 4 5 6 7 8

Complete-
iy Closed Open Open

tely

Open

Completely Closed would indicate that you had definite feelin5,,s cs

opinionr: about the topic under discussion, but for one reason or

another you did not expose these feelings

ComEpletely Open would indicate that you had expresF.ed fully all

your feelings about the topic under discussion as well as any

feel ;s or emotions toward other members of your gTou'De

You may rate any topic with am g indicating that you had no

feelings, opinions, or emotions connected with this topic,
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CODE
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